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I. INTRODUCTION
The Graphics and Video Laboratory of the Department of Computer Science at the
Naval Postgraduate School permits the researcher to create three-dimensional visual
simulations from digital terrain data [Ref. 1]. Specialized graphics hardware allows the
display of such simulations in near-real time. The goal of a good part of the work in the
lab is the creation of a movie-like view of movement over and on terrain, with
increasingly complex movement animation models. Such projects have strained the
equipment's capabilities. One method of increasing available computing power is to
harness multiple heterogeneous machines together in some distributed computing
organization.

It requires communication between the various machines, as well as

carefully matching each machine's capabilities to its assigned tasks.
A.

PROBLEM
Rapid turnover of inexperienced students at the Naval Postgraduate School makes

the creation of complex simulations difficult to manage. The learning curve becomes
steeper as the lab's capabilities increase. One of the areas of difficulty has been intercomputer communications. So much time has been spent on designing, coding, and
debugging communication software, little has been left for the original research. We set
out to provide an easy-to-use, yet powerful, set of tools to aid in the development of
multi-computer projects.
1.

Approach
A communication protocol can be optimized for large data transfers, or small

data transfers, or both. Efforts to optimize for both are both complex and difficult
(Refs. 2,31.

File transfer protocols such as FTP in the Defense Advanced Research

Project Agency (DARPA) Internet domain and uucp in the UNIX domain can be used for
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large data transfers. Their overhead' is high. This overhead cannot be tolerated in a
real-time problem2 . Our visual simulation efforts rely on small data transfers to
communicate among machines. These small messages are typically commands and
changing status indicators. Transferring the entire "world view" is only a reasonable task
during initialization or reset. Hence, we designed our protocols for small messages.
2.

Design Criteria
The design criteria for developed protocols were simplicity, ease of use,

portability, and efficiency.

Rapid turnover of inexperienced students at the Naval

Postgraduate School makes simplicity of paramount importance. Inevitably, changes
will be required and only a simple protocol is easily modified to take advantage of new
*capabilities.

Much the same argument, and generally good software design practice,
make ease of use only slightly less important. Almost all operating system-level aspects
are hidden from the application. The number of other machines to be connected to, a use
of dynamic memory allocation, and the names of the other machines are the only
concerns for the application setting up a connection. The synchronization, or lack
thereof, in communication between machines is a design decision.
Portability dictated our use of TCP/IP, an integral part of the Defense Data
Network (DDN). Efficient use of processor power was considered more important than
efficient use of the network resources. The network is shared by the entire Computer
Science Department, but is not heavily loaded.

1T-. cost of creating a file and then spawning a process to send it ishigh. On the receiving end, there is the cost
of creating the file and then reading it. Even a zero-cost file transfer protocol will require all this overhead.
2 LArge data transfers, in real-time systems, will not be possible until 100 MByte/Sec networks are commonly

available.
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BACKGROUND

1.

Visual Simulation
a.

Vision and Information Presentation
The eye has the largest bandwidth of any human sensory organ. Proper

use of this capability is a challenge to all scientists. Static graphs are used in most
disciplines to show the relationships between a limited number of variables. These twodimensional representations convey information more readily to human beings than
would a table of the underlying numbers. [Ref. 4: pp. 8-12]
Time, a common independent variable, is often one dimension on a graph.
The other dimension is a single dependent variable. To portray additional variables in
one presentation is a frequently occurring requirement. Various techniques such as
multiple colored lines, multiple icons, and perspective drawing are used. With each
technique, only a few additional variables are added before the graph becomes
incomprehensible.
Pictures, particularly those in color, have a dense information content.
Unless blind, we live in a world of pictures. Human beings can recognize many
differences between two similar pictures. One presentation portrays many different
variables. When a series of pictures are presented, the time variable is easily correlated
to the actual time of presentation. When a series of pictures is presented rapidly, the
experience approaches reality, partly explaining the success of moving pictures and
television.
Animation creates visual images with an explicit time dimension, in
addition to two or three spatial dimensions.

Using actual time to portray the

experimental time variable allows at least one more dependent variable on the display.
Imag.s can be as simple as a changihg graph, or as complex as a feature-length cartoon.
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However, animation creates its effect with the playback of prerecorded scenes [Ref. 51.
It is not suitable for providing immediate feedback to a researcher.
b.

Definition
Visual simulation is the creation, by computer, of a realistic, easily-

modified, moving image from the mathematical model of a phenomenon. Realism
implies high-resolution, color graphics. Movement implies adequate floating point
calculation capacity to recalculate the model and its graphical representation between
display refresh cycles. Easy modification implies a well-designed computer application.
Visual simulation allows a researcher to experiment easily with his
subject.

Ideally, we display a realistic approximation of part of the world. The

experimenter then manipulates some part of this visual simulation and receives
immediate visual feedback. The rapidly refreshed display is one key to visual realism.
Such a display allows the direct manipulation of the visual simulation, making it easy
and intuitive to use [Ref. 6]. Ease of use allows the researcher to concentrate on the
research question, not the display methodology or the computer interface.
Examples

c.

Recent visual simulation projects of the Graphics and Video Laboratory
include speed control of autonomous vehicles [Ref. 71, control of autonomous walking
machines [Ref. 8], rule-based control of autonomous underwater vehicles [Ref. 91,
interactive moving platforms [Ref. 101 and combat vehicle control [Ref. 11]. Each of
these projects exceeded the capacity of a single workstation. The speed control and
interactive moving platform projects, written entirely in C, used two Silicon Graphics,
Inc. IRIS workstations, allowing multiple simultaneous views. The other projects all
required a rule-based artificial intelligence component, best programmed in Lisp for ease
of modification.

Running the Lisp subsystem on the IRIS workstation gave an

unacceptably low refresh rate and correspondingly poor realism [Ref. 12]. Placing the

4
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Lisp subsystem on another machine improved the refresh rate of the IRIS workstation
used for the graphics display.
2.

Computer System Architecture
Computer systems can have a distributed or a non-distributed architecture.

Distributed architectures have only one characteristic in common, more than one
processor used to accomplish the task. Beyond this, many different approaches have
been tried [Ref. 13]. Identical processors give a homogeneous architecture. Different
processors give a heterogeneous architecture.

Either distributed architecture may

incorporate shared memory or it may not. The separate processors can be closely or
loosely coupled. Communication between processors can be via shared memory,
common bus, or some form of communications network. Communication via some
combination of the above, such as a file server on a local area network, is also
common [Ref. 3]. In the Computer Science Department at the Naval Postgraduate
School, a heterogeneous mix of stand-alone workstations, file server supported
workstation clusters, and minicomputers communicates via Ethemet.
Programming

distributed

architectures

has

inspired

creativity.

The

fundamental problems with distributed programming are the communications between
processes and the temporal interaction of the processes. Communicating sequential
processes [Ref. 14],

distributed

processes [Ref. 151,

and

remote

procedure

calls

[Refs. 2,16] have all been proposed as primitives to hide message passing from the
programmer.

Remote procedure calls [Refs. 2,31 and communicating sequential

processes [Ref. 17] have been implemented. However, even today, none of these is
generally available as a standard mechanism across varied architectures. We have
created simpler (but less general) communication routines for use among heterogeneous,
distributed, standalone computers.

5

Complex projects can require the resources of more than one computer.
Graphics portions are best handled by the specialized hardware of a graphics workstation,
such as a Silicon Graphics, Inc. IRIS. Artificial intelligence portions are best handled by
a Lisp machine, such as a Symbolics * or a Texas Instruments Explorer"*. Database
requests can be made to a machine with appropriate database software. A general
purpose computer, such as the Digital Equipment Corporation VAX***, car- be used for
additional processing power, file storage, or other administrative support. Providing easy
access across such a mix of heterogeneous computers is a large task [Ref. 31. The simple
mechanism described in this work gives communication access between cooperating
processes running on diverse hardware. It leaves temporal design to the application
developer, while providing the tools for synchronous and asynchronous interaction.
3.

Communication
Communications between computers cooperating on a task can be one-to-one,

many-to-one, or one-to-many. It can be synchronous or asynchronous. Any, or all, of
these can be required for one visual simulation.
One-to-one, or direct connect, communications puts the lowest load on the
network when there are few messages to be sent. A single virtual channel between the
two processes is required. Each communication between any two processes comprises
one message. All messages are known to be intended for the receiving process. These
messages can be sent synchronously or asynchronously. Direct connect communication
requires one action by the sender and one by the receiver. With more processors,

Symbolics is a trademark of Symbolics, Incorporated.
Explorer is a trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated.
""VAX is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

6

potential virtual channels grow in number geometrically. For a fully connected network,
the virtual channels required can exceed capacity. The potential messages required also
grow geometrically in number.
One-to-many, or broadcast, communications puts the lowest load on the
sending process. A message is sent to all other processes that are connected to it. It
requires one action by the sender, and two actions by each receiver (the reception and a
decision on whether the message is intended for that receiver). It also places one to n
messages on the network (depending on how the network and the broadcast protocols are
designed). It is primarily used in an asynchronous mode, although synchronous protocols
could be designed.
Many-to-one communications puts the highest load on the receiving process. It
requires two actions by the receiver on every message that is sent by any connected
process. It is also a primarily asynchronous method. The receiver portion of a process
sees many-to-one whenever broadcast protocols are the only ones used in a visual
simulation.

C.

ORGANIZATION
The previous sections of this chapter provide background on visual simulation,

distributed architectures, and communication paradigms.

Chapter lI describes the

hardware and software environment in the Computer Science Department at the Naval
Postgraduate School. The protocols developed are discussed in Chapter I. Chapter IV
describes the implementation of the protocols. Chapter V covers the use of these
protocols. The performance of the protocols is detailed in Chapter VI. Chapter VII
concludes with a discussion of limitations, future extensions and research topics, and
summarizes the research conducted. Listings of the program source code for each of the
hardware systems are included as Appendices.
7
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I. EXISTING SYSTEM
A.

INTRODUCTION

The distributed architecture available in the Naval Postgraduate School Computer
Science Department Graphics and Video Laboratory is Ethemet-connected workstations
and minicomputers. The workstations include IRIS 2400, 3120, and 4D graphics,
Symbolics 36xx* and TI Explorer Lisp, ISI AI, and Sun-3s**. The minicomputers include
VAX 11/785 and an ISM minicomputer complex providing database services. All
computers, except the Symbolics and TI, use some version of UNX** as the primary
operating system.
B.

HARDWARE
1.

Network
Ethernet connects all the computers in our lab. There is a backbone network

and subnetworks for certain groups of computers. Currently there are two subnetworks,
one for the ISIV minicomputers and one for the ISI Al workstations. Subnetworks are
planned for the IRIS workstations, the Sun Workstations*,

and the Symbolics and TI

workstations. Figure 2.1 illustrates the network configuration.

"Symbotics 3600, Symbolics 3640, Symbolics 3650, and Symbolics 3675 are trademrks of Symbolics, Inc.
" Sun-3 is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
""UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories

Sun Workstation is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems. Inc.
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All computers support TCP/IP protocols. The Symbolics Lisp machines also
use the CHAOS protocol to provide file server services from syml to the other Symbolics
machines. This logical local area network (LAN) uses the Ethernet backbone for its
messages. The Sun file servers also support their diskless nodes over the backbone
Ethernet.
2.

Workstations
a.

Silicon Graphics, Inc. IRIS
Table 2.1 shows the IRIS workstation configurations. All are connected

directly to the backbone Ethernet. The proprietary Geometry Engines in each of these
workstations allows three dimensional color graphics displays to be generated and
updated in real-time. The primary use of these machines is for color graphics.
b.

ISI AI
Table 2.2 shows the ISI AI workstation configurations.

Only ai8 is

connected directly to the backbone Ethernet. The other workstations are connected to it
in a subnetwork. These workstations are used primarily for artificial intelligence
projects. The ai8 machine provides, as well as a gateway to the backbone Ethernet, file
server support for the other workstations. Their high resolution black on white monitors,
although bitmapped, have rudimentary graphics capabilities.

Table 2.1
Nickname
irisI
iris2
iris3
iris4

IRIS WORKSTATION CONFIGURATIONS

Model
No.

Memory
(MBytes)

Disk
Capacity

4D/70G
2400 Turbo
3120
4D/P0G

8
6
4
8

380MB
144MB
144MB
380MB

Bit
Planes

Floating
Point
Accelerator

Resolution

56
32
32
56

N/A
Y
N
N/A

1280x1024
1024x768
1024x768
1280x1024

100

6&1fi2a& &-il,10

Screen

Table 2.2

ISI Al WORKSTATION CONFIGURATIONS

Nickname

Model
No.

Memory
(MBytes)

Disk
Capacity

Bit
Planes

Screen
Resolution

ail
ai2
ai3
ai4
ai5
ai6
ai7
ai8

V8WS
V8WS
V8WS
V8WS
V8WS
V8WS
V8WS
V16WS

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

101MB
101MB
101MB
101MB
101MB
101MB
101MB
403MB

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024

c.

Sun-3/50
Table 2.3 shows the Sun Workstation configurations. AR are connected

directly to the backbone Ethernet. The black-on-white monitors of the Sun diskless
workstations are primarily used for administrative tasks at this time.
d.

Symbolics 36xx
Table 2.4 shows the Symbolics workstation configurations.

All are

connected directly to the backbone Ethernet. The Symb )lics workstations are used for a
Table 2.3

sunsl
sunlO
sunl 1
sunl2
sunl3
sunl4
sunl5
sun16
sunl7
sunl8
sunl9
suns2
sun20
sun2l

SUN WORKSTATION CONFIGURATIONS

Model
No.

Memory
(MBytes)

Disk
Capacity

Bit
Planes

Screen
Resolution

3/180S
3/50
3/50
3/110
3/110
3/60
3/60
3/60LC
3/50
3/50
3/50
3/180S
3/60LC
3/60LC

12
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
12
4
4

490MB
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
490MB
N/A
N/A

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
10
2
2
2
2
10
10

1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
1280x1024
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Table 2.4 SYMBOLICS WORKSTATION CONFIGURATIONS
Screen
Bit
Color
Disk
Memory
Model
Nickname
Planes
Resolution
(MBytes)
Capacity
No.
1280x1024
Y
24
IGB
5
3675
symI
1280x1024
1
N
180MB
1
3640
sym2
Y
1024x1024
8
1
180MB
3640
sym3
1
N
1280x1024
512MB
3650
5
syn4
variety of research projects involving artificial intelligence. The syml machine provides
file server support for the other Symbolics machines using the Chaos protocol and its one
GigaByte (unformatted) storage capacity. The color-capable systems are used to display
static information with color providing an easier human interface.
Texas Instruments Explorer

e.

Table 2.5 shows the Explorer workstation configurations.

All are

connected directly to the backbone Ethernet. The TI Explorers are also used for artificial
intelligence projects.

They have the least graphical capabilities of any of the

workstations.
3.

Digital Eguipment Corporation VAX 11/785
Table 2.6 shows the two DEC* VAX 11/785 computer configurations. Both are

connected directly to the backbone Ethernet. Only the unix) machine was included in
this project. The vms) machine may not be available in the future, so the effort to
Table 2.5
N
expI
exp2
exp3
exp4

EXPLORER WORKSTATION CONFIGURATIONS
Bit
Screen
Disk
Memory
Model
Resolution
Capacity
Planes
(M~ytes)
No.
I
1
I
1

4
8
8
2

280MB
420MB
420MB
140MB

DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

12
5

1
1
1
1

1024x808
1024x808
1024x808
1024x808

Table 2.6

unixl
vmsl

VAX CONFIGURATIONS

Model
No.

Memory
(MBytes)

Disk
Capacity

Operating
System

11/ 785
11/785

24
8

1395MB
1442MB

UNIX
VMS

develop appropriate code was deemed unnecessary. The unix) machine is nps-cs.arpa
on MILNET and is the sole external access point to other machines connected locally via
Ethernet. It supports the various dial-up lines, as well as other administrative functions.
4.

ISIV minicomputers
The computers in Table 2.7 make up the ISIV minicomputer complex. Only

isiv8 is connected to the backbone Ethernet. The other machines are connected to isiv8
in an Ethernet subnetwork. The ISIV minicomputers provide a high performance, multibackend distributed database. Any of the high-resolution black on white monitors can be
used with any of the hosts on the subnetwork. The character displays can also be used on
any of the subnetwork hosts. The graphics capabilities of these machines are limited.

Table 2.7

isivi
isiv2
isiv3
isiv4
isiv5
isiv6
isiv7
isiv8
isiv9

0

ISIV DATABASE MACHINE CONFIGURATION

Model
No.

Memory
(MBytes)

Disk
Capacity

Bit
Planes

Screen
Resolution

V24S
V24WS
V24WS
V24WS
V24S
V24S
V24WS
V24WS
V24S

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

602MB
500MB
602MB
500MB
602MB
602MB
602MB
459MB
602MB

N/A
2
2
2
N/A
N/A
2
2
N/A

80x24char
1280x1024
1280x 1024
1280x 1024
80x24char
80x24char
1280x1024
1280x1024
80x24char

C.

SOFrWARE
1.

UNIX Machines
Two versions of UNIX are commonly used. The machines purporting to use

System V*, also incorporate characteristics of 4.2BSD and 4.3BSD.

The relevant

incorporation is the Berkeley socket mechanism.
a.

4.3BSD
A "pure" 4.3BSD system (4.3 BSD UNIX #11) exists only on unix). The

ISIV minicomputers use 4.2 BSD UNIX Release 3.07, with a multi-backend database
system installed [Refs. 18-20]. The ISI Al workstations use IS68K 4.3 BSD UNIX: 4.OD
#2.
b.

System V
The IRIS 4D systems use UNIX System V-based version 4DI-2.2. The

IRIS 2400 and 3120 systems use UNIX System V-based version GL2-W3.6. Both have
extensive 4.3BSD extensions. The Sun-3 uses an almost System V version of 4.2BSD
UNIX. The currently installed release is 3.4.
2.

Lisp Machines
a.

Genera
The Symbolics Lisp Machines first used Genera 6.0 software.

All

machines are now on Genera 7.1.
b.

Explorer
The TI Explorer lisp machine first used Explorer version 1.0.2 software.

All machines are now on version 3.4 except expl, which is still on version 3.2.

UNIX System V is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories
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D.

SUMMARY
The configuration described above is constantly changing. Additional machines are

acquired. Older machines receive hardware upgrades. The network is reconfigured.
Software releases are updated (especially 4.2BSD UNIX to 4.3BSD UNIX).

The

fundamental needs for distributed computation in this heterogeneous environment
remain.

*
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M. PROTOCOLS
A.

INTRODUCTION

Our visual simulation efforts rely on small data transfers to communicate among
machines. These small messages are typically commands and changing status indicators.
Hence, we optimized our protocols for small messages. Overhead to optimally encode
and decode packets was deemed inappropriate.

The design criteria for developed

protocols were simplicity, ease of use, portability, and efficiency.
B.

DIRECT CONNECTION
The client requests

The client/server paradigm is used for direct connection.

services from the server, so establishing communications is asymmetrical.

Once

cortnunications are established, however, the protocol used is completely symmetrical.
[Ref. 21:p. 171
1. High-Level Protocol
The variety of data types supported is limited (see Table 3.1). Each message
contains exactly one instance of one type of data. All integer or float data is converted to
an ASCII character string before it is sent. It is converted back to the proper type after
Table 3.1 DAT ,TYPES SUPPORTED
Length
Elements
Code
Available
Type
LBnth
(Bytes)_____

character

single

B

Y

array

C

Y

I

Y

integer

4

single
array

J

N

float

4

single

R

Y

array

S

N
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reception. While the conversion is unnecessary when communicating between similar
architectures, it greatly simplifies the task of communicating between fundamentally
different architectures. Knowledge of the other machine's architecture is not required.
The inherent portability of this solution outweighs the processing cost.
A message is created with three fields. The type field is a one-character field.
It contains the appropriate code from Table 3.1. The length field is a four-character field.
It contains an ASCII string from 0001 to 9999. This string gives the length of the data
field. The datafield is a variable length field containing the ASCII representation of the
data element. Figure 3.1 illustrates these fields.
While C programmers are continuously concerned with data types, Lisp
programmers are not. The Lisp routines support arrays of characters, single integers, and
single floating point numbers. Each of these is an object. Objects, not types (as implied
in Table 3.1), are received and sent by lisp applications. The underlying protocol is the
same, the application interface is different 3 .

Position

*1
*

2 314 15
T
y

6

6 ?7

Length

Data

p

Figure 3.1

Message Format

Chapter 5 discusses applications' use.
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2.

Supporting Protocols
Full-duplex stream sockets are used to provide sequenced, reliable connection

between machines. The sockets are created in the DARPA Internet 4 domain. The
Internet pseudo-protocol is used [Ref. 22]. No out-of-band capability was included. We
could not envision a use for it, since our protocol is inherently asynchronous. If a strictly
synchronous protocol was used, out-of-band transmission might be necessary to interrupt
for an urgent message. In an asynchronous protocol, however, encoding the next
message gives the same effect. Processing overhead for encoding is no greater than for
continuous monitoring for an out-of-band message. With only a small volume of data
transfers expected, no urgent message waits very long.
Two ports, each with its own stream socket, are used for each channel between
machines. Although full-duplex, the stream sockets are used in a simplex mode. The
separate sockets are used because two processes cannot be bound to the same socket at
the same time. Two separate UNIX processes then monitor the independent send and
receive sockets. Blocking sockets are used, avoiding prect'ssing overhead for busywaiting. While non-blocking sockets are available in 4.3BSD [Ref. 21: p. 251, they were
not explicitly available in 4.2BSD [Ref. 22]. Operating systems might include 4.2BSD
sockets rather than 4.3BSD versions and so the blocking socket mechanism was deemed
more portable. Both TCP/IP and the C routines provide buffering.
On the TI Explorer, sockets were also blocking 5 . Direct access was made to
the TCP methods provided. Lisp streams are used for the Symbolics lisp routines. The

0 This

is the underlying mechanism of the Defense Data Network (DDN) and was chosen for its wide availability

and applicability to Department of Defense problems.
5 Version 1.0 of the Explorer TCP/IP software uses blocking sockets. Version 2.0 uses non-blocking sockets.
There has been no update of this system's TI Explorer lisp routines to version 2.0.
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lisp strear

mechanism isolates the code Erom the issues revolving around blocking

versus non-blocking sockets.
C.

BROADCAST
A broadcast message is sent to all machines on a local Ethernet. Those machines

that are waiting for some broadcast message will probably 6 receive it. If a machine on a
subnetwork is to get a broadcast message, an application must run on the gateway
machine that will rebroadcast on the subnetwork any messages received on the backbone
Ethernet. Machines not expecting a broadcast message must nevertheless process it and
reject it as inappropriate. The extra load on all machines connected to the Ethernet
restricts broadcasting to infrequent occurences until most of the machines used in
simulations 7 are on a private subnetwork.
1.

High-Level Protocol
We expect users of the broadcast protocol to mix its use with the use of direct

connections. The same data types and messages are supported (see Table 3.1).
2.

Supporting Protocols
Full-duplex datagram sockets are used to provide connectionless broadcast

capability. The sockets are created in the DARPA Internet domain. As with our use of
stream sockets for the direct connection protocol, we use these full-duplex datagram
sockets in a simplex mode. We use a sending socket for one-way sending of a broadcast
message to all other machines on a single network or subnetwork. We use a receiving
socket for one-way receiving from a specific broadcasting machine on the network or

Unlike the direct connect protocol, the broadcast protocol does NOT guarantee reception. Trying to provide
such a guarantee requires a feedback machanism so that the sender knows that the machines expected to receive the
broadcast did so. This is difficult without resorting to a direct connection or flooding the network with messages.
'The IRIS machines and the Lisp machines are the ones principally used for visual simulation.
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subnetwork. Direct connection, with its use of guaranteed reliable stream sockets, is
used for any other communication, including return messages. [Ref. 21: pp. 32-34]
As in the direct connection protocol, independent UNIX processes are bound to
the sockets. Since broadcasting is a one-way activity, a sender or receiver only spawns
one8 UNIX process.
D.

SUMMARY
By building our high-level protocols on top of DARPA TCP/IP standards, we provide

the highest degree of portability possible today. By using full-duplex stream sockets and
datagram sockets in a simplex mode, we do not make full utilization of a socket's
However, this concern is outweighed by the increased simplicity and

capabilities.

resultant maintainability of the code. The use of ASCII character strings for the messages
is simple and makes interconnection with diverse architectures straightforward.

Ii

4t

If broadcasting were used exclusively for complete connectivity, each of n machines would spawn n prcesse.
If direct connection was used exclusively for complete connectivity, each of n machines would spawn 2n-2 processes.
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IV. IMPLEMENTATIONS

A.

INTRODUCION

The first connection was between the IRIS 2400-Turbo and TI Explorer. Then the
Symbolics Lisp machines were included.
[Refs. 8,9, 111.

These routines have had extensive use

The IRIS functions were updated for the IRIS 4D, coincidentally

providing Mex support on the older IRIS machines. Broadcast capability was added for
UNIX-based machines. A port to 4.3BSD UNIX (application calls unchanged) was begun.
B.

SYSTEM V UNIX
All our System V UNIX-based

systems include the socket mechanism first

introduced by 4.2BSD. Sockets are a key aspect of all implementations. We expect they
will become part of System V or its successors [Ref. 231.

The System V-unique

semaphore and shared memory interprocess communication (IPC) capabilities are also
used.
1.

Silicon Graphics, Inc. IRIS 2400
a.

Sockets
The socket was introduced in 4.2BSD as the preferred metaphor for IPC. It

was easy and efficient to implement and the select mechanism could be used to
implement remote procedure calls, if desired [Ref. 231. System V had no comparable
mechanism until version 3 was released with streams. The BSD sockets were included
by many vendors, Silicon Graphics, Inc. included 9 . While the use of sockets could be

9 The System V version available on the IRIS machines, at the start of the project, was version 2 and so streams
were not considered.
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replaced with streams, device drivers would have to be written. The advantage of
streams is the ability to filter them between streamhead and the actual device driver.
These filters, however, reside in the kernel's address space and have the kernel's
permissions [Ref. 241. In our environment, the potential performance increase is not as
important as the requirement for simplicity.
The system call for socket creation is socket. The system calls supporting
socket configuration are setsockopt, bind, connect, and accept l° [Ref. 221. To simplify
their use, these are all repackaged into four high level routines: connect-server and
connectclient for direct connection,

startbroadcast and broadcastreceive for

broadcast. These routines are encapsulated in netV.c. netV.c can be separately linked
any application that needs to make a server/client connection using stream sockets

*with

or a broadcasting connection using datagram sockets. Table 4.1 describes the four
routines.
Using the socket number' 1, a process can transmit data through the socket.
In our system, sockets for inter-computer communication are created and used by the
send and receive processes exclusively. The file netV.c is not linked with the application
at all.

10 The

accept system call is only relevant to stream sockets. The setsockopt, bind, and connect system calls are

used with both stream sockets and datagram sockets.
In the direct connect protocol, the server process reads from and writes to a remote socket number. The client
process reads from and writes to its local socket number, The reason for this is that a server could be connected to different clients (although not in our implementatinn) at different times. The client, meanwhile, is only going to connect
to the one server. In the nternet domain, all njecessary routing infomiation, for either ,erer or client, is tontained in a
sockaddr in structure and is accessed (transparently) via the socket number
In the broadcast protocol, hoth the broadcaster and receiver(s) use their local socket number because they are
using connectionless datagram sockets. The routing information is also contained in a sockaddr in rtructure.
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Table 4.1
Function

SOCKET SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

Description

Use

Creates socket. Binds that
socket to remote client ad-

int connect server( remoteclient_name, port_number)
char remote_cientname[f;

dress and port. Waits to sc-

cept the remote client conconnect servez( remoterclient name,
portnumber )

nection. Returns the socket
number for the remote client.

remotesocket

connectclient

Creates socket. Binds that
socket to remote server address and port. Connects
with remote server. Returns
the local socket number.

int connectclient( remote_-serverjname, pott_number)
char remoteservi._nsmeJ;
int pot_number,
localsocket = connect-client( remoteservername,
port numer)

startbroadcast

Create& socket. Sets it to
broadcast mode. Binds it to
local addms and specified
local port. Returns the local
socket number.

int startbroadcast( potnumber)
int porjnumber,
localsocket = stantbredcaht( portnumber)

broadcastreceive

Creates socket. Binds it to
local address and specified
port. Adds broadcaster address and port. Returns the
local socket number.

int broadcastreceive( broadcastername, broadcasterport)
char broadcaster_name[];
int broadcaster-port;
local_socket = broadcast receive( broadcaster name.
broadcaster_,port)

b.

=

Semaphores

The semaphore mechanism was chosen as the least expensive, in both
space and time, for communication between processes. Signals could have been used,
but implementation would have been more complex and less reliable. Signal-based
communication functiorns would also have been more difficult for the application
programmer to use [Ref. 25: p. 101. There are two semaphore ids maintained for each
connection 2

One is used to communicate with the send process; one is used to

communicate with the receive process. The two semaphores are both used to signal their
process when it is safe to proceed. A send process is permitted to proceed only after the

12Two semaphore ids are required for direct connect protocol connections since both a send and a receive pro-

cess are spawned. Two semaphore ida are still created for broadcast protocol connections, even though only one process is spawned.
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application has requested a write action 13 on the channel. A receive process is permitted
to proceed only after the application has read all data from the shared memory buffer.
Neither the send nor the receive process is executing more than absolutely necessary,
assuring maximum availability of the local processor to the application.
The system calls supporting semaphores are semget, semop, and semctl.
To simplify their use, they are repackaged into three high level routines: semtran, P, and
V

[Ref. 25: pp. 188-190].

These

routines (and a support routine semcall) are

encapsulated in semaphore.c. It can be separately linked with any application that needs
semaphores. Table 4.2 describes the three routines.
c.

Shared Memory
A cost barrier to IPC in UNIX is the cost of copying data from one process

to the kernel and then from the kernel to another process. Using a shared memory
segment, as a buffer, minimizes this overhead. To further reduce overhead from system
calls, only a single segment is created. An application accesses the entire segment, while
a send or receive process accesses only its preassigned section. Figure 4.1 displays the
layout. The message area of each section is used for several purposes. It is formatted as
Table 4.2

SEMAPHORE SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

Function

Description

Use

semtran

Creates a semaphore associated with a key. Returns a

int semtran( key)
int key;
sid = semtan( key);
void P( sid)
vid;
int sid;

semaphore

id.

P

Acquire semaphore

V

Release semaphore

void V( sid)
Vid
vi

int sid,

13The data miust also be valid in the shared memory buffer. All this is transparentto the application, which only
issues a write command.
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Shared Memory Segment Data Assignment

a long (4-byte) integer. Table 4.3 describes the meaning of three-state values placed in
this area.

Table 4.3
Value

positive

SHARED MEMORY MESSAGES

Meaning
to
send

Meaning
to
receive

Data of length given is
in shared memory,
ready to be sent.

Application has not
finished reading data
from shared memory.

Nothing ready to be
sent.

Application has read
data
from
shared
memory.
Message
from other machine cn
be read, up to LAR-

Meaning
to
Application
send: Data in shared memory
has not yet been sent to other
machine.
receive: Valid data of length
given is in shared memory,
ready to be read.

zero

send: Previous message has
been sent. Ready to send
next message.
receive: No valid data in
shared memory.

GESTREAD bytes.

negative

Signal to terminate,

Signal to terminate.

25
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N/A

The system calls supporting shared memory are shmget, shmat, shmdt, and
shmctl [Ref. 25: pp. 192-198]. To simplify their use, they are repackaged into four high
sharedsegment, dynamicsharedsegment, detachsharedsegment, and

level routines:

deletesharedsegment. These routines (and a support routine attach_withindatasegment)
are encapsulated in shareseg.c. It can be separately linked with any application that

needs shared memory. Table 4.4 describes the four routines.
The implementation of shared memory on the IRIS 2400 and IRIS 3120
was a surprise. A basic UNIX memory allocation scheme is shown in Figure 4.2. Each
process has its own text, data, and stack sections. Neither the relative locations of these
sections nor the direction of growth for stack and data sections is specified for UNIX.
The shared memory segments are logically part of the data section [Ref. 26: p. 151].
Table 4.4
Function

sharedsegment

SHARED MEMORY SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
Description
Creates (if not already in existence) a shared memory

char *sharedsegment( key, nbytes, shmid)
long key;

segment associated with a
key. Attaches application to
that shared memory segment.
Returns a shared memory
segment address and id.
Does not permit subsequent
dynamic memory allocation.

long nbytes;
l
s

Creates (if not already in existence) a shared memory
segment associated rith a
key. Attaches application to

dynamicsharedsegment

Use

int *shmid;
segment = sharedsegment( key. nbytes. shmid)

char *dynamicsharedsegment( nummachines,
key. nbytes, shmid, freespace)
int nummachines;
long key;

that shared memory segment.

long nbytes:

Returns a shared memory
segment address and id. Permits subsequent dynamic
memory allocation,

int *shmid;
t freespace;

detachsharedsegment

Detach shared memory seg-

void detachsharedsegment( segment)

ment from application

char *segment;

deletesharedsegment

Delete shared memory seg-

void deletesharedoegment( segment. shmid)
char *segment;
int shmid;
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numsegment = dynamicharedegment(
machines, key, nbytes. suid. freespace)
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UNIX memory Allocation

Actual implementation is left to the team porting UNIX to the machine. The Silicon
Graphics, Inc. implementation attaches a shared memory segment to the first available
valid 14 address within the data section. However, the beginning of shared memory
delimits the size of ali other sections [Ref. 26: pp. 367-3701. Figure 4.3 illustrates this

"Shared memory segmeets must begin on a page boundary. "his allow@ easy table-driven access by multiple

0

processes. On the IRIS 2400 and 3120 machines, the Motorola 68000 architecture is used.
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Figure 4.3

IRIS 2400 Default Shared Memory Attachment

relationship. While no dynamic memory calls' 5 are made, the default arrangement works
fine.

But when dynamic memory allocation-linked lists and makeobjO calls are

examples-is needed, the technique fails.
To allow dynamic memory allocation, the shared memory segment must
be attached at an address beyond the greatest ever required for regular data. Dynamic
allocation can then occur without reaching the shared memory segment. Attaching at an
unknown address

oth within the data section and sufficiently beyond existing data to

permit dynamic data section growth, can be done at least two ways. First, the data
section can be expanded until it is as large as possible, then the shared memory segment
"Dynamic memory allocation is made with system call brk or alternate sbrk. Library functions malloc, realloc,
and calloc use brk and so also do dynamic memory allocation.
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can be attached at a valid location just inside this maximum value. While minimizing
application programmer effort, this technique requires many system calls to grow the
data section. It also has the fatal flaw of limiting the stack section, if the stack section
and data section grow into the same unallocated memory. Second, the application can be
required to prespecify the maximum amount of dynamic memory allocation it might use.
The solution adopted is adding

a freespace parameter to the

sharedsegment function; and renaming it the dynamicsharedsegment function. The
sharedsegment function was retained for backward compatibility.

The freespace

parameter gives the caller the ability to specify the maximum additional memory
required for the application. A request for this additional space is made before the shared
memory segment is attached. After acquiring (and freeing) the additional space, the next
available address is determined and the shared memory segment is attached to the next
valid address. We have now established the shared memory segment beyond the
specified growth of the application's data.
When multiple machines are connected together, there must be a separate
shared memory buffer for each channel. There is no way to connect a second shared
memory segment. The solution adopted is adding a nummachines parameter to the
dynamicsharedsegment function. The nummachines parameter requires the application
developer to specify, in advance, the maximum number of channels that can be created in
the appliction. The first dynamicsharedsegment call establishes a shared memory
segment big enough for nummachines maximum requested channels.

Subsequent

dynamicsharedsegmentcalls return the same shared memory id as the first; but return a
different address within the segment. Since the application does not directly access these
functions, there were no problems caused by this parameter list change.
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The shared memory functions are isolated from the application by the
machinepath, dynamicmachinepath, dynamicmachinepaths, and deletemachinepath
functions 16 . For the direct connect protocol, each machinepath, dynamicmachinepath,or
dynamicmachinepathscall spawns both a send and a receive process. For the broadcast
protocol, these calls spawn only a send process (for the broadcaster) or a receive process
(for the receiver). In all cases, the spawned processes issue a sharedsegment call to
attach to the shared segment earlier created by the spawning function. A command line
parameter is passed providing the offset into the shared memory segment that the
spawned process is to use. Figure 4.4 illustrates a system with three machines and two
channels.
d.

Buffering
(1) Direct Connect.

When a receive process is quiescent, waiting for

the application to read from the shared memory buffer, anything sent to it is buffered by
TCP/IP. The buffering provides the reliable delivery promised by a stream socket. The
next read command will deliver up to LARGESTREAD bytes into the receive data area of
the shared memory buffer. Since the messages are variable length, there cannot be a
guarantee that only one message was read17 . Multiple messages might be in the shared
memory buffer. A partial message might be in the last bytes.
The shared memory buffer management is handled by the various
read functions1 8 provided. Each read, requested by the application, is satisfied from the

"See Chapter 5, Sections A. .b(1) and A. l.b(3) for more information on these functions.
17 The idea to pad all messages to some arbitrary size was considered and rejected. Whatever size was chosen
would always be too small for some character array. If the maximum Ethernet packet size was chosen. an unnecessary
TAetwoik dependence would be introduced. The cost of applicrtion buffer management is considered acceptable, especially since it is incurred only on reads.

See Chapter 5, SecC.on A.1.b(2) for more information on these functions
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shared memory buffer. Remaining valid data is shifted into the low order positions of the
data area. The count of valid bytes, held in the message area, is decremented. The
shared memory buffer now appears as it would have, if it had only received the
remaining data and not the first message at all. As long as only entire messages are
received (one or more at a time), this works well. When the TCP/IP buffer has more data
than the data area can take at one time, however, the receive process deposits
LARGESTREAD bytes in the shared memory data area. It is highly unlikely that this will
be on a message boundary.
A socket read overwrites all data in the data area. A partial data
reception must be stored and concatenated with bytes from the next socket read to get a
complete message.

The protocol area was introduced to retain the protocol

information 1 9 required to decipher the variable length messages. The count of already
received bytes of a message is held here between socket reads. A message's protocol
information is stored here, too. Protocol information is built up until complete (covering
the possibility that the break is in the protocol information itself). It is then maintained
until the entire message is received and read by the application. The buffering works
with data areas as small as four bytes 20 .
(2)

Broadcast.

The datagram socket used by the broadcast protocol

preserves message boundaries. Each recvfrom call to a socket returns only one message.
This message must be no longer than LARGESTREAD bytes. The shared memory buffer

management routines are not needed.

19See Chapter 3, Section B. I for a description of the protocol
must be specified in multiples of four bytes. The smallest possible data area is therefore
IARGESTREAD
L*
four bytes.
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TCP/IP keeps unread messages on a queue. This queue may not be in
sending sequence.

If the queue buffer becomes full, subsequent messages are lost

[Ref. 21: p. 8-81. The sending buffer can easily be filled if many messages are broadcast
in a short period of time. Each broadcast message must be processed by every host on
the Ethernet. Only then can the next be sent. No access for manipulation of the TCP/IP
sending buffer is provided because its size is normally specified during system generation
and is not easily manipulated by an application program.
2.

Silicon Graphics, Inc. IRIS 3120
There are no required changes to the IRIS 2400-Turbo code. The Makefile

must be changed to remove the -Zf compile flag, since there is no floating point
accelerator board in this machine.
3.

Silicon Graphics. Inc. IRIS 4D
The IRIS 4D required programming changes only to the shared memory

module, shareseg.c. The path name for user directories is also different. Changes were
necessary to the Makefile because the /usr/include directory structure changed.
The IRIS 4D is based on the MIPS RISC architecture.

The UNIX

implementation was done differently than that for the Motorola 68020. Shared memory
segments are not attached to addresses within the data section, as illustrated in Figure
4.5. They are attached at a much higher address, yet accessing them does not result in a
segmentation violation. This is a more robust technique that obviates any manipulation
of attachment addresses. Multiple shared memory segments are easily attached, using
default system calls. The sharedsegmenr call suffices, even when dynamic memory
allocation is needed.

To maintain backward compatibility for application code,

dynamicsharedsegment calls sharedsegment, ignoring the freespace parameter, when
compiled on an IRIS 4D, and calls attach within-datasegment when compiled on an
older IRIS machine.
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C.

Memory

IRIS 4D Default Shared Memory Attachment

4.3BSD UNIX
The netV.c file functions properly on a 4.3BSD machine that is connected to only

one network. The start-broadcastfunction does not properly handle multiple networks.
The other functions work correctly, even when the machine is connected to multiple
networks.
All

other

functions

depend

upon

semaphores

and

shared

memory

for

communication between the spawned processes and the main application. Stream
sockets 2 ' could be used to provide the IPC between these processes under 4.3BSD. The

21 Unidirectional

stream sockets are equivalent to pipes.
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three channels2 2 used will have to be multiplexed into one, but the implementation is
otherwise straightforward.
D.

LISP MACHINES

The communication code is a flavor to be mixed with the application [Ref. 111. The
Explorer software is syntactically equivalent to Genera 6 on the Symbolics. With a
simple change in the sequence of method and flavor names, the Genera 7 code runs on
the TI Explorer. The older flavor, originally developed for the Explorer, is also presented
to illustrate working directly with TCP/IP instead of using a stream.
1.

Texas Instruments Explorer I
This older flavor works with Release 1.0 of the Explorer TCP/IP software. It

will not work with Release 2.0 as the implementation was changed from blocking to
non-blocking [Ref. 271.
Messages to the flavors in the ip package are made together with messages to
the tcp flavors. Network-independent addressing is not used. Table 4.5 describes the
addressing schemes possible [Ref. 28: pp. 4-2--4-31. Class C addressing is used by the
Computer Science Department. Figure 4.6 shows the simple encapsulation of the
addresses for iris], iris2, and iris3. Extension to include other machines is easy.
Table 4.5 INTERNET ADDRESSING CLASSES
C
No.
No.
Networks
Hosts
A

128

16,777,216

B

16,384

65,536

C

2,097,152

256

22 These am the semaphore, the message areas of the shared memory buffer, and the data areas of the shared
memory buffer. The firt is unidirectional from application to spawned process. The second is bidirectional and three
state (se Table 4.3).
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(defvar *irial-address* 3221866504)
(defvar *iris3-address* 3221866504)
(defvar *dest-address*

;the tcp-ip or internet address
look in network configuration

nil)

(defun iris (x)
(cond ((equal xl1) (setq *dest-address* *irisl-addresa*))
((equal x 3) (setq *dest-address* *iris3-addrehs*))
(t
(setq *dest-address 5 *iris2-addreas*))

Figure 4.6 Encapsulation of IRIS Addresses

A port is acquired by using the :get-port method of the tcp-handler flavor.
Here, shown in Figure 4.7, we use the global instance, *tcp..handler *2 3 to create specific
instances of the Transmission Control Block (TCB) for each of the two ports. Only the
client side of the server/client paradigm has been implemented. The client is created by
using the :active mode argument to the :open method of the tcp-port flavor. Both the
sending and receiving ports are full duplex, but are only used in a simplex mode. Figure
4.8 shows the creation of the sending port [Ref. 28: pp. 4-12-4-18].
The three fields in a message are sent and received separately. Each field is
then treated as a separate object. Figure 4.9 illustrates sending a message. For all fields,
the urgent argument is specified as nil. The push argument is specified as nil until the

0dfa

tphn lr*(ed ip :tphn ir

g tp r)

(defvar Otcp-handierl* (send ip::0tcp-handler* :get-port))

Figure 4.7

23The double

Lisp Port Acquisition

allows the tcp-handler to be found, since it was not created "exportable" in the Ip package.
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(send talking-port
:active

:open
; tcp will begin the procedure to establish
connection
(default
vs :passive)
; port number of destination host
; machine name or address If blank and
in :passive mode local machine waits for
connection
; set max seconds before read request times out

talking-port-number
destination

30 )

Figure 4.8

Opening a Lisp Client Connection
.1"

(progn
(send talking-port
typebuffer

:send

I
nil
nil )
(if (= (length lengthbuffer) 4)
(send talking-port :send
lengthbuffer
4
nil
nil )
(progn
(loopfor *loopvariable* (length lengthbuffer) 4
(send talking-port :send "0" 1 nil nil) )
(send talking-port :send lengthbuffer (length lengthbuffer) nil
(send talking-port :send
buffer
buffer-length
t
nil ) )

Figure 4.9

nil)

) )

Sending a Message
0

data buffer is sent, when it is specified as t. The entire message is thus sent as a unit to
the other machine.

2.

Symbolics 36xx
Genera 7 syntactic conventions are followed. The principle difference with

Genera 6 conventions is inthe definethod function. In Genera 6 (and the TI Explorer),
the method name follows the flavor name. In Genera 7, the method name precedes the
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flavor name. Figure 4.10 shows the difference. It also shows the other main difference
with the earlier code, that streams are used. The use of streams improves portability and
eliminates the need for the :reuse-iris method2 4 . It may be slightly slower, but any
difference has been unnoticeable.
Another change was to remove the dependence on hard-coded addresses. The
method

:init-destination-host was added to the conversation-with-iris flavor (see

Figure 4.11). By using the net:parse-host function, the application need only know the
name of another machine. As network tables are updated, no change to the application
code is necessary unless a different machine is desired.

(defmethod (conversation-with-iris

()

:atop-iris)

(progn (send !alking-port :close)
(send listening-port :close)

Genera 6
(defmethod (:stop-iris

()

conversation-with-iris)

(progn (send talking-stream :close)
(send listening-stream :close)

Genera 7
Genera 6 and 7 definethod

Figure 4.10

(defmethod (:init-destination-host
(name-of-host)

(setf destination-host-object

Figure 4.11

conversation-with-iris)

(net:parse-host name-of-host))

Generic Host Addressing

Mhe :reuse-ris method is retained for backward compatibility.
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E.

SUMMARY
For UNIX-based machines, generic routines are developed for semaphore use,

shared memory use, and socket use. The socket routines use both stream sockets and
datagram socket: in a simplex mode to provide directly connected client/servers and
unconnected broadcasting communications. IRIS 2400, 3120, and 4D systems are fully
supported. 4.3BSD systems are supported with mid-level sickct calls only.
For Lisp machines, stream-based functions are available for direct connection as
clients only. These functions are available directly if using Genera 7 syntax and with
minor modification it using, 'enera 6 syntax.

0

V. USE BY APPLICATIONS
A.

INTRODUCION
The application using either direct connect or broadcast protocol is not concerned

with system-level implementation details.

Almost all aspects of shared memory,

semaphore, and socket use are hidden. The number of other machines to be connected
to, the use of dynamic memory allocation, and the names of the other machines are all
that concern the application in setting up a connection. Tht syticronization, or lack
,hereof. in communication between machines is a design decision, not a protocol
det, iion.
B.

DIRECT CONNECr
A UNIX-based machine can be either a server, waiting for a clet to call and

establish a connection, or the client. A Lisp machine is always a client.
1.

UNIX-Based Machines
The functions provided for UNIX-based machines are all written in C. They

must be linked into the application program using them. Figure 5.1 is an example make
file for creation of an application program on an IRIS system.
There are two independent processes, srnd and receive, that are spawned to
25
create the sockets and monitor them. They are made separately with the nmakefile

contained in their subdirectory.

_See Appendix A
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CFLA13S
SHARE

=-Z11

-Am-S -p

-/work/barrow/share3/

MKIN -

carsimu.c

OBJS =Firstgroup of afiles
OBJS1

Second group of aoides

OBJS2

71Tird group of a files

OBJS3 =S(SHARE)io-single.o\
S(SHARB)mpath.o \
S(SHARE)semaphore-o\
S(SHARB)shareseg.o\
$(SHARB)aupport .0
OBIS 4 - Fifth group of aio
des
carsimu: $(MAIN)

S(OBJS)

cc -o carsimli $(MKIN)

$(OBJSI)

S(OBJS2)

S(CBJS3)

S(CBJS) S(OBJSI) $(OBJS2)

$(OBJS4)
$(OBJS3) S(OBJS4) $(CRAG3S) -Ibod

S(MALIN): const.h vars.h
*

S(CBJS): const.h vars.h
S(UHJSI): consi.h objects.h

S(OBJS2): const.h
S(SHARE)mpath.o: $(SHARE)shared.h
cc -c -o S(SHARB)mpath.o $(SHARB~mpath.c $(CRJAGS)
S(SHARE)support.o: S(SHARE)shared.h
cc -c -o S(SHAR)upport.o $(SHARE)upport.c $(CRAG3S)
$SHARE) semaphore

.o:

cc -c -o $(SHARE) semaphore. o $(SHARE) semaphore..c
*

$(CRLGS)

S$(SHARE)io.sinSle.o: $(SHARB)shated.h
cc -c -o S(HARE)io-single.o $(SHARE)io..ulngle.c $(CPLM3S)
SWHARE) shares. g.0:
cc -c -o S(SHARE)shareseS.o S(SHARB)shareseS.c S(CPIXIS)

Figure 5.1

a.

Sample Application make File

Application Setup
The server process must be started first. The application can set up the

communications paths as part of initialization, or it can do so only in response to a
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specific operator command. In either case, there will be two messages returned to the
terminal for each direct connection setup, Figure 5.2 illustrates a normal, single
connection, response. Since the receive and send processes that provide the messages
are independent, the two lines shown may be jumbled. A variety of errors can occur at
this point. Table 5.1 gives the most common error messages, their cause, and solution.

Server waiting to connect to name
Server waiting to connect to name

Figui, 5.2

Table 5.1

Normal Server Response

SERVER ERROR RESPONSES
Cause

Solution

Server couldn't open a local socket:

Socket in use due to previous nun not terminating
with deletemachinepath

Run ps. Use kill to terminate any receive or send
processes still running

Server couldn't bind address to local socket:

Socket in use due to previous run not terminating
with deletemachinepath

Run ps Use kill to terminate any receive or send
processes still running

shmget: Permission denied

The shared memory segment already exists, but is
owned by another uid

key
in
Change
mnchinepath call, recompile, and rerun

shmget: Invalid argument

The shared memory segment already exists, but is

Run rmshare and rerun application

Message

too small because the value
of LARGESTREAD has
been increased
shmat: Permission denied

Someone else's send or receive process is being
spawned

Check that proper path is
used in slared.h, for
application's include of
shared.h,
and
in
Makefile.
application's
Correct and recompile.

Outdated software is being
used.

Ensure that all modules are
the most current. If some
are not,
get updated
modules and recompileespecially send and receive.
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The client process must not attempt connection until after the server is
properly running (the messages in Figure 5.2 have been received). The application can
set up the communications paths as part of initialization, or it can do so only in response
to a specific operator command. When client communications setup is part of the
initialization, care must be taken to wait for a ready server before starting the client. In
either case, there will be two messages returned to the terminal for each direct
connection setup. Figure 5.3 illustrates a normal, single connection, response. Since the
receive and send processes that provide the messages are independent, the two lines
shown may be jumbled. A variety of errors can occur at this point. Table 5.2 gives the
most common 'rror messages, their cause, and solution.
b.

Coding Practices

(1) Connection.

Making a connection requires two acts. The first is to

set aside space for the data required. Figure 5.4 shows this code when local declaration
is used. The Machine structure can also be declared globally. The second is to request
the connection with a machinepath, dynamicmachinepath, or dynamicmachinepaths
call. Table 5.3 compares the three types of call, while Figure 5.5 gives a server example
for dynamicmachinepath. A description of the parameters used is in Appendix A,
Section 2.a.
For flexibility, there is often a requirement for command line
specification of the machine to be connected to. For ease of use, there is often a

Connection established with name
Connection established with name

Figure 5.3

Normal Client Response

p
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CLIENT ERROR RESPONSES

Cause

Solution

Client couldn't open a local socket:

Socket in use due to previous run not teninating
with deletemachinepath

Run ps. Use kill to terminate any receive or send
processes still running

Client couldn't connect to the remote server socket:

The server has not successfully started

Terminate client, restart
server, restart client when
server started

The port numbers used by
client do not correspond to
those of server

Correct,
rerun

shrnget: Permission denied

The shared memory segment already exists, but is
owned by another uid

Change
key
in
machinepath call, recompile, and rerun

shmget: Invalid argument

The shared memory segment already exists, but is
too small because the value
of LARGESTREAD has
been increased

Run rmshare and rerun application

shmat: Permission denied

Someone else's send or receive process is being
spawned

Check that proper path is
used in slared.h, for
application's include of
shared.h,
and
in
application's
Makefile.
Correct and recompile.
Ensure that all modules are
the most current. If some
are
not, get updated
modules and recompileespecially send and receive.

Message

Outdated software is being
used.

#include

recompile,

"/work/barrrv/share3/shared.h"

main(argc,argv)

LOCAL

DECLARATIONS

***********.*********************************

Machine cardriver;

Figure 5.4
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**

* *

***

**

/0 structure for conmunications

Creation of Machine Structure

system

/

and

-R

ki- WT .-

Table 5.3
Function

PATH CONNECTION

Purpose
Creates a link between two machines
No subsequent dynamic memory allocation al-

mchinepath

lowed

Creates a link between two machines
Subsequent dynamic memory allocation

dynamimachinepat

dynamiicmachinepaths

allowed

Creates a link between two machines
Subsequent dynamic memory allocation allowed
Multiple calls provide multiple links to one or
more other machines

main(argc ,argv)

INITIALIZATIONS

SYSTEM

3
default) */
/* Open up the net path to other machine (iris
dynamicmachinepath(2,other_machine ,4,5, "server" ,&cardriver,2000000);

Figure 5.5

Server Creation

requirement for a default specification. Figure 5.6 illustrates one way to accomplish this
for a client. This example does not require that the network alias be defined to the
system as it uses the complete address. The user, however, only enters the alias.
(2)

Program Use.

The simplest high-level communication paradigm is

reading from and writing to the other machine. It closely parallels handling files and
terminals in C. It was chosen for these reasons.
Twelve high-level functions are available.

Four provide status

information, four write to other_machine, and four read from othermachine. Table 5.4
describes these functions. The parameters used by these calls are described in Appendix
A, Sections l.a and 9.a.
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main(argc ,argv)
int argc:
char *argv[];

/* argument count *1
/* pointers to the passed in arguments */

DATA

DECLARATION

char other machine[50l;

/* name of other machine 0/

INITIALIZATIONS

SYSTEM

/* pull out the string from the argument
if(argc > 2)
printf("NAV:
exit(l);

list

incorrect argument countl

/

use nay <alias>\n");

/* pull out the name of the other string, if
if( argc
=2 )

it exists

/

strcpy( othermachine, "npscs-" );
strcat( othermachine, argvl] );
else
strcpy( other machine, "npscs-iris2" );
/* Open up the net path to other machine (iris2 default)
dynamicmachinepath(2,other.machine,5,4,"client",&car,2000000);

Figure 5.6

*/

Command Line Direction for Connection

There is a variety of ways to use these functions.

Figure 5.7

illustrates a typical scenario. This code is from the display station of a two-workstation
driver simulation. The display station provides its status (that of the "world") on each

pass through its graphical display loop. The control station must read that status on each
pass, to update the vehicle position on its track diagram. On each pass, the display
station checks to see if any commands have been received. This is an asynchronous
communication, as the display station continues with or without a control station
4

command. The asynchronous reads are guarded by a receiver-hasdatacall that detects
arrival of a message. Other receiver hasdatacalls are used to "busy wait" for the next
message. In practice, it has not been necessary to include any but the first "busy wait"
receiver-hasdatacall. TCP/IP buffers messages when they are not immediately read.
It then blocks them into the largest grouping possible and delivers them when the next
read occurs. The LARGESTREAD defined constant in shared.h determines this
maximum grouping. The first message is read by receive. The socket is then ignored
until the application reads the data. During this time, the other messages have all been
sent and buffered by TCP/IP. There is a slight delay between the time the first message is
read and the block containing all the rest is read. Thus the necessity for the first "busy
wait" receiverhas-datacall. The other "busy wait" receiver-has-datacalls are simply
for robustness.
The "busy wait" sender isjree call determines if something has
happened to the other machine or Ethernet. The first write will always succeed, as it goes
to a buffer. If there is a communications problem, TCP/IP will not accept it and the
Table 5.4

COMMUNICATION FUNCTIONS

Function

Action.=

sender is free
receiverhas data

Returns TRUE if a message can be sent.
Returns TRUE if anew message has been received.

receivedtype

Returns a character indicating the type of the message. CHARACrETYPE,
NrEGERTYPE, and FLOATTYPE are predefined. CHARACTERARRAYTYPE,
INrTEERARRAYTYPE, and FLOAT_ARRAYTYPE ae predefined.

number received
writecharacter
writeinteger

Returns an integer indicating how many elements in message.

Send a single value of the type to other machine.

write float
write characters
read character
read-integer
read float
readcharacters

Move single value of named type from buffer to application program storage.

',-
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main(argc ,argv)

MAIN

LOOP

SIMULATION

whi le(vehicle.comnand.condi t ion 1= DctE)
Get commands (if any) from navigator. Commnands are all sent
or none are sent so no information is needed a# to which value
i3 x'i ch.
if( receiver.has..data( &cardriver))
read_ integer(&cardriver, &vehticle.conxnand.condit ion);
while( freceiverhas..data( &cardriver ) ) /*printft?'l')*/;
readjinteger(&cardriver, &vehicle.coninand.brakepedal );
while( Ireceiver-1asdata( &cardriver ) ) I*printf("2')*I;
read_ integer(&cardriver, &remote_mousex);
while( Ireceiver _has..data( &cardriver ))/*printf("3")*/;
read_fioat(&cardriver, &cmdspeed);

Report all status

4

*

information to navigator every cycle.

write float(&cardriver, &vehjcle.state-vector[1]);
while( !sender is..free(&cardriver) ) printf("b");
wri tea-foat(&cardriver, &vehicle. stzte..vectorj2]);
write -float(&cardriver, &vehicle. state_vector[3J );
write foat(&cardriver, &vehicle.si tuation.distance_ traveled);
write...integer(&cardriver. &vehicle.conmand.condition);
write anteger(&cardriver, &vehicle.conrmand.brakepedal)
wri te~integer(&cardriver, &vebicle.situat ion. lightcolor);b

j /* while loop *

/main/

Figure 5.7

Synchronous Write /Asynchronous Read
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senderis_ftee call will return FALSE. This often occurs when there is a delay by the
client in connecting to the server (the display station here). If there is a good connection,
TCP/IP will accept and buffer all input. No other "busy wait" calls are needed. The other
side of the communication is shown in Figure 5.8.
(3)

Disconnection.

Termination, with a deletemachinepath call for

each path opened, is mandatory. If not performed, the sockets (and shared memory
26
segment on System V UNIX machines) will not be returned to the system. Problems

may then occur on the next run. Figure 5.9 is an example termination when multiple
paths have been opened [Ref. 111.
2.

Lisp Machines
All necessary functions are contained in a single file. This file must be loaded

before use. Figure 5.10 is an example. A Lisp machine is always a client and is started
second. Figure 5.11 illustrates the message returned with a successful connection.
Unsuccessful connections "hang" and return nothing.
a.

Connection
The address of the server and the ports it is using must be specified.

Figure 5.12 shows the ports specified as part of the loaded file. When using the older TI
Explorer functions, the addresses are specified in the same way (see Figure 4.5) and then
the machine desired is requested by number 2 7 (shown in Figure 5.13). When using the
stream-based functions, the addresses are not specified by the user at all. The network
tables are accessed, by host name, through the select-host function provided (shown in
Figure 5.14). Once the instance of conversation-with-iris flavor has been completed

'
27

See Tables 5.1 and 5.2

A throwback to connection only with different IRIS machines.
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*2

main (argc

*a

rgv)

while(condit ion I- DCl4)
Receive all status information from car every cycle.
while( Ireceiver has data( &car ) )
read-fioat(&car, &cy);
while( Ireceiver_has data( &car))
read float(&car, &cx);
while( Ireceiver..hasdata( &car ) )
readfoat(&car, &velocity);
while( Ireceiver-has data( &car ) )
read float(&car, &rdistance);
while( Ireceiver -has data( &car ) )
readjinteger(&car, &condition).
whiieL areceiver Thas data( &car ))
read-integer(&car, &brakeposition);
while( Ireceiver has data( &car))
readjinteger(&car, &lightcolor);

0

Send comnands (if any) to car. Commands are all sent
or none are sent so no information is needed as to which value
is which.
if(anything-has_changed)
anything-has_changed = PALSE;
write integer(&car, &condi tion);
while( Isender _ is-free( &car ))printf("a")
write~in teger(&car, &brakeposition);
while( Isender_ is~free( &car ) ) printf('b')
writejinteger(&car, Arnousex);
while( Isender _isjfree( &car ) ) printf("c")
writefloat(&car, &cmdvelocity);
/0 if(anything.haschanged) *

41
*

/* while/

/* main

~
Figure 5.8

Reciprocal Synchronous Read /Asynchronous Write
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deletemachinepath(&TI);
deletemachinepath(&SVA3);
deletemachinepath(&SzMI);
deI a: cnachinepathW(&S4);
exit();

Figure 5.9

Connection Termination

this is the conmunication package
(load "irisflavor")

Figure 5.10

Loading Lisp Flavor

"A conversation with the iris machine has been established"

Figure 5.11

(defvar *iris1-portl*
(defvar *trisl-port2*

Lisp Connection Message

1027)
1026)

Figure 5.12

this
; this

is the send port
is the receive port

Setting Port Numbers with defvar

get the network going
(iris 1)
(setq *battle* (make-instance 'conversation-with-iris))
(if (y-or-n-p "start networking 7" (send *battle* :start-iris))

Figure 5.13

Specifying Server in Lisp
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(select-host iris2)

Figure 5.14 Specifying Server by Name in Lisp

with port numbers and host addresses, the connection is established with the method

:start-iris, see Figure 5.13.
b.

Program Use
The method :get-iris returns with the object sent by one message. The

method (:put-iris object) sends the object as one message. Figure 5.15 illustrates both.
Note how methods are added to flavor

conversation-with-iris to simplify the

application interface even further. [Ref. 111
c.

Disconnection

Disconnection is accomplished with the method :stop-iris, shown in
Figure 5.16.
C.

BROADCAST
Only UNIX-based machines support our broadcast protocol at this time. It is a

unidirectional protocol, but nothing prevents the establishment of two unidirectional
channels in opposite directions. Using two broadcast channels to emulate a direct
connect channel, however, loads all other machines on the network by requiring every
other machine to process each message. It is also less reliable. Broadcasting is good for
sending status information to many other machines, as long as those machines can
tolerate missing reports.
1.

Similarities With Direct Connect Protocol Use
Using the broadcast protocol is similar to using the direct connect protocol.

The same functions are used in the same way. Each connection must set aside space as

S2

-N,

definitions:
;,

object:

;

in lisp

;;;

"n"
x
y
z
spd
dir
("n"

get an object

name:
character "1" .. "5"
x coordinate: real
y coordinate: real
z coordinate: real
speed:
real
speed of vehicle -10.00 to 25.00
direction:
real
compass dir in degrees from CN
(x y z spd dir))

in graphics environment

(defined as above)

(defmethod (conversation-with-iris :object)
()
(makeobj
(send self
(send self
(send self
(send self
(send self
(send self

:get-iris)
:get-iris)
:get-iris)
:get-iris)
:get-iris)
:get-iris)

;;; vision returns a list of objects in the tank's field of vision (100m radius)
;;; this is effectively an association list
(defmethod (conversation-with-iris :vision)
(tank)
(let ((field nil)
(n-objects 0)
(progn (send self :put-iris "V")
(send self :put-iris tank)
(if (equal "V" (send self :get-iris))
(progn (setq n-objects (send self :get-iris))
(dot ime s
(x n-objects field)
(setq field (cons (send self :object) field))
(progn
(print "iris did not respond to the vision conmand sent from ")
(princ "tank ")
(princ tank) ) )

Figure 5.15

Application Communication in Lisp

in Figure 5.4. The same criteria for using a specific machinepath call apply (see Table
5.3).

The same communications functions are available as in Table 5.4. Each

connection must be terminated as in Figure 5.9.
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(if

(y-or-n-p "stop iris connection 7")

Figure 5.16

2.

(send *battle*

:stop-iris))

Termination of Communications in Lisp

Differences With Direct Connect Protocol Use
a.

Application Setup
The broadcast protocol is not directly modeled as a server/client

relationship.

The broadcaster broadcasts to whomever is prepared to receive. The

receiver must be ready and so must be started first. Since the broadcaster is more similar
to the server in a server/client model, this connection order seems exactly backward. No
cr-ci will rz:ult if the broadcaster starts first, messages will simply not be received. Tle,
receiver message is shown in Figure 5.17. The broadcaster message is shown in Figure
5.18. When a direct connect channel is also required between the same two machines,
achieving proper startup order is easy. Establish the direct connect channel first, then the
soon-to-be broadcasting process sends a message telling the recciver to start up. Once
started, the receiver process sends a message permitting the broadcaster to start.

ready to receive from broadcaster-name

Figure 5.17

Normal Receiver Response

Waiting to broadcast

Figure 5.18

Normal Broadcaster Response
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%
A.

b.

Coding Practices
The parameters to the machinepath family of functions are used

differently for the broadcast protocol. All are required to be present, but some are
ignored (see Table 5.5). Since a broadcast channel is unidirectional, the receivetype
application calls are meaningless to the broadcaster (the receiver hasdata call always
returns false). The send type application calls are meaningless to the receiver (the
senderis_free call always returns false).
D. SUMMARY
Using the same functions, an application can either broadcast or directly connect to
another machine. The same steps of setup, connection, use, and termination are common
to both protocols. Care must be taken in the timing of the two (or more) machines setup.
After that, an application merely reads or writes data.

4|

I

4

-I

MACHINEPATH PARAMETERS

Table 5.5

Function

Parameter

dynamicrnachinepath

machinepath

N/A

nummachines

dynamicmachinepaths
Number of channels that could
be created by application. This
includes both DIRECT CONrNECT and BROADCAST channels.

Arbitrary integer. Should be different than another
I_ Onl_ firtcal's
user's application.

segm entnum

DIRECT
mnanie

sendportnum

receiveportnum

_alueused

first call's value used.

_____________Only

CONNECT

and BROADCAST (receiver
only): Name of machine to connect to.
BROADCAST (broadcaster only): Required but ignored
DIRECT' CONNECT: Number (0-3076) of port to be
used to send to other machine.
BROADCAST (broadcaster only): Number (0-3076)
of port to be used for broadcast.
BROADCAST (receiver only): Required but ignored
DIRECT CONNECT: Number (0-3076) of port to be
used to receive from other machine.
BROADCAST (broadcaster only): Required but ignored
BROADCAST (receiver only): Number (0-3076) of
pon to be used for broadcast.
'server":
Create DIRECT CONNECT channel
Create DIRECT CONNECT' channel
as -----a client.
Create BROADCAST channel as a
bhrodc a rer.
Create BRl.\I)('AST channel as a

"client":
server

.

.. .......

"broadcast"
"receive".

rce'iver.

i

instructure

freespace

Address of Machine structure created to hold channel
information.
Ainnivit of .,;ice to he used for
_;
):a*-". 1.
,,A ,It-v
N/AIvr
O)rflv fir call's value used.
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VI. PERFORMANCE
A.

INTRODUCTION

We look at the size of packets from our protocols. We also look at the effect of real
applications on the network. We try to do this for both direct connect and broadcast
protocols. However, no application making good use of broadcast protocols exists.
Hence, we used a direct connect test applicaticn and replaced the channel with two
broadcast channels.
B.

DATA COLLECTION

The LANalyzer* EX 5500 network analyzer was used to gather Ethernet statistics.
Versio,, 2.0 of the software was used. The LANalyzer 5500 is a COMPAQ PORTABLE
11"* with a coprocessor board installed. The coprocessor board has an Intel 80286 CPU,
an Intel 82586 LAN coprocessor, and two MBytes of memory. It performs packet
collection, packet filtering, and network statistics calculation. The COMPAQ PORTABLE
II processor handles user software control, screen updating and disk 1/0. [Ref. 291
Samples were taken while direct connect applications were running on iris2 and
iris3. To compare direct connect protocol with the broadcast protocol, test programs
were used 28 . Table 6.1 sumnarizes the infornation collected. These programs send a
character string, an integer, and a floating point number in a rotating sequence. The
messages are either sent to the machine specified on the cormnand line or are broadcast
to all machines on the local network but only received from the machine specified.

L ANalyzer is a registered trademark of Excelan, Lnc.
*" (OMPA

0

PoRTFABLF II is a tradmark of the COMPAQ Computer Corporation.

z See program4 prog c, tj.,g2 c, gprog ', and gprog2 r in Appendix D.
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Table 6.1
Run

Number

%

W .

.

-J jU

.,

DIRECT CONNECT VERSUS BROADCAST STATISTICS
Direct Connect
Max
Ave
Number

Number

Broadcast
Ave

Max

of
Packets

of
Packets

Packet
Size
(be)

Test
Load
L

(bwes)

(%)

69
69
68
68
68

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Packet
Size
Sz
S(bytes)

1
2
3
4
5

.

1031
1047
465
698
334

91
111
96
95
103

Test
Load
Lod
(%)

9498
9860
4000
2556
1262

.10
.05
<.05
.05
1 .10

The visual simulation application measured was a modified version of the driving
simulator [Ref. 7]. Table 6.2 summarizes the information collected. This data was
taken during the day 29 . The application's communication code is shown in Figure 5.7
and Figure 5.8. One trip around the track took approximately five minutes. Seven
messages are sent every cycle to report status. Four messages are sent in the opposite
direction, as required, to control the car. One circuit was driven, on autopilot, for each
test run. There were about 500 cycles per test. Approximately 3600 messages were
generated per test. The number of packets sent was less than half of this. The apparent
discrepancy exists for two reasons.

First, each packet sent also generates an

Table 6.2 APPLICATION NETWORK USE STATISTICS
Number
Average
Peak
Peak
Average
Run
Packet
Network
Test
Network
of
Load
Load
Size
Load
Number
Packets
(%)
%
(byte____
%
13
.10
.5
1
3747
89
2
3297
9
11
.15
1.0
3
4

4152
2848

89
89

15
17

<.05
.15

.5
.9

5

22830

89

17

.10

.3

29At night, with less competition for network r,

4

iveq. the results weje similar.
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acknowledgement packet in return. By acknowledging each packet, the stream socket
guarantee of delivery and proper sequence is met. Second, after the first packet
(containing the first message) is received, the remaining three or six messages are
immediately sent. The receiving process has often not yet handled the first one. The
remaining messages are combined into one and all are read as one block. This reduces
A,

the interchange to a typical total of four packets per cycle, two with data and two for
acknowledgement. Similarly, four packets are usually generated whenever the navigator
process issues a command sequence to the car.
An evaluation of a five-workstation application [Ref. 11] was also made. This
application used three Symbolics (syml, sym3, and sym4), expl, and iris2 to perform its
30
tasks. Statistics were similar to the other application, but the Symbolics irisflavor.isp

exhibited some problem behavior. It sent three packets for every message. The first
packet contained the type field only. The second packet contained both the type field
and the length field. The third contained the entire message. If a second message
immediately followed the first, three more packets were sent, each adding one field to the
previous packet. Only one acknowledgement was received, as all packets in a group had
the same identification number.
C.

DISCUSSION
Attempting to use broadcast protocol with the simple test programs failed. One

problem encountered was overflow of the seiding buffer within the TCP/IP layers. The
rapidity of attempted transmission was the cause. Higher network loading exacerbated
the problem. When the test application was slowed down with printf calls (and the
output redirected into a file) the buffer could keep up with sending requests. Using

o See Appendix C
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broadcast protocol within a graphics display loop should pose no problems unless
numerous data elements are transmitted at one time.
Without acknowledgement packets, broadcasting put fewer packets on the network
than did the direct connect protocol. When overall load was haevy, some were lost. This
poses a serious problem for visual simulation applications.

Without an elaborate

application-level protocol, the receiving process will never know what was intended to
be sent. Since only one data object is transmitted at a time, labeling the data objects is
difficult. All that is available is to alternately send different types and, after checking
the type received, make a determination of the likely intent of the sending process. If a
block of data, containing different types, could be sent as a single message, the decoding
problem would become one of simply sequence checking. Missing status packets can be
safely ignored in many situations. At most, a simple averaging algorithm can smooth
any discontinuities caused by a missing packet. Timestamping, with a virtual timestamp,
of each packet would eliminate the averaging requirement.
The Symbolics

stream version is much less efficient, in terms of network

utilization, than is the Explorer's. It still functions correctly, with no noticeable delay.
As the amount of data to transmit increases, the Symbolics flavor will eventually have
noticeable perfomiance degradation.
The interconection of five machines loads the network only slightly more than does
that of two. The limitation will be from the process swap overhead, not the network.
D.

SUMMARY
The direct connect protocol sends fewer packets than messages. Half of the packets

sen: are acknowledgements.

These acknowledgements provide the reliability of the

direct connect protocol. The broadcast protocol sends one packet for each message.
These packets tend to be smaller than those for the direct connect protocol. Until a
60

60i

mechanism exists to bundle several messages into one broadcast packet, the broadcast
protocol is of small value.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

LIMITATIONS

There are two primary limitations. First, the Lisp and C functions differ at the user
level. This was done to allow each to be used readily by programmers "thinking" in their
respective language.

We have found this to be confusing to students who are

inexperienced in both languages. Second, there is no simple means to transmit a block of
data or an entire file. Each data element, unless it is part of an array of characters, must
be sent separately.

This was done to "hit a middle ground" between a complex

facility-printf function-and low-level system calls. As long as only the direct connect
protocol existed, this was only an annoyance.

As discussed in Chapter 6, this is a

critically limiting factor for the broadcast protocol.
The port to BSD UNIX systems without shared memory and semaphores was not
completed. The socket handling aspects are portable, but the shared memory aspects are
interwoven throughout the system. The difficult part of the porting will be designing the

message-passing protocol for the pipe between the application and the send and receive
processes, as discussed in Chapter 4. Other specific limitations include:
" no broadcast capability for Lisp machines
* no server capability for Lisp machines

" limited communication error handling--no signals are sent from the send or
receive processes to the application process if they encounter problems
" limited read/write error handling--a read or write of the wrong type will he
attempted and usually produce garbage
" no out-of-band capability
" Symbolics iris-flavor.lisp creates three packet,. per me~satge
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B.

FUTURE RESEARCH AREAS

Implementation of the missing structure data type is one key area in which more
work could be done. The most straight-forward solution to this would be to add
messages to the send section of the shared memory array without signalling the send
process to send it until the entire block was ready. Such a solution eliminates any need to
change the receiving functions at the cost of either an additional sending function or an
additional parameter to the existing send functions. The additional send function would
be a push function and the existing send functions would be modified to never signal the
send process to send. That would be left to the new push function. Adding a parameter
to each send function would allow any send function to push. While in some respects
simpler, changes to any application sending a block of data would have to carefully
monitor which send function actually is pushing.
Creation of a Lisp flavor that mimics the UNIX functions would prove useful to C
programmers who find a need for Lisp modules in their visual simulation. Adding server
and broadcast capabilities would increase the applicability of the protocols to future
visual simulationprojects. Functions to break complex Lisp objects into simple ones and
then combine these into a single message are necessary for the broadcast protocol. The
Symbolics version should be corrected to send a packet only at message boundaries.
C.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The routines described herein have already proved useful to researchers at the Naval
Postgraduate School. With Ethernet loading never exceeding one percent, these routines
are efficient enough to use without concern. With the additions mentioned above, the
goal of an easy-to-use yet powerful system will be reached.
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APPENDIX A - IRIS MODULE DESCRIPTIONS

1.

iosingle.c
a.

Calling Protocols
This module contains functions that are intended for the application's use and

functions that are used exclusively by them. The parameters for externally accessible
functions are described below.
i.

number received

numberreceived( instructure
Machine *irstructure;
/* includes
*instructure.seglent
char
*/

ii.

a pointer

to the shared segment

read character

readcharacter( instructure,characteroutt)
/* includes
Machine *instructure;
a pointer to the shared segment */
char *instructure.segnent
/* pointer to output character */
char *character-out;

iii.

read characters

readcharacters( instructure,outarray,arraysize)
/* includes
*instructure;
a pointer to the shared segment */
char *instructure seg~nent
/* output character buffer */
char outarrayl];
int arraysize;
/* the umtnber of characters to be returned */

Machine

iv. read float
read float(instructure,float out)
/* i :I dtCs
*insiructure;
t rn
a pointer to the shared segment
char *instructure.segmeot
/* pointer to output float */
float *floatout:

Machine

v.

*/

read_integer

readinteger(instructureinteger-out)
/ inc lu d
Machine *inst rueture
a pointer to the
char *inst ructure .segme n t
/* pointer to output integer */
int *integer out:

shared segment
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*/

io-singlexc
vi.

received type

char receive&..type( instructure)
Machine *instructure;
/* includes
char *instructure.segnient

a pointer to the shared segment

vii. write-character
write-character( instructure,characterjin)
Mlachine *jnstructure;
I* includes
char *instructure.segment
apinter to the shared segment
int instructure.sendsem
thepsemaphore to the sender/
char *character-in;
/* pointer to inp ut character *

viii. write-characters
write-characters(instructure, inarray,arraysize)
Machine *instructure;
/* includes
char *instructure.segment
a pointer to the shared segment
int instructurereceivesem
the semaphore to the receiver. *
char *inarray;
/* input character buffer */
long arraysize;
/* the number of characters input *

ix.

write float

write_ float(instructure, floatin)
Machine *instructure;
/* includes
char *instructure.segmient
a pointer to the shared segment
int instructure.sendsemn
the semaphore to the sender *
float *float-_in;
1* pointer to input float *

x.

write_integer

write_ integer(instructure, integerjin)
Machine *instructure;
I' includes
char *mnstructure.segmient
a pointer to the shared segment
mnt instructure.sendsem
the semaphore to the sender *
mnt *integer..Jn;
1* pointer to input integer *
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io-single.c
b.
I

Code and Description

*****************************a*************

*******

**********

*
*
-

*

Inter-Computer Conmunication Package

TITLE

*

*

*

*

NEU.JLE :iosingle.c

*

*

VERSION: 3.0

*

*

DATE

*

ALYT-JR

*

Theodore H. Barrow

a************aaa*****

*

*

15 December 1987

***a*a*******aa****************

***********

HISTORY:

*

1.0

*

VERSION:

*

DATE

:27 May 1987

*

a

A1L.IOR : Theodore H. Barrow

a

*

DESC.

a

: Originally part
and write

of ,upport.c. Contains the documented read
fa use by the application vroZ-.rner.
fall

a

*

VERS ION1: 2.0

a

DATE

a

AU11-IR : Theodore 1-. Barrow

*

DESC.

a

VERSION: 3.0

a

DATE

15 December

1987

a

a

AU11-)R

Theodore H.

Barro

*

DESU.

Modi ied lead rout ine; to use oart of a buf fet set ;ni tead of *
the glnbal array to manage thc recept ion of a partial message. *

a

:21 Oc:-ober

a

1987

*

Mdified read routines to use a global array
o essage receipt.
t a
rarti
poasibil i

to manage

the

a
a

a

REQIC)RD OF (1Ab,,GLS

a

*Version*

a

*
Author
Date
r pi ion
rsc
(han e Dc

a

a
*
a*

*

..

aaa.

.

a.aa

Affected

du 1 e
a

~.*

*Reqd*
*Vers*
a

a*
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%
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io-singlexc
#include
#include

"shared.h"
"gI.h"

/* The following routine copies a character into the shared segment.
It puts the ty pe CHARACTER-TYPE in the first byte and the
legth 0001 into the next four bytes.
It then puts the total size at the top of the shared segment.
It then sends a wakeup to the sender program.
It uses an input structure since called by main program
write-character( instructure,cbaracter
Machine *instructure;

/*

in)

includes

char *instruclure.segment
int

instructure.sendsei

char *character.in;
int msgsize

a pointer

/* pointer

the semaphore

to input character

= 5 + CHARACTER-SIZE;

chsir *sendersart

=

/* the + 9 is to skip over the first
of the shared memory data and the
char *datastart = senderstart + 9;

/*

insert the type
t(senderstart + 4)

to the sender

~

+ SENDEPOFPSET;

4 bytes for the size
5 bytes of header information

*)instructure->segment + WSEMEOPSET;

code */
= CIARACTER-TYPE;

/* insert the length IN BYTES of the inp ut data/
sprint f((senders tart
+ 5),
"%04d" , CIIARACTER SIZE);
/* move the data bytes */
mernupy(datastart, character

/*

Lopy out the size of
*sentlength =msgsize;

in, GIARACTERSIZE);

the data from the shared

segment

top

/0 at this point, we send a wakeup to the sender program,
indicating that he can re use the shared segment.
V(instructure->sendsem);
/* write-_character

5
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/* size of message

i?,tfrtrcture->segment

long *sentlength = (long

to the shared segment
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/* The

It
It
It
It

write

following routine convertsa an integer to a string and copies it
into the sh ared sgent.'
puts the type IN;EGERTYPE in the first byte and the string length
(in bytes) a: an inteper (in st ring format) into the next four bytes.
then puts the total size at the top of the shared segment.
then sends a wakeup to the sender prog ram.
uses an input structure since called by main program

instructure, integer~in)

_integer(

/* includes

Machine *instructure;

a pointer

char *instructure.segment

mnt
mnt

4

the semaphore

instructure.sendsem

*integerin;

/*

integer

pointer to input

char integer..string[20J;

f*

mnt
mnt

length;

/* length

magsize;

/*

char *senderstart

to the shared segment

string for

to the

sender

5

~

integer conversion

~

of integer string *

size of message

= instructure->segment

5/

+ SEbUEROFFSET;

/* the + 9 is to skip over the first 4 bytes for the size
of the shared memory data and the 5 bytes of header information
char *dstastart =senderstart + 9;
tong *sentlength

=(long

*)inatructure-.>segment

+,-VsEDERQIT-SET;

/*

convert integer to string* /
sprintf( integer....tring,'%d , Sinteger..in

length of integer string and
length = strlen( integer~string )
msgsize
= 5+
length;,
/* find

)

thtus message

5

/. insert the type code 5
*(senderstart + 4) =TNTEGER-TYPE;
/* insert the length IN BYTES of the input data
sprintf((senderstait + 5), "%04d" , length);
/5 move the data bytes 0/
menicpy(datastart, integer-st ring,

1* copy out

the size of
*sentleisgth = msgsize;

/* at

the data

this point, we send a wa keu
indicating that he can reusee

length):
from the shared segment
to the sender program,
shared sget

V(inxtructure- sendsemj;
/* write-integer

~

~
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/* The following routine converts a float to a string and copies it
into the shared segment.
It puts the type FLOAT -TYPE in the first byte and the length
(in bytes) as an integer (in string format) into the next four bytes.
It then puts the total size at the top of the shared segment.
It then sends a wakeup to the sender program.
It uses an input structure since called by main program

write

_floal

(inistructure,float

Machine *instructure;

in)

/* includes

char *instructure.segment
int
float *float
char

float

mnt

length;

/* pointer

int msgsize;
0

char

to input

*senderstart

=

shared segment

to the

sender

4

float

/* string for

_string(301;

to the

the semaphore

instructure.sendsem

_in;

a pointer

float conversion

!* length of float

stri.g

/* size of message

4/

instructure->segme't

~

*

+ SENUEROFFSET;

+ 9 is to skip over the first 4 bytes for the size
of the shared memory data and the 5 bytes of header information *
char *datastart = senderstart + 9;
/* the

long *sentlength
/* convert

=

(long *)instructure->segment

to string

float

+ MENDEOFSET;

*/

-fl ot~in
'",
printf( floatstring,
/* find length of float string and thus messaige/
length
at rlen( float-st ring
msgsize
= 5 + length;
the type
/insert
*(senderstart + 4)
V
%

code 4
= FLOAT-TYPE;

the length IN BYTES of the input data
sprintfu(sender.-tait + 5). "%04d", length);
/* insert

/0 move the data bytes */
rnempydatast art. flost...string,
copy out the size of
*sent length = msgsize;

/4

*

the

4

l engt h)

data from the shared

segment

to the sender program,
/* at this point, we send a1wakeu"1
indicating that he can reuse t~he shared segment.
4
*

V(insttucture->sendqeni):

~/0
write _float

4
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/0 This routine re!urns the type of data received. */
char receivedtype( instructure

Machine *instructure;

)

/* includes

char *instructure.segment

a pointer

*9/

return(

*(instructure->segment + RECEIVEROFPSET + 4)

2

);

I

I
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/*

This routine returns

numiber-_rectived(

the number of data items

/* includes
a pointer

char *instructure.segment
jot

*protocolhold

= instructure->segmenh

long *partreceived

'

*receivedlength = (long

char

*receiverstart
if

/*' check

+ PRO~TXJUUDOPFSET;

=(long *)protocolhold;

bugL

=

*)instructure->segsent

+ V4tECEIVEROFPSET;

instructure->segment + RECEIVEROFFSET;

only part of protocol

information received *

Oreceivedlength < 5)

/* move !ata received
menlcpy( protocolhold,
I* get next message(s)
*free

to the shared segment

temp.9nt

char

if(

~

instructure)

Machine *jnstructure;

r

received.

(as well as length field) to holdiug area
receiverstart, *receivedlength + 4)

*/

receiver(instructure->segmient);
V(instructure->receivesem);
while( receiver _is _free(instructure->segment)
_

)

/* wait

*

I* copy res8t of prtcldata into holding area
nencp y( (protocoihold + *partrecejved + 4),
(5 - *partreceived) )

treceiverstart

+ 4),

/* copy protocol data into holding area ~
rnemcpy( protocolhold,
receiverstart , 9)-,
initialize *partreceived so it
*partreceived =0;

can be used later

/*

N

/* determine

thie length of the received integer
sscanf( protocoihold + 5, "U". &tempint )
swi tch(

0J

string and thus message

*(protocolhold + 4))

c a qe CH-ARAC'ERTYPE:
return( I)
break;
case INTEGERTYPE:
return( I-);
break;
cas e FLOATTYPE:
return( I )
break:
c a qe CHIARACT'ERARRAY TYPE:
zeturn( tempjint/IARACrEFRSIZE
break;
case I1N(WGERARRAYTYPE:
return( temp-int/INTEIERSIZE
break:
caqe FLOATARRAYTYPE:
return( tenpint/FLOAT-StZE )

I/*

5

nuanher

_

received

*

)
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/* The following routine returns a character from the shared segment.
It frees the receiver side of the shared segment if it is empty.
It then sends a wakeup to the receiver program.
It uses an input structure since called by main program.

*/

readcharacter(instructure,characterout)
Machine *instructure;

/* includes
a pointer

char *instructure.segment
char *characterout;

/0 pointer to output character */

/* temporary storage for move of
when partial receint *!
char temp[LARGESTREAD);
char *protocolho!d

to the shared segment */

=

received data or

for protocol

information

instructurc->segment + PRYTcOUULDOFFSET;

/* first four bytes of holding area as integer */
= (long *)protocolhold;
long *partreceived
/* size of message */

int magsize

= 5 + CHARACTERSIZE;

char *receiverstart

= instructure->segment + RECEIVEROFFSET;

/* the + 9 is to skip over the first 4 bytes for the size
of the shared memory dhta and the 5 bytes of header information */
char *datastart
= receiverstart - 9;
1*ng *receivedlength = (long *)instructure->segment
/* check if first part of protocol
if( *partreceived == 0 )

+ VvRECEIv2'OFFSET;

information i* nissing */

/* check if only part of protocol
if( *receivedtength <= 5)

information received */

/* move data received (as well as ;ength field) to holding area */
memcpy( protocolhold, receiverstart, *receivedlength + 4 );
/0 get next message(q) */
free _ receiver(instructure- segment);
V(inatruvture >rcC~ivesem)7
while( receiveris free(instructure->segment)

/

reset m gisize and datastart
-= *partre~eived;
mag-Ize
datastart -= *partreceived;

to correspond

) /* wait

to partial

receipt

*

*1

/* move the bytes 5/
meCMpy(characterout, datastart, (1IARA-CT7RSI7E)
/* make buffer ready for next read */
hi ffe r
rL e i vedt enIt h, n gs
iO i e,
re e t

i rtruc
Ire, di
st ar
(JHARACER _SIZE, part received, receiverstart

Srad

ha rac t er*
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/* The following routine converts a st ring in the shared segment
into the returned integer.
It frees the receiver sidc ol' the. thared segment if it is
It then sends a wakeup to the teceivrer program.
It uses an input structure since called by main program.

.ij

read_ integer( instructure, integer out)
Machine *instructure;
char
int

P* pointer

char 'protoclho]ri
long

5

partreceived

=

integer

/* string

*
storage for

received data

=(long

*)protocolhold;
1* ieng:!% of integer

string read

~

long segment length;

/P length of data of partial massage

mt

f* size of message *

magsize;

char

*receiverstart

5

isst ruc ture ->segment:+PROTOL1fLDOPFSEr;

length;

inh

*

to output

inieger-string[LARGESTREAD];

to the shared segment

a pointer

*instructure.segnent

*integer~out;
char

/'* includes

'

,.segment + RECEIVEROFFSET;

=instruclure-

/* the + 9 is to skip over the first 4 bytes for the size
of the shared memory data and the 5 bytes of header information *
char *dataqtart = receiverstart + 9;

sf

long

5

receivedlength

=

(long

*)iinstructure->segment

+ VAMECIVRFFSET;

/* determine proper protocol info and reset variables if necessary ~
get-protocol( protocolhold. partreceived, rectived!ength, receiverstart,
instructure, &length, Arnsgsize, &datastart )
/check
if(

if only part of data haq been received

*receivedlength

5

< msgsize)

4
etdata( &segmient len~th, receive' length, part received,
get
integer-string, &dataxtart, &ilsggize,
receiverstart , instructure, &length);

/* convert it st ring '
integer st~inefsegznentlength

N-

+tmsgsizel

\'

/* move the integer string bytes *
imemcpy( integer-string. datastart, length);
/* convert to string
/
integer-.stringfiengthl =

P/ convert the received string to an integer/
sqscanf( inte~er-string. "%d". integer-nut

*
*

/I make buffer ready for next tead/
_ uffer(
receivedlength.*M-4size, instructure,
partreccived, releverfltart I

/re-met
*

\;

I

P* read

integer '
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following routine converts a string in the shared segment
into the user supplied float.
It frees the receiver side of the shtared segment i; citipsj
It then sends a wakeup to the receiver program.
It uses an input structure since called by main program.

/* The

read_ float( instructure,float
Miachine *instructure;
char
float

/* includes

a pointer

*instructure.segnient

1* pointer

*float-_out;

char float

out)

to output

/*

_string[LARGESTREAD];

char *protocolhold

=

to the shared segment

float/

string storage for

instructure->segment

first four bytes of holding area as integer
long *partreceiv%...
(long *)protocolhold;

mt

*

f*

length;

length of

long segment length:

/*' length of

mnt

/* size

msgsize;

char *receiverstart

received data

4

float
data

string read

4

of partial massage1

of message */
+ RECEIVEROPFSET;

=instructure->segnent

/* the + 9 is to sk-ip over the first 4 bytes for the size
of the shared memory data and the 5 bytes of header information
char *datastart = receiverstart + 9;
long *receivedlength
/* determine

get-protocol(

1*
if(

~

+ PRO'TOOJU-IUJFFSBT;

/*
/

*

=(long *)instructure.>segment

4

+ VkRECEIVElOFFSET;

proper protocol info and reset variables if necessary */
protocolbold, partreceived, receivedlength, receiverstart,
instructure, &length, 8ensgsize, &datastart )

check if only part of data has been received
4
receivedlength < nisgsize)

4

get data( &segmrent length, receivedlength, partreceived,
float-_string. &datastart, &misgsize,
receiverstart, instru-.ture, &length);
convert to string
floa; _string(segnientdength

4/*

4

+ insgsizel

\'

else
/* move the float miring bytes
oiencpy(floaf-ttring, datastart .

/* convert to st ring 0/
float-string[,e ngthl =
/* convert

the

received

~
length):

\1

string

ro an

float

/4make
buf fer ready f or n e xt read 4
reset-_buffert
re eivedlength, rnqgqi~e,

part received.

I/4

read _float

ittatructure,
recciverstat
)

4
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/*

The following routine copies characters from an array
into the shared segment.
CpHGARACFER_ARRAY_TYPE in the first byte and the
It puts the t
array length (in bytes) as an integer into the next four bytes.
It then puts the total size at the top of the shared segment.
It then sendA a wakeup to the sender prog ran..
It uses an input structure since called by main program

write-characters(instructure,inarray,arraysize)
Mlachine *instructure;

/* includes

char *instructure.segment

a pointer to the shared segment

int instructure.receivesel
char *inarray;

/5 input

long arraysize;

/5

the semaphore to the receiver.

character buffer */

the nwrnber of characters input

~

int datasize = arraysize * QIARACTERSIZE; /5 size of data field 0/
int mnsgsize

=

/* size of message

5 + datasize;

char *senderstart

~

=instructure->segment + SEIJEOFPSET;

/0 the + 9 in to skip over the first 4 bytes for the size
of the shared memory data and the 5 bytes of header information
char *datastart =senderstart + 9;
long

5

sentlength

=(long

*)ins tructure->segment

+VvME2MOFFSET:

/* insert the type code */
5
(senderstart + 4) = alIARACTERARRY_TYPE;
the length IN BYTE of the input data *
sprintf((senderstart + 5), "%0J4d", (int)datasize);
1* insert

/move the data bytes 5
memcpy((datastart ). inarray. daiasize);
/copy

out

*sentlenjgt"
/*

the size of the data from the shared segment top
=

5 + datasize;

at this point, we send a wakeup to the sender program,
indicating that he can reuse the shared segment.

V( instructure->sendoem);
/0

write characters/
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following routine copies bytes from the shared segment
into the usIer supplied array.
It frees the receiver side of the shared segment if it is empty.
It then sends a wakeup to the receiver program.
It uses an input structure since called by main program.

/The

out array~ar rays ize)

readcha rac ter s (instruct ure
Machine *inistructure;

/*

includes

char outarray[];

/*

mnt

/* the number

arraysize;

first

int

to be

of characters

=(long

returned

~

5

*)protocolllold;
of character

/* length

length;

long segment length;

/*

string read *

length of data of partial massage
of requested data field *

int

datasize =arraysize *CH-ARACTER_SlZFT

/* size

mnt

request size;

/* size of message */I

1*

=5 + datasize;

int misgsize

char *receiverstart

*

+ PRUIUOJOUJDOFFSET;

ins truc ture ->segmient

four bytes of holding area as it!-ger

long *partreceived

shared segment

*/

output character buffer

ciar *protocolhold

1*

to the

a pointer

char *instructurs.segment

size of

requested message

5

=instructure->segmient + RECEIVEROFFSET;

the + 9 is to skip over thie first 4 bytes for the size
of thre shared memory data and the 5 bytes of header information
char *datast art =receiverstart +t 9;
/5

long *receivedlength

=

5

+ VRECEIVEROFFSET;

(long *)irstricue-segment

/* determine proper protocol info and reset variables if necessary */
get-protocol( protocolbiold, piartreceived, receivedlength. receiverstart,
;
instructure, &length. 8issgsize, &datsstart
/* check
if(

if all of data

length

<=

(or more) was requested

arraysize

/* check if only part of data
*recei Ye dlIength < nisgize

4if('

i/

hasi beeni

received

5

get _dnt a( &9egmenlength, receivedlength , part received,
outarray, &dataqtart, &1risgsize,
receivergta t . int roy lure, &datasize
ele

harTaCt e i
/*move
tfthe
memcpy( outsait a y ,s 1.At

Iy I Ci
nit,
s

I ngt Ii

~

nextI re ad
/* make buf fe r re ady fori
r e .e
butff er( recci vedlIen g h
nisg i~ e
i at ri uoturc,
parr receiv ed, recciven -,tit I
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/* move the byte@ 0/
memcpy(outarray, datastart

,

datusize);

/* make buffer ready for next read */
reset _buffer( receivedlength, msasize, instructure, datastart, datasize,
partreceived, receiverstart )

/* read characters *

07

%

k.Y'
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/* These are various support
func tions.

routines

used by

[lie preceding

several of

reset _buffer~recejvedlength, msgsize. instructure, datastart,
partreceived, receiverstart)

datasize,

long *receivedlength;

/* first

shared seg *

int msgsize;

/* size

Machine *instructure;

/* includes

four bytes of receive part of
of message

char

*instructure.segment

int

instructure.receivesem

read

~

a pointer
the

semaphore

receive part

address

mnt

/4

length of data part of message *

long *partreceived;

/4

length of message received

char *receiverstart;

/* address receive part of

!cmplLA.RG&STRIADJ];

/*

tcnoa

/* free thre receiver segmenit if
if(*receivedlength ==msgsize)

in

to the

/4

C har

starts

shared segureii:

char *datastart;
datasize;

data

to the

this

is

of

~

shared seg

~

in previous block/

shared seg starts
fui inove

trg

receiver.

only message

or

~

1 ece ived

rt-ceived

/* at this point, we should send a wakeup to the receiver
indicating that he can reuse the shared segment,

data

4

program,

V(instructure->recvivesem);

else

/* shift

data

receivcdlength
Incrrmcp1)y
( t emp.
mnemrc py(

forward

v e rsata r i

reset *partreceived
r4
*pari received =0,

I/*

reset

_

segment

4

.=rnsgsize;

d nI a4t it

recc

in shiared memory

for

+ d a Ia s i i c

iARGESTREAI)

4

crop ,LAROFSTREAD

ne~xt

r at

-

5

nrize

niR g a iz e

i

luf fCI
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get-protocol( protocolhold, partreceived, receivedlength. receiverstart,
instructure, length, msgsize, datastart)
char *protocolhold;

/* protocol holding area */

long *partreceived;

/0 length of message received in previous block 0/

long *receivedlength;

P* first four bytes of receive part of shored seg

char *receiverstart;

/* address receive part of shared seg starts

Maichine *instructure;

/* includes

char *instructure.segment

int

5

msgsize;

char **datastart;

the semaphore to the receiver.

5

/0 length of data field in message *
/* length of message */

P* address data starts in receive part of shared segll

/* check if first part of protocol
if(partre u ived == 0)

0

~

a pointer to the shared segment

int instructurereceivesem
int *length;

5

information is missing

if only part of protocol information received
if( *receivedlength <= 5)
/* check

'
5

/* move data received (as well as length field) to holding; area
reccivedlength + 4 )
memcpy( protocolhold, receiversar,

5

P* get next message(s) */
free_-receiver( instructure->,segmnent);
V( inst ruc ture->receivesem);
while( receiver is free(instructure->segment)

) P* wait

5

/5 copy rest of protocol data into holding area */
memcpy( (protocoihold + *partreceived + 4), (recelverstart + 4),
(5 - *partreceivcd) )

else
/5 copy protocol data into holding area
memcpy( protocolhold, receiverstart, 9);

initialize *partreceived so it can be used later
partreceived = 0;

/5
5

A

5

the length of the received data string and thus message
, len~th )-,
sscanf( protocoihold + 5, "%d"
5
partreceived;
*msguize = 5 + *length /* determine

a,

P/
reset datastart to compensate for possible
5
datastart - *partreceived;

*

*

I

-,

04

partial

/0 get-protocol 0/
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getdata( segmentlength, receivedlength, parireceived, string-array,
datastart, msgsize, receiverstart, instructure, datasize )
partial

long

*segmentlength;

/*

length of

long

*receivedlength;

/*

first

long

*partreceived;

/*

length of message

char

string-array[];

/*

storage

char

**datastart;

/*

address data

/*

length of message

/*

address

/*

includes

*msgsize"

int
char

*receiverstart;

Machine

*instructure;

char
int
int

four bytes

for

receivc

received

starts

length of

part

shared

seg

in previous block

4/

*/
of

shared

seg

*/
of

shared

apcintcr

-o the

the

semaphore

field

data

of

receive part

in

receive part

instructure.receivesem
/*

of

incoming characters

*instructure.segmient

*datasize;

*/

data

seg

starts

4/

sha,ed segmient
to

the

receiver.

*/

in message */

/* determine length of data that has been received 4/
5 + *psrtreceived;
*segxnentlength = *receivedlength
/*

copy

memcpy(

fi

the

st

of data to holding array
*segmentlength );
*atastart,

segment

string-array,

/* reset msgsize and datastart
-=
=

*msgsize
*datastart

4/

to correspond to partial

*segmentlength + 5 receiverstart + 4;

/* get next message(s) */
free _ receiver( ins t r cture->s;egme nt ;
eive em ;
V( in-tructure->re
while( receiver is_ free instruc!uL e >segment)
/* cycle through as many messages
whi let *receivedlength < *rgsi-ze

as

it

) /*

wait

reset

msgsizz

and

epncnt Ienath

*rece

segnment !ength

ed

*/

4/

*receivedlength
to partial

Tr, correspond
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a.

Calling Protocols
All functions in this module are meant to be accessible by the application.

These functions set up and tear down the communications path between two machines.
i.

deletemachinepath

deletemachinepath(instructure)
Machine *instructure;
/* structure to hold segment and semaphore info:
char *instructure.segment -- returned ptr to the shared segment.
int instructure.shmid -- returned system generated shared mem id
int instructure.sendsem -- the returned send semaphore.
We base it on the send porinumber.
int instructure.receivesem -- the returned receive semaphore.
We base it on the receive portnumber.
,-

ii.

machinepath

machinepath(segmentnum,mname,sendportnum,receiveportnum, server,instructure)
long
char
long
char

segmentnum; /* the key to use for the created shared segment *
mname[];
/* machinename character string */
sendportnum,receiveportnum;
/* send and receive port numbers */
server[];
/* this character string is either "client" or "server".
It indicates whether the sender/receiver should open
up as either a client or server. The first guy open
must be the server.
*/

Machine *instructure;
/* structure to hold segment and semaphore info:
char *instructure.segment -- returned ptr to the shared segment.
int instructure.shmid -- returned system generated shared mem id
int instructure.sendsem -- the returned send semaphore.
We base it on the send portnumber.
int instructure.receivesem -- the returned receive semaphore.
0/

iii.

dynamicmachinepath

dynamic machinepath(segmentnum,mname,sendportnum,receiveportnum,server,
instructure, freespace)
long
char
long
char

segmentnum;
/* the key to use for the created shared segment /
mnamef;
/* machinename character string */
sendportnumreceiveportnum;
/* send and receive port numbers */
server[];
/* this character string is either "client" or "server".
It indicates whether the sender/receiver should open
up as either a client or server. The first guy open
must be the server.
*/

Machine *instructure;
/* structure to hold segment and semaphore info:
char Oinstructure.segment -- returned ptr to the shared segment.
int instructure.shmid -- returned system generated shared mem id
int instructure.sendsem -- the returned send semaphore.
We base it cn the send portnumber.
int instructure.rece >esem -- the returned receive semaphore.
We base it on the receive portnumber.
*/

int freespace;

/* amount of freespace desired for dynamic memory allocation
after this routine has been called. 5/
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iv. dynamicmachinepaths
dyramicmachinepaths(nunmachines,segmentnum,mfname,sendportnum,receiveportnum,
server,instructure,freespace)
/* the maximum number of other machines to be attached */
int numnachines;
/* the key to use for the created shared segment */
long segmentnum;
/* machinename character string */
char name[];
ort numbers */
/* send and receive
long sendportnum,receiveportnum;
/* this character string is either "c ient" or "server".
char server[J;
It indicates whether the sender/receiver should open
up as either a client or server. The first guy open
must be the server.
/* structure to hold segment and semaphore info:
Machine *instructure;
returned ptr to the shared segment.
char *instructure.segment -tat instructure.shmid -- returned system generated shared mem id
int iastructure.sendsem -- the returned send semaphore.
We base it on the send portnumber.
int instructuie.receivesem -- the returned receive semaphore.
We base it on the receive portnumber.

9/

/* amount of freespace desired
freespace;
after this routine has been called. 9/

int

for dynamic memory allocation

Code and Description

b.

TITLE

Inter-Computer Communication Package

*

*

NUILE

mpath.c

*

*

VERSION:

5.0

*

*

DATE

: 31 May 1988

*

AUTHOR

: Theodore H. Barrow

*

*9********************99**************99******9*******************

*

HISTORY:

*

VERSIO(':

1.0

*

DATE

6 February 1987

*

AUJTIIJR

Michael J. Zyda

*

DESC.

Contains routines machinepath and deletemachinepath for
link ciestion/removal at a high level of abstraction.

*

VERSION:

2.0

*

DATE

27 May 1987

*

AUTIHR

Theodore H. Barrow

DESC.

Converted to use a structure

*

*

*

for ease of use.

VERSION: 3.0
DATE

*

*

21 October

1987

AUH-)P

: Theodore H

Barrow

DESC.

: Added function dynamicmachinepath to allow dynamic memory
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*

allocation after coniunications link established.

*
*

VERSIN:

*

DATE

*

ALIM

*

DESC.

a
*

4.0

: 15 December 1987

*

*

Theodore H. Barrow

: Added function dynsmicmachinepaths to allow use with multiple *
Mdified all creation routines to place sequence
links.
numbers at end of comnand line for send and receive processes.*

a

*

*

a

VERSIcN : 5.0

a

DATE

31 May 1988

*

*

AUM-I-R

Theodore H. Barrow

a

a

DESC.

Added broadcast and

receive capability

-

one process
a*a aa a

aa*aaaa*aaaaaaaaaaa****a***aa****a*aa*aaaaaaa****a

spawned*
a a *aaa*

a

IECORD OF CH4NUES

a

*Reqd*
Affected
*
*
* Author
*Version* Date
*Vers*
Mdules
a
Change Description
*
a
*4.a**a*aa*a** ***a*I****a**aa*a*a*******a*********a*******a*a******8*aaaaa**

,.

a

*

*

a

*

a

a
*

a
a

*
a

mpath.c
#include "shared.h"
#include <gl.h>

/* my special

defines */

deletemachinepath(instructure)
Machine *instructure;

/* structure

to hold segment and semaphore info:

char *instructure.azgment

-- returned ptr

to the shared segment.

int

instructure.shmid -- returned system generated shared mem id

int

instructure.sendsem -- the returned send semaphore.
We base it on the send portnurnber.

int

instructure.receivesem -- the returned receive semaphore.
We base it on the receive portnumber.

*/

/* kill the receiver process... */
kill_ receiver(instructure->segment,instructure->receivesem);
/* kill the sender process... */
kill _sender(instructure->seginent,indtructure->sendsem);
/* detach and delete the shared segment... */
deletesharedsegment(instructure->aegmentinstructure->slunid;

}0

0
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/*
For direct connection, both send and receive processes are spawned.
For broadcast, either send or receive process is spawned.
The machinepath routine performs the following:

*/

(1) creates a shared segment.
(2) creates a send and/or receive semaphore based on the send and receive
port numbers.
(3) free_sender(segment) and/or freereceiver(segment)
(4) spawns off the send and/or receive processes.
system("send sharedseg# machinename port# server/client/broadcast O&");
system("receive sharedseg# machinename port# server/client/receive O&"):
(5) the send and receive semaphores, the pointer to the shared segment,
and the id of the shared segment are placed in a structure of type
Machine that is declared in the calling program.

machinepatai(segmentnum,mname,sendportnum, receiveportnum, server,instructure)
long

segmentnum;

char mname(];

/* the key to use for the created shared segment
/* machinename character

server[)

string */

/* send and receive port numbers 0/

long sendportnum,receiveportnum;
char

5/

/* this character string is either "client", "server",
If direct connection wanted,
"broadcast", or "receive".
it indicates whether the sender/receivet should open
up as either a client or server. The first guy open
If broadcast wanted, it indicates
must be the server.
whether to open up as broadcaster or receiver.

Machine *instructure;

/* structure to hold segment and semaphore info:

char *instructure.segment

-- returned ptr

to the shared segment.

int

instructure.shmid -- returned system generated shared mem id

int

instructure.sendsem -- the returned send semaphore.
We base ii on the send portnumber.

int

instructure.receivesem -- the returned receive semaphore.
*/
segment creation function */

char *sharedsegment();

/* shared

int

/* semaphore creating routine.

semtran(;

char temp[200],

temp2(2001;

/* temp character arrays

5/

*/

/0 create the shared segment 5/
instructure->sement = sharedsegment(semnentnum,MAXSHARmU3SIZE,&instructure->shmid);
/* create the send semaphore. (unused if receiving broadcast messages)
instructure->sendsem = semtran(sendportnum);
/0 create the receive semaphore (unused if broadcasting messages)
instructure->receivesem = semtran(receiveportnum);

*/

5/

/0 free the senaer and receiver parts of the shared segment 0/
initsharedbuffer(instructure->segment);
/5

if(

spawn off the
strcmp(

sender procesi

server, "receive"

5/

) I

0 )

I6
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/* add the start of

the line, i.e. the program to run
rcpy( temp.SEM.OCATICN);
strcat(temp'" ");

~

at

/* add the number of the sharede
Igment

in text

~

sprintf( temp2,"%d" ,instructure->shKmidi)
st rcat (temp. temp2);
atrcat(temp." ");
/* add on the machine name 0/
st rca t( temp,mname);
strcat(temp, ");

/* add the port number '
sprintf(temnp2,"%d",sendportnum);
at rcat( temp. temp2);
sticat( temp." ");
/* indicate whether

a server, a client, or a broadcaster

5

strcat(temp,server);
at rcat (temp." 0")
spawn off into the background
strcat( temp. "&");
/*

/* spawn off the sender

5

5

-1)
if( yt em( tem)
pro
r r ("SENDJ system call failed");
else
kill sender (which really doesn't exist anyway
so that the
sender~is~free() call will always return FAE.
A similar thin? does not have to be done for receiver has-dats()
in a broadcasting path since it will always return PALSE anyway
kill sender( instructure->segment, instructure->sendsem )
/5

/*

spawn off the receiver process

if( strcmp( server, "broadcast"

5

) 1= 0

/* add

the start of the line, i.e. the program to run *
st rcpy( Iemp,RECIVE~LCATICN);
strcat(temp,"")
/* add

the number of the shsrede ment in text
sprintfQ temp2, "%d" , inst ructure-s mid);
strcat(temp. temp2);
st rca t(temp."

5

add on the machine name
st rcat (temp,mnamne);
strca t(temp." ";

*

/5

/* add the port number 5
-p)rint fttemp2."%1d",receiveportnum);
st rcat(teniptenip2);
strcat(temp, ")
0

indicate whether a server, a client, or a broadcast
strcat(tIemp,aerver);
st rcalt(temp.", 0")
/5

spawn off into the background
at rcalt(temp, "&"

/0
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/* aPawn off the receiver *
-1 )
if( *yotem(temp) perror( "RPcBVE symtem cell failed"');

-
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For direct connection, both send
and receive processes are spawned.
For broadcast, either send or receive process is spawned.
The dynamicmachinepath routine performs the following:
(1) creates a shared segment and attaches it to the main program virtual
space after an allocation of free memory space.
(2) creates a send and/or receive semaphore based on the send and receive
port numbers.
(3) freesender(segment) and/or freereceiver(segment)
(4) spawns off the send and/or receive processes.
system("send sharedseg# machinename port# server/client/broadcast O&");
syetem("receive sharedseg# machinename port# server/client/receive O&");
(5)
e send and receive semaphores, the pointer to the shared segment,
and the id of the shared segment are placed in a structure of type
Machine that is declared in the calling program.

dynamicmachinepath(segmentnum,mname.sendportnum,receiveportnum, server,
iti!-,cture,freespace)
t

use for the created shared segment */

long segmentnum;

/* the key

char mname[J;

/* machinename character string */

long sendportnum,receiveportnum;

*/

A

Machine *instructure;

/* send and receive port numbers

If direct connection wanted,
"broadcast", or "receive".
it indicates whether the sender/receiver should open
up as either a client or server. The first guy open
If broadcast wanted, it indicates
must be the server.
whether to open up as broadcaster or receiver.
/* structure

to hold segment and semaphore info:

char *instructure.segmnent

int

5/

-- returned ptr to the shared segment.

int

instructure.slumid -- returned system generated shared mem id

int

instructure.sendsem -- the returned send semaphore.
We base it on the send portnumber.

int

instructure.receivesem -- the returned receive semaphore.
We base it on the receive portnumber.
5/

freespace;

/

amount of freespace desired for dynamic memory allocation
after this toutine has been called. 5/

char *dynariicsharedsegmento;

/* shared segment creation function */

int

/0 semaphore creating routine. */

semtran);

char temp[200],

temp2[20<,,

/* tzmp character arrays */

/* create the shared segment */
instructure->seginent = dynamicsharedsegnent(l,segmentnum.MAXSHAREDS1ZE,
&instructure->shmid,freespace);
/* create the send semaphore. (unused if receiving broadcast messages)
instructure->sendsem = semtran(sendportnum);
/0 create the receive semaphore (unused if broadcasting messages)
instructure->receivesem = semtran(rec-2-eportnum):
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/* free the sender and receiver parts of the shared segment
ini_ shared-buffer(instructure->segment);

~

/* spawn off the mender process 0/
Jf( strcmp( server, "receive" ) 1- 0
/* add the start of the line, i.e. the program to run
at rcpy( temp,SEI41OCATICN);
strcat(temp," ");
I* add the number of the sharedse Iment in text
sprint f(temp2,"%d",instructure->shmid);
at rcat (temp. tp2);
atI
rca t ( t enip, "";

~

'

/* add on the machine name

st rcat( temp,niname);
strcat(temp," ");

/* add the port number *
sprint f(temp2,"%d",sendportnum);

/* indicate whether a server, a client, or a broadcaster
*

5

strcat(temp, server);
strcat(temp," O&");
/* spawn off the sender into the background
if( system~temnp) == -1 )
perror("SElD system call failed");

5

else
sender (which really doesn't exist anyway) so that the
sender_ is..free() call will always return PALS .
A simil ar thinf does not have to be done for receiver-has..data()
in a broadcasting path since it will always return FAL.SE anyway 0/
kill-sender( inatructure->segment, inatructure->sendsem )
/* kill

1* spawn off the receiver process/
if( strcnlp( server, "broadcast"
/* add the start of the line,
strcat(temnp," ");

) 1= 0)
i.e. the programn to run .

add the ntxnber of the shareds gI ent in text
sprint f(tenip2,"%d" ,inatructure->shmid);
strcat(temp,temnp2);
strcat(temp," ");

*/*
a,

a,

J" aidd on the machine name
strcat(temp,mnane);
atrcat(temp," ");
/5 ddfthe port number *
sprint f(temp2, "%d" ,receiveportnui);
strcat(temp, temp2);
strcat(temp," ");

/* indicate whether a server, a client, or a broadcast
at rca t(temp, server);
strcat(temp," ft");

*

receiver *
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if(

sapawn off the receiver into the background
yutem(temp) =- -1 )
perror("RBIVB system call failed");

/

S

r
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/*
For direct connection, both send and receive processes are
For broadcast, either send or receive process is spawned.
The dynanicmachinepatha routine performs the following:

*/

spawned.

(1) creates a shared segment large enough for multiple attachments
and attaches it to the main program virtual space after an allocation
of free memory space.
(2) creates a send and/or receive semaphore based on the send and receive
port numbers.
(3) free_sender(segment) and/or free_receiver(segment)
(4) spawns off the send and/or receive processes.
system("send sharedseg# machinename port# server/client/broadcast O&");
system("recelve sharedseg# machinenameport# server/client/recve O&");
(5) the send and receive semaphores, the pointer to the shared segment.
and the id of the shared segment are placed in a structure of type
Machine that is declared in the calling program.

dynamicmachinepaths(nuninachines.s gmentnum,mname,sendportnum,receiveportnum,
server.instructurefreespace)
int numnachines;

/* the maximum number of other machines to be attached */

long segmentnum;

/0 the key to use for

char mnsme[J;

/* machinenane character string */

long sendportnum,receiveportnum;
char server[];

/0 send and receive port numbers

/* structure to hold segment and semaphore info:

char *instructure.segment

-- returned ptr to the shared segment.

int

instructure.shmid -- returned system generated shared mem id

int

instructure.sendsem -- the returned send semaphore.
We base it on the send portnumber.

int

instructure.receivesem -- the returned receive semaphore.
We base it on the receive portnumber.
*/

freespace;

/* amount of freespace desired for dynamic memory allocation
after this routine has been called. */

char *dynamicsharedaegmento;

/* shared segment creation function ./

int

/* semaphore creating routine. */

semtran();

char tempi200],

temp2(2001;

/* temp character arrays */

static Boolean flrsttime = TRUE;

/* flag to detect multiple

static int

/* sequence number

sequencenum

static int totmachines;

*

5/

/* this character string is either "client". "server",
"broadcast", or "receive".
If direct connection wanted,
it indicates whether the sender/receiver should open
up as either a client or server. The first guy open
must be the server.
If broadcast wanted, it indicates
whether to open up as broadcaster or receiver.
5/

Machine *instructure;

int

the created shared segment '1

= 0;

requests */

for receive/send 0/

/* max attachments permitted */

/* check for first time called and establish max possible attachments
if( firsttime
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totmachines - nutmnachines;
firuttitne
= PALSE;
else
++ sequencenum;

/* check for violation of maximum attachments 0/
iff sequencenum >- totmachines)
perror("mpath: Too many attachments Attempted");
exit( -1 )
/create the shared segment/
instructure->Negment - dynmicaredsegnent(nuninchines.segmentnum.
MAMSHAREDS IZE,
&instructure->shmidfreespace);
/* create the send semaphore. (unused if receiving broadcast messages) *
instructure->sendsem - semtran(sendportnum);

/* create the receive semaphore (unused if broadcasting messages)
instructure->receivesem - semtran(receiveportnum);
/* free the sender and receiver parts of the shared segment
init-..haredbuffer(instructure->segment);
/* spawn off the sender process */
if( strcmp( server, "receive" ) 1- 0)
/add the start of the line, i.e. the program to run
srcpy ( t erp,SE1.OCATICN);
strcat(temp." '1;

~

/* add the number of theusharedse gment in text *(
sprintf( temp2,"%d" ,instruct re- shmld);
strcat(temp, temp2);
strcat(temnp," ");
/* add on the machine name/

st rcat( temp~mname);
st rcat( emp, ");
/* add (he port number 0/
sprint f(temp2,"%d",sendportnum);
strcat(temp, temp2);
strcat(temp," ");

1* indicate whether a server, a client, or a broadcasterf
*

st rcat(temp, server);
strcat(temnp," ");
/* add the machine sequence number 0/

sprint f(temnp2,"%d", sequencenum);
strcat( temp. temp2) ;
/* spawn off into the background '
strCat(temp"W);
/0 spawn off the sender 0/
if( system(temp) == -l )
prror( "SDO1 system call failed");
else
/0 kill

sender (which really doesn't exist anyway) so that the
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senderis free() call will always retlirn FALSE.
A similar thin; does not have to be done for receiverhas data()
in a broadcast an$ path since it will always return FALSE anyway
kill sender( instructure->segment,

instructure->sendsem );

/* spawn off the receiver process */
if(

*trcmp( server, "broadcast" ) I= 0

/* add the start of the line, i.e.
at rcpy(temp,RECEIVE.U)CATICNq);
strcat(temp," ");

the program to run */

/* add the number of the sharedsepment in text */
sprintf(temp2,9%d",instructure->shmid);
strcat(temptemp2);
strcat(temp," ");
/1 add on the machine name
strcat(temp,mname);
strcat(temp," ");
/* add the port number */
sprintf(temp2,"%d',receiveportnumt);
strcat(temp, temp2);
strcat(temp," ");
/* indicate whether a server, a client, or a broadcast receiver
strcat(temp,server);

strcat(temp,"

");

/* add the machine sequence number */
sprintf(temp2,"%d",sequencenum);
strcat(temptemp2);
/* spawn off into the background */

strcat(temp,"&");
/* spawn off the receiver */
if(

system(temp) == -1 )

perror("RECEIVE system call failed");

"4-
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Calling Protocols

a.

This module contains the low-level socket-managing calls. No functions in
this module are intended for application programs. This module is only linked into the
send and receive processes.
Code and Description

b.

/ aaaaaaaaaa**aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa************

*

TITLE

Inter-Computer Communication Package

*

*

N.LE

netV.c

*

*

VERSION:

5.0

*

*

DATE

31 May 1988

*

Theodore H. Barrow

*

*

a AUJTIHOR

a HI ST
'

*

s

*

Y:
a

1.0a

a

VpRSIGN:

a1

DATE

a

AUT-KR

Michael J. Zyda

a
a

DESC.

Contains routines connect server and connect-client to allow
two machines with Unix System V to communicate via sockets,

a
a

a

VERSION:

2.0

a

a

DATE

29 April 1987

a

a

AUflUn-R

: ichael J. Zyda

a

a

DESC.

a

VERSION: 3.0

a

DATE

a

: 19 November 1986

a

a

a

M.
V-I

Converted to work with 4.2BSD sockets.

a

27 May 1987

a

Theodore H. Barrow

a

Eliminated excess variables, some unused and some unnecessary.*

a

DESC.

a

VERSION: 4.0

a

DATE

S

A rH

a

DESC.

Improved reliability of socket connection and disconnection.

a

VERSION:

5.0

a

DATE

31 May 1988

a

S
a

a
a

21 August 1987

a

: Theodore H. Barrow
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*

ALTNR

Theodore H. Barrow

*

*

DESC.

Added start _broadcast() and broadcastreceive() to provide
datagram sockets for broadcast use. These sockets use the

*

*

*

default Internet broadcast addressing.

*

REOORD OF CHAUES

*
*Version*
$

* Author
Date
ChaneDescription

*

*

*

*
* 4Jan88 * T. H. Barrow
*
Changed include library pathnamnes for

*

•

*

4.1

*

*

Affected
Modules

*

send.c
receive.c

IRIS 4D.*

*Reqd*
*Vero*
*4.0 *
*4.0 *
*

*

*

0

xI,
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This segment, when linked into a program on a computer with a MIX 4.2 BSD
operating system, will allow the program to comnunicate with programs
executing on other computer systems over an Internet network.
#define TRUE I
/* include files for UNIX 4.2 BSD. These are all called from the bed
subdirectory in /usr/include. The file sys/types.h also exists and is
included when bsd/sys/typee.h is used. Tis was done for ease of change
if and when Silico n GOraphics changes the include library struture. ~
#include <sys/typeu.h>
#include <sys/socketh>
#include <bad/net inet/in.h>
#include <bsd/netdb.h>

The connect..server(remote_client _name, port..number) function performs
the actions required to connect a server system to a remote client system

int connect-server(remote..client _name, port..numnber)
*

char remote _client _namelj;

/* name of the remote client system

mnt

/* port numiber to the remote client system 0/

port..nunber;

5

char *ptr-client-name;

/* pointer

mnt
mnt

local _server-socket;

/* local socket number */

socket();

/5

function that opens a socket

ant accepto;

/5

function that accepts a connection from
a remote client socket1

mnt

remote-client

_socket

=

-1;

I"

to the remote client system's name

5

socket number of remote client system

/* protocol

and address data structure for socket
static struct sockaddr-in address =(AFINK!'
I

5/

5

~

long remote-client _address;

/5 address of

short remote _client-port;

/* port number of the remote client system

int address_-size;
/0 create

the remote client system

/* size of address of remote client system

socket structure from input parameters

/* get a pointer to the remote client
ptr..client .name - remote client _name;

5

5

system's name

5

/5 convert

*

the remote client system name to its address.
Note that gethostbynane() requires a pointer to a pointer .
remote _client..address -(long)gethostbynme&ptr-client.namie);
/* set

the remote client port number above the system reserved ports
by adding the remote cl ient port number to the number of reserved ports
remote-client-.port =IPPORL RESERVHD + port..number;
/* remote client system address family (Internet
address.sin- family
AP..INff

in this case)

5

5

---

-ZNn

I~ I

J

-JT

-J

-FP-;wW

W
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1* plc

the remote client port number
in network byte order */

into the address data structure

addres.sin-port = htons(remoteclientport);
/* place the remote client system's address in the address data structure
address.sjn_ addr.s_ addr - remote-client _address;
/0 find number of bytes in the remote client address
address-_size = sizeof(ramote-client-address);

/

* attempt
local _server

0

4

to open a local socket */
_socket
= socket(AF-INET.SOMI_STREAM,O);

if(local _server _ socket < 0)
perror('Server couldn't open a local
else

socket:")-,

if(bind(local _ server -socket, (caddr~t)&address, sizeof(address))
perror("Server couldn't bind address to local socket:');
set the maximum numuber of remote client
listen(local _server
_socket,StMAXCOMt);

/*

printf("Server waiting to connect

systems to be connected

_socket

<

to

~

to %s\n",remote-client _name);

/* attempt to accept a connection *f
remote _client _socket
= accept(local _server
_socket,
&address-size);
if(remote client

< 0)

&address,

0)

/* an

error occurred in the server attempting to
accept a connection from remote client system 4
perror( .Server couldn't accept connection from remote client systtm:');
shutdown(focat server _socket, 2);
close( local _serversocket);
/* else

the server accepted a connection from the

/* return the socket number of
return(remota client _socket);

I*

the remote client

t nnect-_server
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port..number) function performs
The connect-client(remote.lerver.-nle,
all the actions required to connect a client system to a remote server
s ystem

int connect-client(remot..servr.nsme, port.ntumber)
char remote_ server _name[1

/0 name of the remote server system

mnt

I/'

portnumber;

mnt
mnt

~

port numnber to the remote server system '
socket numnber

~

local _client-socket;

/* local

socketo;

/* function that opens a socket

5

/* function that connects local socket to remote server socket

5

mnt connect();
mnt remote-server..socket;

/*

and address data structure secified for the socket
sockaddr-in address = ( AJP-INEI);

/* the protocol

static struct

~

socket ntumber on remote server system
5

struct hostent *remote server-address;

/5 address of remote server system

short remote~serverport;

/5 port number of remote system

/* create

S

socket structure from input parameters *1

1* convert the remote server system name to its address.

Note that gethostbyname() requires a pointer only in this case
remnote-.server-address =gethostbyname(remote..servernate);

5

/5 clear out the address structure *1
bzero((char *)&address. sizeof(address));

remote server address structure into the address structure
bcopy(remote-server-address->h_ addr,
(char *)&address.sin_addr,
length);
remote_ server _address->h_
/* copy the

5

remote server port number aboverthe systemn reserved ports badn
the user's remote server port number to tenumber of reservedbpordt remote-server.port = IPPORTRESERVED +tport~number;
/set

/P remote server system address family(Internat
address.sin_ family = AF..INET;

in this case)

5

the remote server port number into the address structure
in network byte order #/
address.sin-port = htons(remnoteserver.port);
/* place

to obtain a local socket */
local-cltent~socket = socket(AF7_JNST, SOQC.S'TREAM. 0);

/* attempt

if(local-_client..socket < 0)
perror("Client couldn't opensa local socket:");
el s'
/* place Internet address family type in address structure
address.sin_ family =AF. 3NE';
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/* attempt to connect local client socket to remote server socket *
socket , (caddrt)&address.
remote_ server_ socket - connect( locallient
sizeof(address));
if(remoteserversxocket < 0)
/* error occurred in attempting to connect to remote server socket
perror("Client couldn't connect to the remote serier socket:");
shutdown(local client socket, 2);
close(local-client-_socket);

/* set local-client-socket so that negative value is
always returned when an error occurs
0/

local client socket = reinote..server-socket;
else
/* successfully connected to the remote server system *
printf("Connection established with %a.\n',remote_ server-name);

/* return the socket number of the local client system
return( local ci ient _socket);
/', connectclient

~

.N
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The start _broadcast(port..number) function performs
the actions required to initiate a datagrarn broadcast socket.

int start-broadcast (port-.number)
int

portnumber;

/0 port number for the remote receiver system

int broadcast-socket;

/* local socket number

in

/4 function that

socketo;

~

opens a socket

function that sets a socket to allow broadcast

int aetsockopto;

/4

ant on = TRUEB;

/* to set broadcast toggle on for socket 0/

and address data structure for socket
static atruct sockaddr-in address = I AfIN'I' J;
/4 protocol

/4 create local

4

/0 port number broadcast heard

short broadcast-.port;
E

4

socket structure from input parameters

from

4

4

the broadcast port nuniber above the system reserved ports
by adding the broadcast port number to the numnber of reserved ports
broadcast-port -IPPORTRESERVHJ + port..numnber;
/* set

/* system address

family (Internet in this case)
address. sin_ fami ly =AF!INI'

~

the port number into the address data structure
in network byte order 4/
address.ain-port = htons(broadcat-.port);
/* place

address in the address data structure
in network byte order 0/
address.sin-addr.a-addr = htonl(INAEM_~ANY);
/* place the local

/0 attempt to open a local socket 4/
brosdcant socket = aocket(A&-INE',SOCXJXILAM,O);
if(broadcautsocket < 0)
perror("Broadcaster couldn't open a local socket:");
else
4

/* set the broadcastsocket for broadcasting 4
~if(.aetsockopt( broadcast _socket,
SQL_-SOCXE,
S"O.RADCAST,
&on, sizeof(on) ) < 0)
perror("Broadcaster couldn't set socket to broadcast:");
else if(bind( broadcast-socket, (struct aockaddr *)&address,
sizeof(address) ) < 0)
pertor("Broadcaster couldn't bind to local socket:");
el se
printf("Waiting to broadcast\n");
/* return the socket number
return(broadcast socket);
I/* start broadcast

4

4
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The broadcast _receive(broadcaster-name.port..numnber)

function performs

all the actions required to set up a broadcast receiving socket

jot broadcast receive(broadcastername ,port.number)

*

char broadcaster-name(j;

/* name of the broadcaster system

int

/P port number for the broadcaster 0/

port~oumber;
int

localsocket;

int socketo;

/* local socket number

*

/* function that opens a socket

int broadcaster..socket; /0 socket number on broadcaster system

~

/* the protocol and address data structure specified for the socket

5

static struct sockaddr-in address =I APJINETI.1
struct hostent *broadcaster..address;

/0 address of broadcaster system

short broadcaster-port;

/* port number of remote system

~

/* create socket structure from input parameters ./
/* convert the broadcaster system name to its address.
Note that gethostbyname() requires a pointer only in this case
broadcaster-address = gethostbyname(broadcaster.nmie);

~

/* clear out the address structure */
bzero((char *)&address, sizeof(address));
/* copy the broadcaster address structure into the address structure/
bcopy(b roadcaster~address->h.addr,
(char *)&address.sinaddr,
broadcaster-address-h_ length);
/* set broadcaster port number above the system reserved ports by adding
the user's broadcaster port number to the number of reserved ports *
broadcaster.port = IPPORTRESERVB) + port-.niunber;
/0 broadcasterisystem address family(lnternot
sddress.uin-.fsmily -APJNE';
*~/

in this case) 0/

Cl~ace the broadcaster port number into the address structure
in network byte order */
addrese.sin..port - htons(broadcaster.port);

/0 attempt to obtain a local socket 0/
local-socket =socket(APJNE', SOCO-DGRAM, 0);
if(local-socket < 0)
perror("Receiver couldn't open a local socket:");
else
/P attempt to connect local socket to broadcaster socket 0/
connect(tocalsocket, (struct sockaddr *)&address,
broadcaster-socket
sizeof(address));
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if(broadcaster..socket < 0)
/* error occurred in attempting to insert broadcaster information/
perror('Receiver couldn't find broadcaster:");
shutdown(local~socket, 2);
close(locai _socket);

/0 set local-socket so that negative value is
always returned when an error occurs
local-socket - broadcaster-_socket;
else
/* successfully listening to the broadcaster system S
printf('ready to receive from es.\n',broadcamter..nsme)
/* return the socket number of the local system 0/
return(localsocket);
J/* broadcastreceive

S
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receive.

a.

Calling Protocols
This program monitors a socket, like a daemon. It is spawned transparently to

the user and receives its initialization data through the command line.
Code and Description

b.
*

TITLE

Inter-Computer Comnunication Package

*

*

hUL

receive.c

*

*

VERSION: 3.0

*

DATE

31 May 1988

*

*

AUnKR

Theodore H. Barrow

*

*

HISTRY:

*

*

*

VERSION:

1.0

*

DATE

6 February 1987

*

: Michael I. Zyda

*

*

AUTif

*

DESC.

Background process to receive messages over link.

*

*

VERSION:

2.0

*

*

DATE

*

AUTUER : Theodore H. Barrow

*
*

DESC.

*

VERSION:

*

DATE

: 31 May 1988

*

*

ALTDKR : Theodore H. Barrow

*

*

: Added capability to get sequence number from cotmand line
and use it to get offset into shared memory segment.

*
*
*

3.0

*

Added broadcast receive capability

DESC.

RECORD OF CIAIES

*

*Version*

Date

*

Author

*
*

Description

Shne
*

.*1*
*

*

: 15 December 1987

*

*

*

Affected

*Reqd*

*

Mdules

*Vers*
*

****
*

*
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receivexc
#inc lude "shared. h"
#include "gl-h"
main(argc ,argv)
int arge;

/0 argument count

char *arsvtl;

*

/s pointers to the passed in arguments

*

/* we need to declare character variables for everything passed in 0
char shmidstr[1O];

/0 shared segment string holding the integer key*/

int shmid;

/* integer pulled out of the string 0/

char *segmnent;

/* character pointer to the shared segment

int receivesem;

/* receive semaphore */

*

char Vtsharedegmento;/0 create ahared segment function *
char mname [l10 1;

/* machine name 0/

char portstr[IO];

I/'
port numnber string ~

*long

/* port number pulled from the st ring *

portnum;
char server[IO);

/*server string */

char seqnostr[1OI;

/* sequence # string holding integer sequence #

long sequencenum = 0; /* integer pulled out of the st ring (default 0) *

mnt

socket;

/* the opened socket descriptor

ant connect-_server();

mnt
mnt
mnt

connect _cliento);
broadcast recciveO);
receiverjis

reco;

int receivershoulddieo;
int semtrano;
Iv/*

10 semaphore creation routine.

pull out the strings from the argument list *
if(argc < 5)
printf("RIEIVE:
exit (1)

incorrect argument countl\n");

/* pull out the shared memory string
strcpy(.hmidstr~argvf ]);
"%d" ,&shmid);
scanf( shmids t r
string
machinename
the
out
pull
/5
strcpy(mname,argv(2J);
/5

pull out the port number string
st rcpy(portst r,argv[3 );
a canf(portsttr,'%dportnum):

~

*
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/* create the receive semaphore/
receivesem = semtran(portnum);
/* pull out the client/server string
at rcpy( server ,argv 141)

~

/* pull out the sequence number st ring *
if( argc > 4)
at rcpy( seqno t r argvf5j);
sscanf(aeqnostr "%d",&sequencenum);
/* attach to the shared memory segment *
if(int)(segment = (char O)shmat~shmid, 0, 0666)) < 0)

perror("RECEIVE: uhmat");
exit (0);
/* create the shared segment address to use
segment += sequencenum *MAXSHAREDSIZE;
/* open the socket connection to the named machine
if(atrcmp(server,"server") == 0)
*

~

1we should open as the server
socket = connect-_ erver(nmame,portnumn);
else if(strcmp(server,"receive') == 0)
/we should open as the broadcast receiver*/
socket = broadcast-_receive(mname,portnum);
else

1* we should open as a client *
socket = connect .client(name,portnumu);
/* check to make sure socket was opened, exit

if(socket

<

printf("RECEIVE:
exit (1)

socket connection

/0 the infinite loop ...
*

if not *

0)
UNT adel\n');

5

~trcp;erver,"receive")

=- 0)

should the receiver die???/
if(receive r...hould..die( segmnent

/5

,reccivesacm))

/* exit after detaching shared segment and cleaning up socket
de tachsharedsegment (segment);
shutdown(aocket, 0);
close(socket);
exit (0)
/if the receiver part of the segment is free, read onto it
if(receiver..isfree(segnient))

~

check socket and read into segment if proper message
if (broadcast-intosegiment( socket segment mnwne,portnum) > 0)

/5
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/* at this point, sleep until we receive a signal from the
graphics program that the receiver segment is free, i.e.
the data has been read out .
P(receivesem);

/* end while true for broadcasting*/
else
whi le(TRUE)
/* should the receiver die??? *
if(receiver~should..Aie(segment,receivesem))
/* exit after detaching shared segment and cleaning up socket *
detachsharedsegmient~segment );
shutdown(socket, 0);
close( socket);
exit (0);
/* if the receiver part of the segment is free, read onto it
if(receiver_ is_free(segment))
into segment 0/
read-socket-into-segiment(socket,segmnent);
/* read socket

/* at this point, sleep until we receive a signal from the
graphics program that the receiver segment is free, i.e.
the data has been read out ~
P(receivesem);
/* end while true for direct connections*/
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semaphore.c
a.

Callingt Protocols
This module repackages the low-level semaphore calls into a P and a V

semaphore operation. No functions in this module are intended for application programs.
b.

Code and Description

**** ***

**

*

TITLE

a

N

*

VERSIN:

****

0

*****

Inter-Computer Communication Package

*

:LE
send.c

•

1.0

*

*

*

SIDATE
*

ISTY:*

*

ALT

11 February 1987

M

:Michael J. Zyda

*
DESC.
aBased

*

:Implent P and V semaphore operations for Unix system V.
an an
xample from Advanced Unix P

RECOM OF GLAMES*

•
*Version*
SChn

*

Date

* eAuthor
Decrition

**

#

Affected
bdules

*Reqd*
*Vers*

a

a

107ae

r

or

semaphorexc
#include <sys/typesh>#include <sys/ipc.h>
#include <sys/sem.h>
int semntran(key) /* translate semaphore key to ID
it key;

*

int aid;
if ((aid -

semget((keyjt)key,1,06661 IPC.SCREAT))

per ror( "singe t" )
ret urn(said);

static void semcall(sid,op) /* call semop
iot aid;
jot op;
struct sembuf sb;

4

sb.sem-num = 0;
sb.gem-op = op;
sb.semjflg = 0;
if(semop(sid,&sb.1) == -1)
per ror("semop");

void P(s id)
int aid;

/* acquire semaphore

*

semcsll(sid, -1);

void V(sid)
in aid;

/* release semaphore 0/

semcall(sid, 1);
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send.c
a.

Callina Protocols
This program monitors a socket, like a daemon. It is spawned transparently to

the user and receives its initialization data through the command line.
Code and Description

b.

Inter-Computer Communicat ion Package

*TITLE

DKYJLE

*

send.c

VESION:

3.0

DATE

31 Masy 1988

*ALYIWAM

Theodore H. Barrow

HISTGRY:
VERSION:

1.0

DATE

:6 February 1987

AUM.THOR

: Michael J. Zyda

*

DESC.

:Background process

*

VERSICN:

2.0a

a

DATE

15iDecember 1987

a

A1JW7R

Theodore H. Barrowa

*

DESC.

*

*

VERSION:

a

DATE

a

AU1Ifl1OR

a

DESC.

:31 May

1988

Theodore H. Barrowa
:Added broadcast cpblt
OF CHAMJES
a*
a
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S%

a

3.0a

Date
$ Author
e Description
a
******Chan

*Version*

link.

:Added capability to get sequence number from cosnand line
and use it to get offset into shared memory segment.a

*

aREOR

to send messages over

Affected
NIbdules

aReqda
aVera*

send.c
#include "shared. h"
#include "gl-h"
main(argc ,argv)

1* argument count/

lot argc;

/* pointers to the passed in arguments

char Oargv[J;
/we
char
int

9

need to declare character variables for everything passed in

string holding the integer shmid

/* shared segment

shmidstr[MOL

/* integer pulled out

shmid;

char *segment;

/0 character

mnt

/9

sendsem;

of

the st ring */

to the shared segment

pointer

function

*/

/0 machine name

char portstr[IOJ;

/* port

long portnum;

/9

port numnber pulled from the string

char

server[IO];

/9

server

char

seqnostr[1O];

/* sequence #

mnt
mnt

string

number

string

/* integer

9

pulled out of the string (default 0)

socket descriptor

connect-_server();

mnt

start

int

sender _has _data();

int

sender

int

semntran();

_broadcast();

_should-dieo;

/* semaphore

creation routine.

pull out the strings from the argument
if( argc < 5)

/9

Iprintf("SENM:

incorrect argument

pull out

the

shared memory string 0/

strcpy(shmidstr,argv~lll);
sscanf(shmidstr,"%d,&shmid);

1/

pull out the machinename
at rcpy(mnane a rgv[2] )

string

~

out the port number
strcpy(porlstr:!rgv[3j);

siring

9

/0 pull

%d",&portnum);
scanf(portstr,
the send semaphore 0/

/0 create
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list

countl\n");

exit (I)
/9

9

string holding integer sequence 0~

/* the opened

socket;

9

int connect _client();

4

9

char mname[1O0l;

= 0;

9

send semaphore */

char Osharedsegmento;/* create shared segment

long sequencenum

9

*1

9

9

9

~

senid.c
= semtran(portnum);
/0 pull out the client/server string ~
4
1);
8trpyserver.argv[
/5
pull out the sequence number string
if( argc > 4

sendsem

~

atrcpy(:eqnostr arsvl5 );
ascanf(aeqnostr,%d",&sequencenum);
/* attach to the shared memory segment
)(segment = (char *)shmat(shmid.
if((int

*
0666))

0,

< 0)

perror("SEM%: shmat");
exit(O);

A

create the shared segment *
MAXSHAREDSIZE;
aement += seqecenumn *
/* open the socket connection to the named machine
i fiatrcmp( server,*"server") =- 0)

1*

5

/0 we should open as the server
socket = connect..server(mnamne,portnum);
else

if( strcmp( server, 'broadcast"

)

=0

/* we should open as a broadcaster 5
socket = start _broadcast( portnum )
else
/* we should open as a client 5
socket = connect _client(mname,portnum);

/* check to make sure socket was opened, exit
if(aocket < 0)
prinif('SEND:
exitil);

infinite

/5the

socket connection NOIT madel\n");

loop ..

if(xsrcmp(. server,
while(TRJE)

*

/0 should

if(aender

"broadcast"

*

the sender die???

=0

*/

_should-die(segmnent,sendsem))

if there is data in the
ifisender _has _data(segment))
/5

*

)

/* exit after detaching segment
detschsharedsegment(segment);
shutdown(aocket, 1);
c ose( socket);
exi t(O);

*

if not

and cleaning up socket 0

shared memory

segment,

/* write the data in the shared segment onto the
_
rornsegment (socket portnum,segment)
send-socketf

socket

5

send.c
/0 at this point, sleep until we receive a signal from the graphics
programn. The signal will indicate that the graphics program
has put more data into the shared segment.
*/

P(sendsem);
/* end while true for broadcasting*/
else
while(TIRUE)
/* should the sender die'?? */
if(sender_should_die(segrnent.sendsem))
/* exit after detaching segment and cleaning up socket
detachsharedegnent(segment);
shutdown(socket, 1);
close(socket);
exit (0);
/* if there is data in the shared memory segment,
if(senderhas data(segment))
/* write the data in the shared segment onto the socket 0/
writesocket fromsegment(socket,segment);
/* at this point, sleep until we receive a signal from the graphics
program. The signal will indicate that the graphics program
has put more ,!ata into the shared segment.

*/

P(sendsem);
/* end while true for direct connection*/

0
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7.

shared-h
a.

Calling Protocols
be
This module has all the predefined constants and type definitions. It must

included in the application.

11

shared.h
b.
/

Code and Description

**CCCC********C**********C**************************C*****C*****

: Inter-Computer Comnunication Package

*

*

TITLE

*

?DLE

shared.h

*

*

VERSION:

4.0

*

*

DATE

15 December 1987

*

*

AUlIMR : Theodore H. Barrow

*
*

,

HISTORY:

*

VERSION: 1.0

*

DATE

}*

6 February 1987

**

I. Zyda

*

AUTI-IR : Michael

*

Contains all defines and special constants for shared
memory socket system.

DESC.
:

*

*

C

*
*

*

VERSION: 2.0

*

DATE

:27 May 1987

*

AUII-

: Theodore H. Barrow

*
*

DESC.

: Added a typedef of structure for use by various routines.
Added message types for high level read/write protocol.

*

VERSION: 3.0

*

DATE

: 21 October 1987

*

AjrT1.OR

: Theodore H. Barrow

*

DESC.

: Changed dependencies of buffer calculation constants so that
only one need change. Added additional message types.

*
*

*

*

*

VERSION:

C

DATE

C*

ALIIEJR

C

DESC.

C

*

*
*
*

C

*

4.0

: 15 December 1987

C

•*

Theodore H. Barrow
: Added field to buffer set so that each link would have
own area to handle partial receipt of messages.

its

$
C

C***************************CC**CC**C***CCCCCC*****CC*CCCCC****C*CCCCCC*

RECORD OF CHANCES

C

:Version*
*

* Author
Date
Change Description

C

C
C

**C**C*C***C***CCCCCCCCC**C**
***C*C**CCC*C**C*CCCCCC****C*

*

4.1

*

C
4Jan88 * T. H. Barrow
pathname to include /usr for IRISI

Changed
C
*
CCC CCCCCC*CCCCCC.*'C*C

C
C

**CC**C*C*CCC**CC*C*CCCC****

Affected
Mdules

*Reqd*
oVers*

C
C
C
C
CCC*1***C**/
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/*
the following 3 defines are the changeable parameters
LARGESTREAD MUST be divisible by 4

a/

#define SEMLOCATIOQ

"/usr/work/barrow/share3/send" /* the name of the program
to run for the sender
/

#define RECEIVaOC4TIO

"/usr/work/barrow/share3/recelve" /0 the name of program
to run for the receiver */

#define LARUESTREAD 252

/0 the largest read (i.e.

buffeA

size)

/

/* The following defines are constants or are derived from LARGESTREAD */
#define SEINDBOFFSET (LARGESREAD + 4)

/* the sender data starts here

#define VNSEMEROFFSET (SUMMOt SET / 4) /* long word offset for sender data
#define RBCEIVEROFPSET 0
#define

/* the receiver data starts at byte 0 */

R CEIVEROPFSET 0

/* the receiver data starts at

#define PROIRXIU*OFFSET (SEI OFFSET * 2)
sender area */
#define MXSHAREDSIZE (PROTOCO5UMOFFSET + 12)
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

CHARACTERTYPE
INIEGERK-TYPE
FLOAITTYPE
CHARACTERARRAYTYPE
INTEGERARRAYTYPE
FLOAT_ARRAYTYPE

#define CHARACTER SIZE
#define INTEGERSIZE
#define FLOAT-SIZE

'B
'I'
'R'
'C'
'J'
'S'

/*
/*
/
/*
/*
/*

code
code
code
code
code
code

for
for
for
for
for
for

long word 0 */

/* holding area starts after
/* the number of bytes in the
shared segment */
characters */
integers 0/
floats */
character arrays */
integer arrays
/
float arrays */

1
/* character size in bytes 4/
sizeof(l)
/* integer size in bytes */
sizeof(l.0) /* float size in bytes */

/* the following is the structure type definition needed for each machine
you want to conmunicate to...
*/
typedef struct
char *segment;

/* ptr

int

/0 system generated shared mon.

shmid;

to shared memory segnent */
id

int sendsem;

/* semaphore used to wakeup the sender
process.
*/

int

/* semaphore used to wakeup the
receiver process...
I/

receivesem;

I Machine
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8.

shareseg.c
a.

Calling Protocols

This module contains the low-level shawel-nemory calls. No functions ir thi'
module are intended for application programs.
b.

*

Code and Description

*

TITLE

*

M

*

VERSICN: 3.1

*

*

DATE

*

*

AftI-R : Theodore H. Barrow

*

*

HISTGRY:

*

Inter-Computer Cosmunication Package

•

:LE
shareseg.c

*

: 24 February 1988

*

VERSIUI: 1.0

1

*

DATE

: 6 February 1987

*

*

AIYIIR : Michael J. Zyda

*

*
*

DESC.

*

VERSION: 2.0

*

*

DATE

*

*

AUTIIVR

*

DESC.

: Contains routines to manage shared memory segment. Creation
attachment, detachment and deletion are all covered.

: 21 October 1987

*

Theodore H. Barrow

*
*

*

: Added function dynamicshareduegment to allow dynamic memory
allocation after cowmunications link established.

*

$

*

VERSICN:

3.0

*

DATE

15 December 1987

*

AtIJIWR : Theodore H. Barrow

*

*

DESC.

*

•
*

:tdified function dynamicsharedsegment for use with multiple
links. First call does shared segment creation. Subsequent
calls return address for the next buffer set.
RD OF CIANGES

•*M

*Version*
*

*

3.1

Date * Author
Change Description

* 24Feb88* T. H. Barrow

*
*
*

*

*

Affected
Modules

*

*

none

* Added compatibility for IRIS 4D.
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*

*Reqd*
*Vers*
*

*

*

*

shareseg.c
Oinclude
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<sys/sysmacros.h>
<stdio.h>
<sys/types.h>
<sys/i pc.h>
<sys/sm.h>
<gl.h>

/* The following defines will have to be modified for different machines
but one of the underlying shared memory attachment mechanism@ should
work for any system V implementation. 4/
1
#define IRIS4D
#define IRIS3000 2
#ifdef FLAT
#define KGIINE IRIS4D
#else
#define MAC-INE IRIS3000
#endif
char *sharedsegment(keynbytes,shmid)

*

long key;

/* the key to use for the segment */

long nbytes;

/* the number of bytes

int

/* returned shared memory id name

*shmid;

in the segment */
/

char *buf;

/* temp char pointer */

struct shmid-ds junkbuf;

/* I don't care what's in this buffer

4/

/* allocate a shared memory segment */
if( (*shmid = shmget( key. nbytes, 0666 i IPC_CREAT )) < 0
perror("shmget");
exit(0);
/* attach to the shared memory segment */
if((int)(buf = (char *)slat(*shmid, 0, 0666)) < 0)
perror("shmat");
/* Since there was an attachment error, delete
if( shmctl( shmid, IPCRMID, &junkbuf ) == -1
perror( "shmctl" );
exit{(0);

/* return the pointer to the shared segment
return(buf);

the segment

4/

/
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shareseg.c
char *attach..within...datasegment( key, size, shinid, freespace

'I

long key;

/* the key to use for the segment

long size;

/* the number of bytes in the segment *

int *shmid;

/5 returned shared memory

iot freespace;

/* amount freespace desired for dynamic allocation

char

5

enddata, *buf;

struct shmid..ds junkbuf;
char

5

abrko,

id name *
5

/* temporary address pointers1
/0 1 don't care what's in this buffer

5

%malloc();
segment/
slmget(key, si ze, 0666 1 IPCCRBAT)) < 0)

/* allocate a shared memory

if( (*shmid

=

perror( "shmget");
exit (0);

/* Ensure at least as much unallocated space as freespace indicates.
*

Normally the top of the data region is incremented more than the
minimum required to meet the malloc() request.: Using malloc()
and free() ensures that this mechanism is available for subsequent
dynamic memory allocations. Direct use of sbrk() system call
causes the malloc() mechanism to fail on subsequent allocation
freespace is cast to unsigned to meet malloc() spec. 5
requests.
free( malloc( Ounsigned)freespace))
/* find the top of data region

enddata

=

*

sbrk(0);

1* round up to the next page boundary for attachment of shared
buf

memory segment */
= (char * )((int)enddata

-

((int)enddata % StMHA) + SHWBLA);

top of data region to be above shared segment
brk( buf + size ) < 0

/* reset

if(

5

perror("brk'j;
/* Since there was an error, delete the segment *
if( shmctl( shmid, IPCllivlD, &junkbuf ) =-1
perror( "shmctl" )
exit(-l);
shared memory segment at the calculated address
if( (int)shmat( 5 shniid, buf, 0666) < 0

/* attach to the

*

perror("shmat");

there was an attachment error, delete the segment
if(~ shmctl( abmid, IPCR_4lD, &junkbuf ) =-1)
perror( "shmnct I
cxi t(0)
/* Since

*

return( buf )
/0 attach _withindatasegmenl()

5
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char *dynamicaharedsegmncnt(nwlmachjneo, key, nbytes, uhmid, freespace)
int nwysnachines; /* maximum number of machine. to be initiated *
long key;

/* the key to use for the segment */

long nbytes:

P~ the number of bytes in the segment/

jut *.j.mjd;

/* returned shared memory id name1

int freespace;

/* amount freespace desired for dynamic allocation 0/

static Boolean firsttime - 'IRIE; I* allows for multiple calls
static char *startshared; /* start of shared memory space 0/
static

mnt

*holdahmid;

/* holds shmid for subsequent calls

if( firattime)
swi tch( MWCHINE)
case IRIS4D):
startshared = sharedseginent( key, numnachine.5 nbytes, shmid )
break;
case IRIS3000:
startshared = (char *)attach within-datasegnent( key,
nunmachines~nbytea, shmid, freespace )
break;
defaulIt:
perror( "shareseg: Unknown machine" )

*

/* switch( MACHIINE )'
holdshniid = shmid;
firsttime =FALSE;
else

/* start next buffer inmmediately above last.

Return the same shmid
for all buffers. Assumes all buffers are same size (true if all
from same ahared.h definition.
startahared += nbytes;
*shmid -

holdshmid;

/* return pointer

to the proper buffer in the shared segment
return( startshared )

"19

*

shareseg.c
detachsharedsegmnent(segment)
char *segment;
iflt

/* segment

to detach from 0/

returnvalue;

(in t)segment % SHMELA
return( 1I)
else
if(

1- 0)

returnvalue = shmndt(segment)
perror("shmndt");
return( returnvalue )
if(

de let esaha reds egment (se gment
*segment;

char
int

shmid;
ilt

if(

shmid)

character pointer

/* shared memory

to the shared segment1

id ..

returnvalue;

struct

f*

/*

< 0)

shmid-ds junkbuf;

/0

1 don't care what's in

this buffer *

detach from the shared segment and sot returnvalue 0/
returnvatue = detachsharedsegmnent(segment) == 0 )

f*
if(

remove the shared segment from the systemu and reset returnvalue
returnvalue = shmct tshni d, IPCRmID &junkbuf) < I)
per ror Q' hc tI" );

return(returnvalue);
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9.

support.c
a.

Calling Protocols
This module contains functions that are intended for the application's use and

functions that are used exclusively by other routines. The parameters for externally
accessible functions are described below.
.receiver

has data

iat receiver-has-data( instructure)
/* includes
Mtachine *instructure;
char *instructure.seglent

ii.

a pointer to the shared segment

*

a pointer to the shared segment

*

sender is-free

int sender-_is-_free(instructure)

*

I* includes
Machine *instructure;
char *instructure.seglent

40
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b.

Code and Description

/***5*****

****

***.*************

***********5************************

•

Inter-Computer Connunication Package

*

TITLE

**

N

•

VERSICN:

*

DATE

:31 May 1988

•

*

AUI-KOR : Theodore H. Barrow

•

: support.c

*

*,

*

4.0

*55********************5**55*5555*55****5*55*5**55555******55*****55***

HISTGRY:

*

*

•

•

VERSICTNJ:

*

DATE

: 6 February 1987

*

*

A~rI[-OR: Michael J. Zyda

•

*

DESC.

*

1.0

: Contains support routines for shared memory connunications
system.

*

2.0

*VERSION:

*

•

DATE

:27 May 1987

*

•

AUT1OR : Theodore H. Barrow

*

•

DESC.

*

: Converted functions called by the application program to use
a structure for ease of use.

•

VERSICN : 3.0

*

DATE

*

AUITI-IR : Theodore H. Barrow

•
•

DESC.

•

VERS 1IN: 4.0
•

•

*

: 21 October 1987

*

: Removed functions for reading from and writing to the shared
memory segment by the application program.

*
*

AUTHLOR

: Theodore H. Barrow

*

Added functions broadcast into segment and
sendsocketfromse ment for broadcastin over data

•
ram socket*

REORD OF CHIANGES

*Version*

,•****

•
•

:31 May 1988

*

$

*

DATE

DESC.

*

•
•

Date

****

•

*

•

•

• Author
Change Description

**

*

*
*

**********
•

•
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*****

*
*

Affected
Mdules

*****

•
•

*Reqd
*Vers

5****2

•

*

*

•

*

*

-

support.c
#inc lude
#incl ude
finclude
#include
#include
#include

"shared.h
<g I.h>
<bad/sys/typesh>
<sys/socketh>
<bad/net inet/ln.h>
<bsd/netdb.h>

/* the following routine sets up buffer area

~

lnit-shared-buffer(sgnent)
char *segment;

/* pointer to the shared segment 0/

free_ sender( segment )
free_ receiver( segment )
(segsie nt + PROWIDIUIDIJLDOPPSET + 9)

0

/* the following routine writes zeroes at the top of the
shared segment indicating that the segment data is no longer
vatlid.
0/
4

free_ sender(segmnent)
char *segment;

/* pointer to the shared segment

/* the following

tine zeroes the first four bytes of the sender part
of the shard memory segment. ' segment' is a character pointer.
I coerce it into a long integer pointer and then write a zero.

(long *) segment + MIETMJM~FSET)

=

0;

/this following routine writes zeroes at the top of the
shared segment indicating that the segment data is no longer
valid.
free_ receiver(segment)
char *segment;

/0 pointer to the shared segment 0/

/* the

following line zeroes the first four bytes of the receiver part
of the shared memory segment. 'segment' is a character pointer.
I coerce it into a long integer pointer and then write a zero.

0/
*((long *)segment + V.RWEIVEROFFSET)

- 0;
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sup port.c
/0 the following routine tests the first 4 bytes of the receiver
segment to see if they are non-zero.
it uses an input structure since called by main programn
int receiver _has _data(instructure)
Machine *instructure;
char

if($

5

/*

includes

*instructure.segment

shared segment

a pointer to the

jlong *)inatructure->segnent

*

+ VECIVEOFSET) > 0)

ret u r n (TRUE)
elsae
return(FALSE);

/* the following routine tests the first 4 bytes of
segment to see if they are non-zero.

mnt

sender

_has

the sender

_data(segment)

char *segment;

1

pointer

if(*((long *)segment

to the

shared segment

M-VSENDEROFFSET)

>

*

0)

retIu ronTRUE)
else
r e I u r ni(FALSE)
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t

/* t1he following routine tests the first 4 bytes of the receiver

*/

segment to see if they are

less

than zero.

receiver-should_die( segment)

int

char *segment;

if(*((long

I

/e pointer to the shared segment

)sement

+ VUcEIVEROFFSET)

< 0)

return(TRUE);
else
return(FALSE);

/* the following routine tests the first 4 bytes of the sender
segment to see if they are less than zero.

*/

sender should_die(segment)

int

char *segment;

/* pointer to the shared segment

if(*((long *)segment

I

I

+ %SEMNIEOFFSET) < 0)

return(TRiJE);

else
return(FALSE) ;

II
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/* the following routine tests the first 4 bytes of the receiver
segment to see if they are non-zero.
*/
int

receiver_isfree(segment)

char *segment;

/* pointer

if(*((Iong *)segment

I

I

+

to the shared segment */

,RECEIVEROFFSET) -= 0)

return(TRUE);

else
return(FALSE);

/* the following routine tests the first 4 bytes of the sender
segment to see if they are non-zero.
it uses an input structure since called by main program
int

sender is free(instructure)

Machine *instructure;

/* includes

char *instructure.segment

a pointer to the shared segment */

if(*((Iong *)instructure->segment + VWEDEROFFSET) == 0)
return(TRUE);
else
return(FALSE)

6I
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/s the following routine reads on the input socket intn the receiver segment.*/
read-socket-_into_ segmnent(socket..egmnt)
int

/* a socket descriptor */

socket;

char *segment;

/* a ptr to the shared segment

/* the number of bytes read in *

long nbytes;

char temp(LARGBSTREADJ;
/* read the data into a temporary array to avoid segment protection
violation since the socket does not share with the shared memory
iegment.
abytes = read(eocket,temp,LARGEMRAD);
if(nbytes

<-

0)

/* the following routine calls are conmnted out for the following
reason:
q

nbytea <- 0 means that the socket has been broken.
This routine is called by the receiver process so the only
intelligent thing to do is to terminate the receiver process,
i.e. call exit ...
per ror("read');
printf(?READ SOCKT...IN~TO.SEt*F; number of bytes

read

shutdown( socket, 2 )
close( socket )
exi t(I);

1copy the data into the shared segment *
memcpy((aegment + RECEIVEROPPSBT + 4),temp,nbytes);
/* set the number of by tea in the shared segmentI
*((long *)segmnent +. WM;GIVEOFPSET) = nbyteu;
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/* the following routine writes the data from the sender side
of the shared segment to the socket *
write-socket-from-segment(socketsegment)
int socket;

/* socket descriptor */

char *segment;

long nbytes;

/* pointer to the shared segment

/* the number of bytes

/

to write */

char temp[LARGESTRBAD];
/* copy the data into a temporary array to avoid segment protection
violation since the socket does not share with the shared memory
segment.
*/

memcpy(temp((char

*)segment + SENDEROFFSET + 4),
C*((long *)segment + M'ENDIROFFSET));

/* write the data to the socket */
nbytes = write(socket,temp, *((long *)segment + MSEDEROFISET));
if(nbytes <= 0 II nbytes

I= *((long *)segment + VVSEN31OFFSET))

IC
This error indicates the socket
sender process.

is broken. Just exit

the

perror("write");
printf(",'ARITE_SOCXFR(C1_SEJJlI': number of bytes written = %d\n",nbytes);
trintf("Number of bytes in shared segment =%d\n ,*((long *)segment + WSEDEROFFSET));
shutdown( socket,
close( socket );
exit(l);

2 );

/* free the sender segment */
free sender(segment);
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/0 The following routine receives on the input datafram, socket.
portntlm it is copied int
If the mesa,ge matches the mname n::J9
receiver area of the shared memory segment.
0 is returned if the mcesage does not match mnsme and portmnm
the number of bytes read I1 returned if it does match. *

the

int broadcast-into..segmnt(socket,segment,mname,portnm)
/* a socket descriptor 0/

int socket;
char *segment;

/0 a ptr to the shared segmient 0/

char mnsane[J;

/* machine name of broadcaster *

long portnum;

I* port number of broadcaster C
/* the number of bytes read in *

long nbytes;
char temp[LARGESTREADI;

P* flags -0

int flags =0;
struct sockaddr-in who;

mnt

indicates none set

*

/* Internet structure for message sender address
/* length of received address struct who

wholen;

struct hostent *broadcaster;

5

1pointer to structure with info on
broadcaster 0/

static long broadcast-_address; /* address of broadcaster
static short broadcast.port;

/* port of broadcaster

5

5

static Boolean firsttime = TRUE;
/read the data into a temporary array to avoid segment protection
violation since the socket does not share with thesh ared memory
segment. This also allows checking for match with desired broadcaster.
nbytes =recvfromn( socket, temp, LARGBS'FREAD. flags,
(struct sockaddr *)&who, &wholen )
if(nbytes

<=

0)

perror( "recvfrom: ");

els ferst

ie

/

desired broadcaster address and port

broadcast-port =htons((short)portnum);
(st ruct hostent *)gethostbyname( mnam)

broacaser

*cpy

broadcaster->h-addr, (char *)&broadcast address,
broadcaster->h-jength I

if( (broadcast -address
(broadcast-port

==whosmin addr.s
==who.sin-port))

addr) A
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/* copy the data into the shared segment 0/
memcpy((segment + RDcBIVEROMPST + 4 ).temp~nbytes);
/* set the numnber of by tea in the shared egment
((Iong *)Belment + MI;BCIVERCPSET) - nbytes;

*

nbytes = 0;
/* Set nbytea to 0 so return of function indicates no match

return( nbytes

)
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/* the

following routine sends the data from the sender side
/
of the shared segment to the socket for broadcast

send-socketfrom_segment(socket,portnum,senent)
int

socket;

/* socket descriptor

4/

long portnum;

/* port number of broadcaster

char *segment;

/* pointer to the shared segment */

tong nbytes;

/

/* the number of bytes to write

4/

char temp[LARGESTREAD];
short broadcaster-port;
static Boolean firsttime =TRUW;
static struct
if(

sockaddr

in network =

AFINET

; /* structure for broadcast
address 4/

firsttime )

broadcaster-port = IPPORT-RESERVHD +iportnumn;
/* Set up broadcasting address structure *
network.sin-family
= AFINET;
network.sinaddr.saddr = htonl(INAD11_BROADOUT);
network.sin-port
- htons(broadcastcr_port);
firsttime
= FALSE;
/* copy the data into a temporary array to avoid segment protection
violation since the socket does not share with the shared memory
segment.
4/
memcpy(temp,((char *)segment + SENDEROFFSET + 4),
*((long *)segment +WMENDEROFFSET));
/* broadcast the data through the socket */
nbytes = sendto( socket, temp, *((Iong *)segment +ViSENEROFFSET), 0,
(struct sockaddr *)&network, sizeof(network) );
if(nbytes <= 0 II nbytes

I= *((long *)segment

+ WSENDEROFFSET))

/*

This error indicates
sender process.
4/

the socket

is broken. Just exit

the

perror("write");
printf('"RITESOCKET_PR(_SEGvB'T: number of bytes written = %d\n",nbytes);
printf("Number of bytes in shared segment
d\n",*((long *)segment + WSF14%ROFFSET));
shutdown( socket, 2 );
close( socket );
exit(l);
/* free the sender segment */
freesender(segment);
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1" the following routine deletes

the sender by writing

a negative byte count into the shared segment
*/ and then waking up the sender.
kill-sender(segment,sendsem)
char *segment;
int

/* ptr to the segment 0/
/* semaphore to the sender

sendsem;

5/

/* write a negative number into the byte count field. #/
-1;
*((long *)segment +VMEMI2ROFFSET)
/* at this point, we should send a wakeup to the sender program.
the sender will read the bad byte count and exit.
*/

V(sendsem);

/* the following routine deletes the receiver by writing
a negative byte count into the shared segment
*/ and then waking up the receiver.
killreceiver(segment,receivesem)
char *segment;

/* ptr to the segment */

int receivesem;

/* semaphore to the receiver */

/* we do not wait until the receiver segment is free here
as the process that calls this routine should already
have read the last piece of data.

*/

/* write a negative number into the byte count field. */
*((long *)segment +VWECEIVEROFFSET) = -1;

/* at this%oint,
*/ the receiver
V(receivesem);

we should send a wakeup to the receiver program.
will read the bad byte count and exit.
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APPENDIX B - TI EXPLORER MODULE DESCRIPTIONS
All functions, methods, and flavor are contained in file irlslavor.1sp.
1.

Calling Protocols
The module contains functions, methods, and a flavor that are intended for the

application's use. It also contains a macro and functions that are used internally. The
parameters for externally accessible functions and methods are described below.
a.

iris

(defun iris (x)
b.
*

;where x is nwuber of iris machine desired

start-iris
(defmetbod (conversation-wi th- iris :start-iris)

(0

t

c.

get-iris
(defmnethod (conversation-with-iris :get- iris)

d.

put-ri

(defmnethod (conversation-with-iris :put-irif)
(objcc t)
(let* ((buffer (cond

((equal (type-of object) 'bigntum) (convert -numnber- to- string object))
((equal (type-o obj,.ct) 'fixnum) (convert-number-to-string object))
((equa (type-of object) 'float) (convert-numnber-to-string object))
((ejual1 (type-of object) 'string) object)
(t 'error")

V

e.

0

)

"top-iris
(defmnethod (conversation-wi tb-iris :stop- iris)

*f.

reuse-iris
(defmnethod (conversation-wi tb-iris
00

A

%Ip
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:reuse-iris)

Explorer irisfiavor.Iisp
2.

Code and Description

(defmacro loopfor (var ini lest expi &optional exp2 exp3 exp4 expS)
(prog 0)
(Setq ,var ,init)
tag
,expl
,exp2
,exp3
,exp4
,exp5
(setq ,var (1+ ,var))
(if (= ,var ,test) (return t) (go tag))))
(defun convert -nmber-to-string (n)
(princ-to-stringon) )
(defun convert-string-to-integer (str &optional (radix 10))
(do ((j 0 (+ j 1)
(n 0 (+ (* n radix) (digit-char-p (char atr j) radix)))
((= j (length sir)) n)))

E(throw

(defun find-period-index (sit)
(ca tch 'exit
(dot imes (x (length str) nil)
(if (equal (char str x) (char "." 0))
'exit x) ))))
(defun get-leftside-of-real (sir &optional (radix 10))

(do

((j 0 (1+ j))

(n 0 (+ (* n radix) (digit-char-p (char atr j) radix)))
((or (null (digit-char-p (char sit j) radix)) (= j (length .tr)))

n)))

(defun get-rightside-of-real (sir &optional (radix 10))
(do ((index (1+ (find-period-index sir)) (1+ index))
(factor 0.10 (*factor 0.10))
(n 0.0 (+ n (Cfactor (digit-char-p (char str index) radix))))
((= index (length str)) n)))
(defun convert-string-to-real (str &optional (radix 10))
(+ (float (get-leftside-of-real atr radix)) (get-rightaide-of-real str radix))
(defvar *tcp-handierl* (send ip::*tcp-handler* :get-port))
(defvar *tcp-handler2* (send ip::*tcp-handler* :get-port))
*(defvai

is the send port
;this is the receive port

*iris1-portl* 1027)
(defvar *irisl-port2* 1026)

;this

(defvar *iri si-address* 3221866502)
(defvar *iris2-addrehs* 3221866504)
(defvar *iris3..addrems* 3221866505)

4

(defvar *dest-address4

4

;the tcp-ip or internet address
look in network configuration

nil)

(defun iris (x)
(cond ((equal xl1) (setq *dest-address* *irisl..address*))
((equal x 3) ( etq Odeat-addreus* *ijs3-sddres*))
(setq *dest-address* *iris2-address*))))
(t
*irisl-portl*)
(defflavor conversation-with-iris ((talking-port-number
( listening-port-ntunber *irisl-port2*)
*tcp-handlerl*)
(talkino-port
*tcp-handier2*)
(listening-port
*dest-sddressf)
(destination
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tal-ntac-aibe
()
:sgettabl-inutance-variables
:set table-instance-variables
(defmethod (conversation-wi th- iris :start-irix)
(progn
(send talking-port
:active

:open
will begin the procedure to establish
connection (default vs :passive)
;port number of destination host
machine name or address If blank and
in :passive mode local machine waits for
connection
;set max seconds before read request times out
;tcp

tking-port-numnber
dtint n

30)
(send listening-port :open
; :passive
active
listeninf-port-nuimber
destinat ion
30
"'"A conversation with the iris machine has been established")
(defmnethod (conversation-wi th-iris :reuae-iris)
sn
p:tphade*:e-ot
tphnlrl
()t
* (send ip::*tcp andler* :get-port)
(s tq *t .handler
*tcp-handlerl*
talking-port
listening-port *tcp..handler2*

*

(defmethod (conversation-with-iris :get- iris)
0)
(let* ((typebuffer
(lengthbuffer"
"
(buffer
(buffer-length 1)
(progn
(send listening-port :receive
typebuffer
buffer- length
30
:wait)
receive
(send listening-port -.
lengthbuffer
4
30
:wait)
lengthbuffer))
(setq buffer-length (convert-string-to-intege
(setq buffet (make-string buffer-length :initial-element (character 32)))
send listening-port :receive
buffer
buffer- length
30
:wait)
(cond ((equal typebuffer "I") (convert-string-to-integer buffer))
buffer))
((equal typebuffer "R") (convert-string-to-real
((equal typebuffer "C") buffer)
nil)

-(t

*

*

)

) )

(defmethod (conversation-with-iris :put-iris)
(objcct )
(let* ((buffer (cond
((equal (tpe-of object) 'bignum) (convert-number-to-string object))
((equal (type-of object) 'fixnum) (convert-numiber-to-string object))
((equal (tIype-of object) 'float) (convert-number-to-string object))
((elual (type-of object) 'string) object)
(t 'error") ))
(buffer-length (length buffer))
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(typebuffer

(cond ((equal (typo-of
((equal (type-of object)
((equal (type-of object)
(( Iua I(ype-of object)

object) 'bi num) ""
'fixnum) ""
'float) "R")
'string) "C")

(convert -numnber- to-string buffer- length))
(lengthbuffer
(Oloopvariabile 0))
(progn
(@end talking-port :send
typebuffer
I
nil
nil)
(if (I(lngth longthbuffer) 4)
(send talking-port :send
lengthbuffz'r
4
nil
nil)
(progn
(Ioopfor *loopvariable* (length leng thbuffer) 4
(mend talking-por t :send "0 I nil nil)
(send talking-port :send lengthbuffer (length lengthbuffer) nil nil)
(send talking-port :send
buffer
buffer- length
nil)

*

)

(defmnethod (conversation-with-iris :stop-iris)
(progn (send talking-port

"13

:close) (send listening-port :close))

Sy
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APPENDIX C - SYMBOLICS MODULE DESCRIPTIONS
All functions, methods, and flavor are contained in file irisflavor.Iisp.
1.

Calling Protocols
The module contains functions, methods, and a flavor that are intended for the

application's use. It also contains a macro and functions that are used internally. The
parameters for externally accessible functions and methods are described below.
a.

select-host
(defun select-host (host-name)

b.
*

start-iris
(defmethod (:start-iris conversation-with-iris)

C.

get-iris
(deftnethod (:get-iris conversation-with-iris)

(0
d.

put-iris

(defmnethod ( :put-iris conversation-with-iris)
(object)

(let*

((buffer (cond
((equal (tpe-of object)

'bignumn) (convert-numnber-to-string object))
fixnum) (convert-number-to-string object))
((equal (type-of object)
((equal (type-of object) 'sin~le-float)
(convert -numnber-to-st ring object))
((e.jual (type-of object) 'string) object)
(t
'error") )

e.

stop-iris
(defmnethod (:stop-iris conversation-with-iris)

*f.

reuse-iris
(defmethod (:reuse-iris conversation-with-iris)

-~
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2.

Code and Description
-'-

Nde:

LISP; Syntax: Conon-liap; Package: USER--

handy macro to have

in the send message farthur down

(defmacro Ioopfor (var init
(pros ()
(setq ,var ,init)

test expi &optional

exp2 exp3 exp4 exp5)

tag
expi
*exp2
exp3
exp4
*exp5
(aetq ,var (I+ ,var))
(if (= *var ,test) (return t)

(go tag))

(de fun convert -numbe r-to-st ring (n)
(princ-to-string n)
(defun convert-string-to-integer (str &optional (radix 10))
(do ((j 0 (+ j 1))
(n 0 (i- (* n radix) (digit-char-p (char str j) radix)))
(=j(length str)) n)
(defun find-period-index (str)
(catch 'exit
(dotimes (x (length str) nil)
(if (equal (char atr x) (char ".
(throw 'exit x) ) ) ))

0))

(defun get-leftside-of-real (str &optional (radix 10))
((j 0 (1+ j))
(do
(n 0 (+ (* n radix) (digit-char-p (char str j) radix)))
((or (null (digit-char-p (char str j) radix)) (= j (length str)))

n)

(defun get-rightaide-of-real (str &optional (radix 10))
(do ((index (1t- (find-period-index str)) (1s- index))
(factor 0.10 ('factor 0.10))
(digit-char-p (char str index) radix))))
(n 0.0 (+ n (factor
(( index (length str)) n)
(defun convert-string-to-real (str &optional (radix 10))
(get-leftside-of-real str radix)) (get-rightside-of-real
(+- (float
(defar

(defvar 'iris-portl*

ii:-Prtl

1027)

102)
ths

,this

i

thesendpor

is

the

radix)))

sendiv port

is the local
;this is the local

(defvar 'local-talk-port' 1500)
(defvar 'local-listen-port' 1501)

str

,this

send port
receive port

'iris-port I')
(defflavor conversation-with-iris ((talking-port-number
*irin-port20)%
(listening-port -number
'local-talk-port')
(local-talk-port -numnber
(local-listen-port -numnber 'local -listen-port')
(talkinf-st ream)
(listening-stream)
(destimat ion-host -object)
initable-instance-variables)
(defmethod ( ;init-destination-host conversation-with-iris)
(name-of-host)
(setf destination-host-object (net~parse-host name-of-host)))
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(defmethod (:start-iris conversation-with-iris)
()
(setf talking-stream
(tcp:open-tcp-stremn destination-host-object
r
talIking- por t -numbe
local-ta k-port-number
(aetf listening-stream
(tcp:open-tcp-stream destination-host-object
listening-port-number
local-listen-port-number
"A conversation with the iris machine has been established"
(defmethod (:reuse-iris conversation-with-iris)
()

(defun read-string (stream num-chars)
(let ((out-string '-))
(dotinies (i num-chars)
(setf out-string (string-append out-string (read-char stream)))
out-string ) )
(defmethod (:get-iris conversation-with-iris)
()
"
(let* ((typebuffer
(lengthbuffer .
(buffer
(buffer-length 1)
(progn
(setf typebuffer
(read-string listening-stream 1) )
(setf lengthbuffer
(read-string listening-stream 4) )
(setf buffer-!ength
(convert-string-to-integer lengthbuffer)
(setf buffer
(read-string listening-stream buffer-length)
(cond ((equal typebuffer "I") (convert-string-to-integer buffer))
buffer))
((equal typebuffer "R") (convert-string-to-real
((equal typebuffer "C") buffer)
(t nil) ) ) ) )
(defvar *step-var* 0)
(defun my-write-string(string stream)
(Je * ((num-chars (length string)))
(dotimes (i num-chars)
(write-char (aref string i) stream) ) ) )

,'

(defmethod (:put-iris conversation-with-iris)
(object)
(let* ((buffer (cond
((equal (type-of object) 'bignum) (convert-number-to-string object))
((equal (type-of object) 'fixnum) (convert-number-to-string object))
((equal (type-of object) 'single-float) (convert-number-to-string object))
((equal (type-of object) 'string) object)
(t 'error") ))
(buffer-length
(typebuffer

(lengthbuffer

(length
(cond
((equal
((equal
t(elual
(t 'C")

buffer))

((equal (type-of object) 'bi gnum) "I")
I
(type-of object) 'fixnum)"
(type-of object) 'single-float) "R")
(type-of object) 'string) "C")
)

(convert-number-to-string buffer-length))

)
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(progn
(my-write-string typebuffer talking-stream)
(send talking-st ream :force-output)
(if (= (lengtIh long thbuffer) 4)
(write-s tring lengthbuffer talking-stream)
(profgn
(oopfor *step-var* (length lengthbuffer) 4
(write-string "0" talking-stream))
(rn-write-string lengthbuffer talking-stream)
(send tat king-streamn force-output)
(my-writs-string buffer talking-stream)
(send talking-stream :force-output) )))
(defmnethod (:stop-iris conversation-with-iris)
(progn (send talking-stream :close)
(send listening-stream :close)
(defun select-host (host-name)
(send talk :init-destination-host

host-name)
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APPENDIX D - TEST AND UTILITY PROGRAMS

1. gprog.c
a.

Calling Protocols
This is a test program for the direct connect protocol. By command line

argument, another machine to receive direct connect messages from can be specified.
The default is to receive messages from iris2. It must be rmn in conjunction with
gprog2.c to function properly, as the port assignments are hardcoded. Since it is the
server program, it must be started before gprog2.c.
b.

Code and Description

/0 this is file gprog.c
It is a sample top level program for the asynchronous reading
and writing of sockets via shared memory and two other processes.
This program spawns off the required processes.
This program uses structure type Machine declared in file shared.h.
is the SERVER side program and runs firstill.

This

*/
#include
#include
#include

"shared. h"
"gl.h"
"device.h"

main(argc

,argv)

int argc;
/* argument count *J
char *argv[];
/* pointers to the passed in arguments */
Machine remotemnachine;

/* structure for remote machine */

char othermachine[SO];

/* name of other machine */

char mybuffer(LARGEST]RAD);

/* received data */

char outgoing[LARGESTREADI;

/* outgoing message's buffer

'/

int mybuffer(LARGESIREAD/INTEGERSIZE];

/* received integer data

int

/* outgoing integer message's buffer */

outgoingI[LARGESTREAD/INTEERSIZE];

5/

float mybuffer2fLARGFTREAD/FLALTSIZE];

/* received float data

float outgoing2[LARGESTREAD/FLOATSIZE];

/* outgoing float message buffer */

long noutgoing;

/* size of the outgoing message

5/

5/
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char temp(1OJ;

/0 temp array used to make outgoing message *

long count

/* message counter

char

-0;

*

received-type();

char type-.received;
int elements_-received;

/* temp loop variable *

long i;
long
/*

j

/* variable to control message sending *

= 0;

pull out the string from the argument list *

if (argc > 2)
printf("PROXJ:
exit (1);

incorrect

/* pull out the name of
Mf argc == 2)

the other string,

strcpy( other-machine,
strcat( other-machine,
*

argument counti

else
strcpy( other _machine,

use gprog <aiias>\n");

if it exists

9

"npacs-" )
argvtlj )
"nipscs-irisl"

)

/*

create a path to a particular machine (irisi default) 9
/* the first argument is the key for the shared memory segment.
the second argument is the name of the machine to connect to.
the third argument is the sending port numnber for the socket to use.
the fourth argument is the receiving port number for the socket to use.
the fifth argument indicates whether the processes should
act as a server or a client.
the sixth argument is the returned pointer to the structure
remoteinachine.
it includes the pointer to the shared memory segment,
the sstem generated shared memory id, the sendin id,
and the returned receivesem id.
the seventh argument is the amount of freespace desired for dynamic
memory allocation during execution of the program.
dynaniicmachiinepath(lI

other _machine, 1,2," server" ,&remotemachine.2000000);

/0 the loop for polling
wh i I e(TRUE)

0

shared segment

9

/ make an outgon message 9
strcpyioutgoing,!GPROG
IGINATMbDESSAG3E:
counit

*

the

= count

outgoingl[OJ

I

-1

count;

noutgoing =strien(outgoing);
outgoing2[01 = count;
/0 is there data in the shared segment?
ifUreceiver _has _data(&remnotemachinefl
type-received

9

=received-type(&remnotemachine);
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print f("The messape received by 3PRO
type..received);

is of type %c \11",

switch (type-.received)
cas9

ARACTER.ARRAY-TYPE:
elements-received = numnber-received(&renotemachine);
printf("The message received by OPRXJ is %d elements iongt\n",
element s-received);
read characters(&remotemachine, mnybuffer, elements _received);
break;

case INTEGER-TYPE:
readjinteger(&remotemachine,mybuf for 1);
break;
casae PLOA.TTYPE:
readjfloat(&remotemachine,mybuffer2);
b reak;

/* at this point in the program, process the received data...*/
printf("GPR89 has received the following data:\n');
switch (type-received)
case CHARAMTRARRAYTYPE:
printf("%c" ,mybufferli 1);
break;
case INTEGERTYPE:
intf("%d" ,mybufferl(O1);
pr
broak;
casae FLQATTYPE:
primtf( "%f" ,mybuffer2[O );
break;
printf\n)
/* at this point, we would look at our system and see if we needed
to send data. Instead. I will check if the sender is free.
If the sender is free, I will send one of three message@ ~
if(sendr..is..free(&remoternachifle))
if((j % 3) =- 0)
wr ito char ac tera (&remno temachine

,out going,

nottgoing);

/* wait until message sent before attempting to send another
white( msender _isfree(&remotemachine) ) /* do nothing 0/

5

if((j % 3) ==1)
wr ite~in teger (&remnot emachine
*

.out

goingl);

/5 wait until message sent before attempting to send another
while( lsender-is..jroe(&remotemachine) ) /* do nothing 0

3) -= 2)
writejflot(&remotemachine,outgoing2);
if(
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/* assume socket connection broken
printf("Sender wasn't freel Terminating ...\n");
break;
/* endif while TRUE
/* get rid of the pahto the other machine ...
deletemachinepath(remotemachine);
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2.

gprog2.c

a.

Calling Protocols
This is a test program for the direct connect protocol. By command line

argument, another machine to receive direct connect messages from can be specified.
The default is to receive messages from iris]. It must be run in conjunction with
gprog.c to function properly, as the port assignments are hardcoded. Since it is the
client program, it be started after gprog.c is ready for it.
b.

Code and Description

/* this is file gprog2.c
It is a sample top level graphics program for the asynchronous reading
and writing of sockets via shared memory and two other processes.
This program spawns off the required processes.
This program uses structure type Machine declared in file shared.h.
This is

the CLIENT side program and runs

secondill.

*/
#include "shared.h"
#define TRUE 1
main(argc ,argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];

/* arument count /
/* pointers to the passed in arguments */

Machine remotemachine;

/* structure for remote machine

char other machine[50];

/* name of other machine */

char mybuffer(l[ARGFSEAD];

/0 received data */

char outgoing(LARGESTREAD];

/* outgoing message's buffer

/

5/

int mybufferI[LARGESRELAD/IMTEGE.SIZE];

/* received integer data */

int outgoingI[LARGESTREAD/IN'hGERSIZEJ;

/0 outgoing integer message's buffer */

float mybuffer2[LARGSTREAD/FLCAT_S[ZE];

/0 received float data

/

float outgoing2[LARGESTREAD/FLOATSIZE]; /* outgoing float message buffer

5/

long noutgoing;

/* size of

char

/* temp array used to make outgoing message

temp[lOl;

long count = 0;
char

the outgoing message */

/* message counter */

received type(;

@
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char type-received;
int elements-received;

P*

long i;
long

j

temp loop variable *
/* variable to control message

=0;

P*

if(

out the name of
argc ==2

strcpy(
struat(

use gprog2 <alias>\n');

incorrect argument counti

/* pull

the other

~

list/

pull out the string from the argument
if(argc > 2)
printf("GPROG2:
eli t( 1);

sending

string,

if

it exists

~

other -machine, "npscs-" )
other mnachine, argvfll )

else
strcpy( other _machine, "npscs-iris2'
/* create a path to a
/* the first argument
the second argument
the third argument
the fourth argument
the fifth argument
act as a server or
the sixth argument
remotemachine.
it includes the

)

particular machine (iris2 default) *
is the key for the shared memory segment.
is the name of the machine to connect to.
is the sending port number for the socket to use.
is the receiving port number for the socket to use.
indicates whether the processes should
a client.
is the returned pointer to the structure

pointer to the shared memory segment,
shared memory id, the sendsem id,
generated
the system
and the returned receivegemt id.

machinepath(l,other machine,2,

,"client",&remotemachine);

/* the display loop and loop for polling the
whi le(TRUE)

shared segment

an outgoing message ~
strcpy(outgoing,"GPROCG2 ORIGINATlEDNESSAGE:

*

P* make
count

=

count

outgoingl[0]

+

)

1;
count;

noutgoing = strlen(outgoing);
*

outgoing21o] = count;
/* is there data in the shared segment?
if(receiver _hasudata(&remnotemachine))
type_-received =

*

I

received~type(&remotemachine):

printf("The message received by GPROG2 is of
type~received);

type %cc \n",

switch (type-received)

case CHARACTERARRAYTYPE:
elements-_received =

niauiber _received(&remotemachine);
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printf("Themn~s:e received by GPROG2 is %d elements Iongt\n",
read.characters(&remotemachine~mybuffer,
elements_ received);
break;
case INTEGE&-TYPE:
read integer(&remotemachlne,mybuffer I);
break;
case PLCAT_TYPR:
read_ float(&reniotemachine,mybuffer2);
break;
/* at this point in the program, process the received data ...
print f("GPRflG2 has received the following data:\n");
switch (type-.received)
case CHARACTER ARRAY _TYPE:
for(i=O; i < elements received; i+=1)
printf("%c" ,mybufferi);
break;
case INTEGE&_TYPE:
printf('%d" ,nybufferl[Oj);
break;
case FLOAT_TYPE:
printf('%f" ,mybuffer2(O]);
break;
print f("\n");
/* at this point, we would look at our system and see if we needed
to send data. Instead, I will check if the sender is free.
If the sender is free, I will send one of three messages ~
if( sonderisf re(&remotentachi ne))
if((j % 3) == 0)
write chn.n!rse

Nwhile(

*--tmahn~otengn

gon)

/* wait until message sent before attempting to send another 0
lbentderjis.free(&reniotemachine) ) /* do nothing */ printf("2");
if((j % 3) == 1)
write_ integer(&remotemachinc,outgoingl);
/* wait until message sent before attempting to send another 0/
while( lsender _is _free(&remotemnachine) ) /* do nothing *1printf("Y);
if((j % 3) -= 2)
wr ite..float (&remotemachine ,outgoing2);

*++j
else
/0 assume socket connection broken 5
printf("Sender wasn't freed
Terminating ...\n)
break;
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/* at

this point, you can do the rest of the display

loop */

/* endif while TRUE *I
/* get rid of the path to the other machine...
deletemachinepath(&remot emachine);

4'

0
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3.

prog.c
a.

Calling~ Protocols
This is a test program for the broadcast protocol. By command line argument,

another machine to receive broadcast messages from can be specified. The default is to
receive messages from iris2. It must be run in conjunction with prog2.c to function
properly, as the port assignments are hardcoded.
b.
/*

Code and Description

this is file prog.c
It is a sample top level program for the asynchronous reading
and writing of sockets via shared memory and two other processes.
This program spawns off the required processes.
This program uses structure type Mlachine declared in file shared.h.

#inc lude "shared. h"
#define TRUE 1
main(argc ,argv)
int argc;
chsr *argv[l;

/* arument count *
/4 pointers to the passed in arguments

4

Maschine remotemnachinel;

/* first

structure for remote machine

Mlachine remotemachine2;

/* second structure

char other_machine[501;

/* name of other machine

char mybuffer(LARGESTREADJ;

/* received data */

for remote machine

T5

4

4

char outgoing[LAROESTREAD];
/* outgoing message's buffer 4
m~it mybifferI[J.AROESI'READ/INTEOER.SIZEJ; /* received integer data

w

4

4

int outgoingl(LARGESTXEAD)/lNThGERSIZEJ; /* outgoing integer message's buffer
float mybuffer2[LARGE5TREAD/PLOATSIZJ;

/* received float data

4

float outgoing2[LAROESIREAD/FLOAILSIZE]; /4 outgoing float message buffer

S

long noutgoing;

/* size of the outgoing message

char temp[IO];

/0 temp array used to make outgoing message

long count =0:

/4

message counter

char received_ type();
char type-..received;
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int elements received;
/* temp loop variable */

long i;

1* variabl: to control message sending */

long j = 0;

/* pull out the string from the argument
if(argc > 2)
printf("PROG:
exit(1);

incorrect

argument

list */

countl

use prog <alias>\n");

/* pull out the name of the other string, if it exists
if( argc == 2 )
strcpy( othermachine, argvlJ

/

);

else
strcpy( other-machine, "npscs-iris2" );

/* create a pair of paths to a particular machine (iris2 default) */
/* the first argument is the maximum number of channels to be created.
the second argument is the key for the shared memory segment.
the third argument is the name of the machine to connect to.
the fourth argument is the sending port number for the socket to use.
the fifth argument is the receiving port number for the socket to use.
the sixth argument indicates whether the processes should
act as a receiver or a broadcaster.
the seventh argument is the returned pointer to the structure
remotemachinel or remotemachine2.
it includes the pointer to the shared memory segment,
the system generated shared memory id, the sendsem id,
and the returned receivesem id.

*/

dynamicmachinepaths(2,1,othermachine,2,1,"receive",&remotemachinel);
sleep(5);

/* to let both sides

set up receiving channels first */

dynamicmachinepathst2,1,othermachine,4,3,"broadcast",&remotemachine2);
/* the loop for polling the shared regment
overflow *
while(TRUE)

limited to avoid send buffer

/* make an outgoing message *
strcpy(outgoing,"PROG ORIGINATEDNESSAGE:
count

= count +

");

1;

outgoingl[OJ = count;
noutgoing = strlen(outgoing);
outgoing2[0J = count;
/* is there data in the shared segment7 */
if(receiverhasdata(&remotemachinel))
typereceived = received-type(&remotemachinel);
printf("The message received by PRO(
typereceived);
switch (type-received)
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is of

type %c \n",

prog.c
cas e G ARACIER-ARRAY.TYPE:
elements_-received = nwrnber_ receivcd(&remotemachinel);
printf("The message received by PROG is I'd elements longl\n",
elements receie)
read-characters(&remotemachinel ,mybuffer,
elements_-received);
break;,
casae IN7WERmTYPE:
readjinteger(&remotemachinel,mybufferl);
break;
case MLOAT TYPE:
read-.float(&remotemachinel,mybuffer2);
break;
/* at thi point in the program, process the received data ...
printf('P
has received the following data:\n");
switch (type-.received)
case CHARACFER ARRAYTYPB:
for(i=O; i < elements-_received; i+=1)
printf('%c" ,mybuffertliJ);
break;
case INTEGEMTYPE:
printf( "%d" ,mybufferljOl);
break;
case FLO&T TYPE,:
print f( %f" ,mybuffer2tOl);
break;
print f(\n")
/* at this point, we would look at our system and see if we needed
to send data. Instead, I will check if the sender is free.
If the sender is free, I will send one of three miessages
if(aender_ ioaree(&remotemachine2))
if((j % 3) =-0)
write..characters(&remotemachine2,outgoing~noutgoing);
I* wait until message sent before 4ttempting to send another
while( Isender _is _free(&remotemachine2) )/do nothing printf("2")*/
if((j % 3) == 1)
write~integer(&remnotemachine2.outgoingl);
*
*

(* wait until message sent before attempting to send another 0
while( lsender~is..free(&remotemnachine2) )/do nothing print f("3')*/
if((j % 3) == 2)
write _float(&remotemachine2,outgoing2);
/* wait until message sent before continuing/
while( Isender _is _free(&remoteniachine2) ) *do

*

else

nothing printf("4")*/

prog.c
f* assume socket connection broken .
printf("Sender wasn't free!\n");
break;

/*

at

this point,

you can do the

rest of

the display

/* endif while TRUE */

/~get rid of the path to the other machine.,.
deletemachinepath (&remot emach inc 1);
deletemachinepath(&reiotemachine2);
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4.

prog2.c
a.

Calling Protocols
This is a test program for the broadcast protocol. By command line argument,

another machine to receive broadcast messages from can be specified. The default is to

receive messages from iris]. It must be run in conjunction with prog.c to function
properly, as the port assignments are hardcoded.
b.

Code and Description

/* this is

file prog2.c

It is a sample top level program for the asynchronous reading
and writing of sockets via shared memory and two other processes.
This program spawns off the

required processes.

This program uses structure type Machine deciared in file shared.h.

"A

#include "shsred.h"
#define TRUE 1
main(argc ,argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];

/; arfument count */
/ pointers to the passed in arguments

/

Machine remotemachinel;

/* first structure

for remote machine

Machine remotemachine2;

/* second structure for remote machine */

char othermachine[501;

/* name of other machine */

char mnybuffer[LARGESTREAD];

/* received data */

char outgoing[LARGESTREAD];

/* outgoing message's buffer

5/

*/

int mybufferI[LARGESTREAD/INTERSIZE]' /* received integer data */
int

outgoingI[LARESTREAD/I'EGER._SIZE];

/* outgoing

integer message's buffer */

float mybuffer2[LARGESTREAD/FLOATSIZE]; /* received float data

/

float outgoing2[LARGESFREAD/FLOAT SIZE]; /* outgoing float message buffer */
long noutgoing;

/0 size of the outgoing message 0/

char

/0 temp array used to make outgoing message

temp[1O];

long count = 0;
char

/* message courter

*/

*/

receivedtype();

char type-received;
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prog2.c
int elementsreceived;
/* temp loop variable */

long i;
long

j

/* variable to control message sending */

0;

/* pull out the string from the argument
if(argc > 2)
printf("PROG2:
exit(l);
/* pull out
if( argc ==

use gprog2 <alias>\n");

incorrect argument countl

the name of
2 )

the other string,

strcpy( other-machine, argvll]

I

list */

if it exists */

);

else
st rcpy( other _machine, "npscs-iris2"
/* create a path to a particular machine (iris2 default) */
/* the first argument is the maximum number of channels to be created.
the second argument is the key for the shared memory segment.
the third argument is the name of the machine to connect to.
the fourth argument is the sending port number for the socket to use.
,he fifth argument is the receiving port number for the socket to use.
the sixth argument indicates whether the processes should
act as a server or a client.
the seventh argument is the returned pointer to the structure
remotemachinel or remotemachine2.
it includes the pointer to the shared memory segment,
the astem generated shared memory id, the sendsem id,
and the returned receivesem id.

*/

3,4, "receive" ,&remotemachine2);

dynamnicmachinepaths(2, 1,othermachine,
/* to let both ends of

sleep(5);

the process get set

up */

dynarnicmachinepaths(2,1,other machine,1,2,"broadeast",&remotemachinel);
/* the display loop and loop for polling
whi le(TRUE)
/* make an outgoing message */

the shared segment

strcpytoutgoing,"PROG2 ORIGINATED NESSAGE:
count

= count

outgoingl[O

]

*/

"*;

+ 1;
= count;

noutgoing = strlen(outgoing);
outgoing2[t0] = count;
/0 is there data in the shared segment?
iflreceiver_has data(&remotemachine2))

*{

5/

typerece,ved = received type(&reniotemachine2);
printf "The message received by PROG2 is of
type received);

type %c \n",

switch (typereceived)
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prog2.c
case (IARACTrERARRAYTYPE:
elements_-received = nwrnber-_received(&remotemachine2);
printf("The messa e

received by PRO02

is %d elements longl\n',

read chara :ters(&remotemachine2.mybuffer,
elemerts_ receivedt:
break;
case INTEGERTYPE:
read_ integer(&remotemachine2,mybufferl);
break;
case FLOA~T-TYPE:
read_ float(&remotemachine2,mybuffer2);
break;
/* at this point in the programn, process the received data ...
printf("PROG2 ham received the fllowing data:\n");
switch (type-_received)
case GIARACrERARRAYTYPE:
for(i=O; i<eclements _received;
print f("%c" ,mybufferij

*

[s-=I)

);

break;
case INTEGERTYPE:
print f("%d",mybufferllO]);
break;
case FLOA.T-TYPE:
printf("%f" ,mybuffer2lOI);
break;
print f ("\n"
/* at this point, we would look at our system and see if we needed
to send data, Instead, I will check if the sender is free.
If the sender is free, I will send one of three messages ~
if(senderis,free(&remotemachiinel))
if((j % 3) == 0)
wri te.characters(&rmotemachinel,outgoing,noutgoinlg);
/* wait until message sent before
while( tsender _is _free(&reniotemachiel))

attempling

to send another
do nothing printf("2")*I

if((j % 3) = 1)
write-ilteger(&remotemachiincl,outgoingl);
/0 wait until message sent before attempting to send another .
)Pdo nothing print f("3")*/
while( Isender _is _free(&remoteniachiinel)
if((j % 3) ==2)
2
write floiat(&remotemachinel,outgoing );

*

/* wait until message sent before continig,
~d. nothing printf("4")*/
while( Isender _is _free(&remoternachinet))

else

*2

prog2.c
/* assume socket connection broken/
Terminating ... \n)
printf("Sender wasn't freed
break-,

/*

endif while TRUE *
/*
rdgt o

thepat

tothe other machine ...

deletemachinepath(&remotemachine2);

4eeeahteah(rmtmcie)
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rmshare.c
a.

Calling Protocols
This is a stand-alone utility. It will remove all shared memory segments owned

by the user. By command line argument, selective segments can be removed.
Code and Description

b.

Cotmunicalion

Package

*

*

TITLE

Inter-Computer

*

NELE

rmshare.c

*

*

VERSIIN:

1.0

*

*

DATE

25 February

*

AI1M-EM

Theodore H. Barrow

*

1988

*

HISTORY:

*

*

VERSION:

1.0

*

*

DATE

25 February 1988

*

*

ALIWR: Theodore H. Barrow

*

Removes

DESC.

shared memory

*

segments

identified on conniand

line.

REORD OF CHAM3ES

*

*Version*
*

*

*

*

Date * Author
Chante Description
*

*

*Reqd*
*Vers*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

ji

J%
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Affected
Mdules

*

W

4l

*

10

WT

"K

A.-

r;

SI

rmshare
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<errno.h>
<sys/sysmacros.h>
<stdio.h>
<sys/types.h>
<sys/ipc.h>
<sys/shm.h>
<gi.h>

/* The following defines will have to be modified for different machines
but one of the underlying shared memory attachment mechanisms should
work for any system V implementation. */
1
#define IRIS4D
#define IRIS3000 2
#ifdef FLAT
#define WI-IINE IRIS4D
#else
TRIS3000
#define lvWJ-INE
#endif
extern int errno;
main( argo, argv )
/
/* argument count
int argc;
/* pointers to the passed in arguments
char *argvtl:
int first = 1;
= 1000;
int last
keyt i;
int shmid;
key_t key:
static struct shmidds buffer;
to remove */

/* set the number of shared memory keys
if(argc > 1)
for(

i=first;

i<argc;

i++

key = atoi( argv[i] );
if( (shmid = slunget(

)

key, 0, 0))

I

==

-1

if( errno I= 1'NDENT )
write error( shmid, key, errno
A

);

I
else
if(

shmctl(

write_error(

shmid, IPCFMlD, &buffer
shmid, key, errno

);

else
writedone( shmid, key );
} /* if( (shmid = shniget( i, 0, 0 ))
for 0/
I
else
for(

i=first;

if(
if(

i<last;

i++

(shmid = shmget(
errno

)

) ==-1

==

-1

) */

)

i, 0, 0))

==

-1 )

I= ENU)NT

write error( shmid, i, errno

):
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rmshare
else
if(

sluncti(

write..error(
else
write done(

/ * if(

shmid.

IPCJM4D, &buffer )

ahmid,

i , errno )

ahmid,

i

)

(shmjid = stunget( 1, 0,

0

)

=-1)

1)~

ffor/
printf(

"\nCompleted.\n"

)

1* main()o
write error(
it sbmid;
kcyt key;
jut error;

shmid, key,

error

rit("\nShared Memory ID %d
shmid, key, error )

*

*

J /* write-error(
write _done(
int sbmid;
key-t key;
printf(

caused error U"

(key '1d)

removed.",

.

shmid, key

"\nShared Memory ID %d

/* write done() *1

I15

(key %d)

sbmid, key )

6.

testshare.c
a.

Calling Protocols
This is a stand-alone utility. It will prhit currcnt parameters for all active

shared memory segments. By command line argument, selective segments can be
printed.
Code and Description

b.
/*

* **** ** ****

*4* * ***

**

*4* *****

** **

* ***4*

****4*4****

* ***4*

*

**

* * *4

*

TITLE

Inter-Computer Comnunication Package

*

*

NELE

testshare.c

*

*

VERSION:

1.0

*

*

DATE

25 February 1988

*

*

AU'1-IJR

Theodore H. Barrow

*

*

HISTORY:

*

*

VERSION:

1.0

*

DATE

25 February

*

AIJTWHR

Theodore H. Barrow

*

DESC.

Determines which shmid values are used and what

*

parameters

1988

*
4

their

*

are.

RECORD OF CHANGES

*

*

*Reqd*
*
*
Affected
Date
* Author
*
Modules
*Vers*
Change Description
* *************1**************************************************************
*Version*
*

*

*

*

*
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testshare.c
<errno.h>
<sys/sysmacros.h>
<stdio.h>
<sys/types.h>
<sys/ipc.h>
<sys/s hm. h>
<gl.h>

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

/* The following defines will have to be modified for different machines
but one of the underlying shared memory attachment mechanism# should
work for any system V implementation. 0/
I
#define IRIS4D
#define IRIS3000 2
#ifdef FLAT
#define MACHINE IRIS4D
#else
#define MACHINE IRIS3000
#endif
extern int errno;
main( )
first = 1;
last
= 1000;
i:
shmid;

int
int
int
int

i<last;

i=first;

for(

if(

i++

(shmid = shmget(

)

i, 0, 0)) == -1

)

1= E~o;r )

if( errno

writeerror( shmid, i, errno );
else
if( write_struct( shmid ) == -)
writeerror( shmid, i. errno );
/* if( (shmid = shmget( i, 0, 0 )) == -1 )
1/* for */
printf(

"\nCompleted.\n" );

S/* main()

/

write error( shmid, key, error
int sahid;
key-t key;
int error;
printf( "\nShared Memory ID%d (key %d) caused error U.",
shrnid, key, error );
/* write error()

'4

struct shmid-ds *get
int shmid;
static struct

*,

if(

shmctl(

/
struct(

shmid )

shmid ds buffer;

shmid, IPCSTAT, &buffer

) ==
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testsharexc
return(

(struct

else
return( &buffer

sbmid_ ds *)-I

)

)

I * get-struct(o*
write _struct(

shmid

int sbmid;
struct
if(
14

sbmid-ds

*buf;

get _struct(
(int)(buf
return( (int)buf );

printf(
prin If(
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
p rint f(
*printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
p rint f
p rin tf(
printf(

shid )

"\nShared Memory ID %d has the following structure:", slimid )
1.\n
shm...p ern has the following structure:" )
"\n
cuid is Ud.". buf->shm-perm.cuid )
cgid is %d.", buf- shmperm.cgid )
"\n
uid is Ud.", buf->slimjierni.uid )
"\n
"\n
Sid is Ud.", buf->shnt~perm.gid )
"\n
mode is %o.", buf- shm-perm.mode )
"\n
seq is Ud.", buf->shi..perm.seq )
key is Uo.", buf->shm..perm.key )
"\n
buf->shm-segsz, buf->sli~nsegsz )
"\n
ohm-segsz is %d or %x .",
:hmre
is a structure incompletely defined in region~hl" )
"\n
shmjlpid is %d.", buf->shmn_ pid )
"\n
shm .cpid is %d.", buf->slim cpid )
"\n
slm-natich is Ud.", buf->shm-nattch )
"\n
"\n
slim_ cnattch is Ud.", buf->shn T.cnattch )
slim at ine is9%d. ", buf ->shm a time )
"\n
shndtime is Ud.", buf->slunidtime )
\n
'\n
slimctime is U.", buf->shni-segsz )

return( 0 );
/*

=-1

write _struct()o
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